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Abstract

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are large-scale explosions on the Sun that expel plasma and magnetic field into the heliosphere. The interplanetary counterparts of CMEs, termed interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs), are often directly observed by spacecraft located in the near-Earth environment, and this thesis focuses on understanding the evolution of these structures as they propagate away from the Sun and into the heliosphere. This work contributes to the understanding of space weather in the near-Earth environment, which is known to affect the technological systems at Earth upon which we increasingly rely.

A subset of ICMEs, termed magnetic clouds, in which a flux rope structure can often be identified, form the primary focus of these studies. The process by which a magnetic cloud observed directly in interplanetary space may be linked with its associated CME, through the combined study of remote observations of the Sun and in situ observations near-Earth, is discussed. A comparison of the magnetic topology of the erupting structure at both the Sun and in interplanetary space allows us to infer the process by which it erupts, and better understand its evolution as it propagates through the heliosphere.

A subset of magnetic clouds, in which we directly observe unusual internal substructure, is identified. We examine the physical nature of this substructure, characterising the observed behaviour of both the magnetic field and plasma in these regions. To improve our understanding of the external physical processes that influence the evolution of a magnetic cloud in interplanetary space, we investigate, and ultimately evaluate, a number of physical mechanisms that may lead to the formation of unusual magnetic cloud topology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Sun

Our Sun is a fairly unremarkable star when compared to its stellar neighbours. However it is of fundamental importance to the solar system and the life that it supports there. Like other stars, the Sun was formed by the gravitational collapse of an interstellar gas cloud. It is currently located near to the centre of the main sequence when shown on a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, which plots the evolutionary tracks of stars (Figure 1.1). The Sun is essentially a giant ball of hydrogen and helium gas with trace amounts of some heavier elements, and whilst on the main sequence, energy is supplied via fusion of hydrogen in the core. Once this ceases the Sun will progress to the red giant phase, when it is predicted that it will engulf the Earth. The Sun is currently $4.6 \times 10^9$ years old, which means it is about half way through its lifetime. With a mass of $1.99 \times 10^{30}$ kg, the Sun accounts for more than 99 % of the mass in the solar system. With a luminosity of $3.85 \times 10^{23}$ kW, it is now believed to be brighter than 85 % of the stars in the Milky Way galaxy, most of which are red dwarfs. The Sun rotates differentially since it is entirely gaseous, which means the rotation period at the equator varies from that at the poles. The Sun’s rotation period is therefore latitude dependent, ranging from 25 to 35 days, and this plays an important part in the generation and maintenance of the Sun’s magnetic field.

1.1.1 The Solar Interior

The solar interior is often described in terms of the energy generation and transport mechanisms that dominate in different internal regions of the Sun. It comprises
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Figure 1.1: A Hertzsprung-Russell diagram showing stars in the solar neighbourhood. The diagram shows the spectral type (related to absolute temperature) versus the absolute magnitude (related to stellar luminosity). The main sequence describes the continuous band of stars stretching from the upper left to the bottom right (solid black circles). Stars that have evolved beyond the main sequence (red giants and white dwarfs) are also plotted (open circles). Figure from Phillips et al. (2008). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Cambridge University Press.

The standard solar model is a spherically symmetric quasi-static model in which the Sun is treated as a spherical ball of gas. It allows the physical conditions in the interior of the Sun to be described and is constrained by a set of well determined boundary conditions, which include luminosity, radius, age and composition of the Sun.

The virial theorem tells us that the Sun cannot have thermal or gravitational energy as its energy source since they are insufficient to account for the observed solar luminosity and age, but that the Sun will heat up as it contracts. In addition, chemical reactions are not capable of releasing enough rest mass energy to account for all of the Sun’s energy, leading us to the conclusion that only nuclear reactions
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Figure 1.2: A schematic of the solar interior, highlighting the core, radiative and convective zones. Some key features of the solar surface and atmosphere are also detailed. Figure courtesy of NASA.

are capable of providing the required amounts of energy over the Sun’s lifetime:

\[ t_{\text{nuclear}} \simeq \frac{0.1\epsilon M_\odot C^2}{L_\odot} \simeq 10^{10} \text{years} \tag{1.1} \]

where 0.1 is the fraction of mass used up before the star leaves the main sequence, \( \epsilon = 0.7\% \) is the fraction of the rest mass converted to thermal energy by protons fusing into the nuclei or alpha particles, \( M_\odot \) is the solar mass, \( L_\odot \) is the solar luminosity and \( C \) is the speed of light.

Fission could provide the required energy, but heavy elements are not abundant on the Sun. However light elements, like hydrogen and helium are abundant and fusion is generally accepted as the source of the Sun’s energy.

The internal solar structure can be described by the following set of differential equations, which give relationships for the pressure, opacity and energy generation rate in terms of the density, temperature and composition of the Sun.

Nuclear fusion in the core of the Sun leads to a change in the chemical composition of the solar interior as hydrogen is converted to helium, which should result in a decrease in pressure as the mean molecular mass decreases:
\[
\frac{dP}{dr} = -\frac{GM(r)\rho}{r^2}
\]  
(1.2)

where \( P \) is pressure, \( r \) is radius, \( G \) is the gravitational constant, \( M(r) \) is mass as a function of radius and \( \rho \) is density.

However, this does not happen since the core contracts and consequently increases in temperature. By the ideal gas law, this increase in temperature also increases the pressure and restores the balance of hydrostatic equilibrium:

\[
P = \frac{\rho K_B T}{\mu m_H}
\]  
(1.3)

where \( \mu \) is the molecular weight and hence the number density \( n = \rho / \mu m_H \).

The mass of the solar interior as a function of the solar radius is described by:

\[
\frac{dM(r)}{dr} = 4\pi r^2 \rho
\]  
(1.4)

Assuming the energy flows across a sphere of radius, \( r \) at a rate of \( L,W \), then we can write an equation relating the rate of energy release and the rate of energy transport through the Sun:

\[
\frac{dL}{dr} = 4\pi r^2 \rho \epsilon
\]  
(1.5)

where \( \epsilon \) is the rate of nuclear energy production per unit mass (W kg\(^{-1}\)).

Nuclear fusion of light elements, primarily hydrogen into helium provides 99 % of the Sun’s energy (the remaining 1 % of the Sun’s energy comes from the carbon-nitrogen chain fusion reaction). The solar core region where fusion proceeds extends to \( R \approx 0.25 \ R_\odot \), with temperatures ranging between \( 8 \times 10^6 \) and \( 15 \times 10^6 \) K and densities ranging between \( 2 \times 10^4 \) and \( 1.6 \times 10^5 \) kg m\(^{-3}\).

The Sun’s luminosity, which is a measure of its radiation output, implies a mass loss rate of \( 4 \times 10^9 \) kg s\(^{-1}\). The study of meteorites indicates that the age of the Sun is \( 4 \times 10^9 \) years and this means, to date, only \( 3 \times 10^{-4} \) M\(_\odot\) (\( \sim 0.03 \) % of the Sun’s mass) has been consumed through fusion.

In the Sun, gas pressure is more important than radiation pressure. Thus, since
the thermal energy of the electrons is greater than that of the photons, we might expect thermal conduction to be the most important energy transport mechanism. However, the mean free path of the photons is so much greater than that of the electrons that thermal conduction is negligible in most stars, and energy is therefore transported primarily via radiation between $\sim 0.25 R_\odot$ and $\sim 0.71 R_\odot$. Radiative transport of energy is described by the radiative temperature gradient equation:

$$\frac{dT}{dr} = \frac{3}{16\sigma} \frac{\bar{\kappa} \rho L_r}{4\pi r^2}$$

(1.6)

where $\sigma$ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and $\bar{\kappa}$ is the opacity of the matter.

The transport of energy by conduction and radiation will occur whenever a temperature gradient is maintained within a body. However in the outer layers of the solar interior, increased opacity leads to the steepening of the temperature gradient and the onset of convection above $\sim 0.71 R_\odot$. For convection to become the dominant energy transport mechanism in the Sun, the following criteria must be satisfied:

1. Convection will only occur in liquids and gases when the temperature exceeds some critical value, i.e. it will only begin because the state of the fluids is unstable. The criterion for stability is:

$$\left|\frac{dT}{dr}\right|_{\text{adiabatic}} < T \frac{\gamma - 1}{P} \left|\frac{dP}{dr}\right|$$

(1.7)

where $\gamma = C_p/C_V$ is the adiabatic index, the ratio of specific heats in the gas. (For a fully ionised ideal gas, $\gamma = 5/3$.)

2. In a gas, convection will occur if the rising element is lighter than its surroundings but this depends on the rate at which the element expands due to decreasing pressure, and the rate at which the surrounding density decreases with height.

In the Sun, as with other stars, the temperature falls with increasing radius as we move from the core outwards, which implies that both the temperature gradient $(dT/dr)$ and pressure gradient $(dP/dr)$ are negative. Initially $dT/dr$ is mostly determined by electron scattering because the gas is fully ionised. However, as $T$ falls, electrons begin to recombine with nuclei. The atoms that are subsequently formed are more effective absorbers of radiation, and as a result the opacity increases and the temperature gradient becomes steeper. A convective cycle is established, the evidence for which can been seen in patterns of granulation and supergranulation in the
surface layers of the Sun. The condition for instability is known as the Schwarzchild criterion and implies that when $|dT/dR|_{\text{rad}} > |dT/dr|_{\text{adiabatic}}$, rising gas elements will remain hotter than their surroundings, and thus stay buoyant.

### 1.1.2 The Solar Surface

The “surface” of the Sun lies above the convection zone and can be seen in optical wavelengths with the naked eye. It is known as the photosphere, from the Greek for “light”. Here, the solar temperature reaches a minimum (6000 K), before it starts to rise again in the solar atmosphere. The photosphere is the thinnest solar layer (∼100 km), and is also the layer of the Sun at which the solar radius is defined, $R_{\odot} = 6.96 \times 10^5$ km. The photosphere appears as a solid sphere because its opacity is so high. The most significant cause of this high opacity is the continuous absorption between ultraviolet and infrared wavelengths in the solar spectrum, but absorption at other discrete wavelengths also plays a part.

Observed photospheric features include sunspots. A sunspot is initially comprised of a dark core, known as the umbra, but as it increases in size filaments develop, lying approximately radially around the core. These are collectively described as the penumbra. Larger spots tend to form groups, with the leading spot lying closer to the equator than the trailing spot. Photospheric faculae are frequently seen around sunspot groups. These are ∼300 K hotter than their surroundings and are composed of many small bright points. Sunspots had been seen even before telescopes were invented in the early 1600s, but despite the long history of sunspot observations, the mechanism by which they are formed is still not well understood.

Granulation is also evident in white-light observations of the photosphere and is linked to the structure of the convective cells in the solar interior. The granules are separated by intergranular lanes, which are darker than the granules themselves, indicating that they are cooler. While granules are associated with upward motions of plasma, intergranular lanes show downward motions of plasma. Both large- and small-scale granules have been identified. While typically cells are ∼1000 km in diameter, there are also mesogranular and supergranular cells with sizes up to ∼30,000 km in diameter.

### 1.1.3 The Solar Atmosphere

Above the photosphere lies the solar atmosphere, which comprises only a tiny fraction of the Sun’s mass. It is expected that the temperature of the Sun decreases
with increasing distance from its energy source. However, while this is the case in the solar interior, beyond the top of the photosphere the temperature begins to slowly rise in the lowest solar atmospheric layer, known as the chromosphere. This temperature then increases dramatically in the transition region to the very high MK temperatures observed in the uppermost atmospheric layer, known as the corona. Heating by conduction, radiation or convection cannot be responsible for the dramatic rise in temperature in the solar atmosphere, since a transfer of heat from a cool environment to a hot environment would contravene the 2nd law of thermodynamics. The source of coronal heating remains unsolved, in spite of many theoretical possibilities.

Given their high temperatures, the chromosphere, transition region and corona are primarily observed in ultraviolet (UV), extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft X-ray (SXR) wavelengths. To properly measure at these wavelengths, the observer must be located above the Earth’s atmosphere to avoid atmospheric absorption, and there have been several solar missions launched with this objective. The most recent of these spacecraft is the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), which is currently returning observations of the solar atmosphere in unprecedented detail. Figure 1.3 shows a composite image of the Sun’s atmosphere from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) instrument onboard SDO, combining images at the wavelengths 211 Å, 193 Å and 171 Å to create this view of the Sun. When viewing images of the Sun, two of the traditional compass points are reversed, such that east is west, and west is east. This convention is used throughout this thesis.

**Figure 1.3:** A composite image of the Sun’s atmosphere from the AIA instrument onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO). Images at the wavelengths 211 Å, 193 Å and 171 Å which are spectral lines that are formed at coronal temperatures, are combined to create this view of the Sun.
The chromosphere, meaning “colour”, owes its name to the red aura seen above the solar limb during an eclipse, which is caused by emission from the Hα line at 6563 Å. The temperature in the chromosphere is higher than the photosphere, at \( \sim 20,000 \)K and chromospheric structures are best seen using monochromatic imaging in strong chromospheric lines, e.g. Hα and Ca II H and K. Detailed observations have revealed that the chromosphere is much more dynamic than the underlying photosphere, and is made up of small bright cells that form the chromospheric network. Many hundreds of narrow, jet-like features, known as spicules have also been observed, which can exceed 10,000 km in length, but are only around 1000 km wide.

Different chromospheric features are revealed in the observations of spectral lines formed at different heights in the atmosphere. Unlike Ca II H and K lines, which are collisionally controlled, the Hα line is photoelectrically controlled, and while this means it does not provide information on the temperature of the chromosphere, it is ideal for observing long, dark regions, known as filaments, on the solar disk. These structures are termed prominences when observed in emission on the solar limb. Other elongated dark features known as mottles and fibrils may also be readily observed in this line, together with sunspots, surrounded by bright, plage regions. More information on the chromosphere and its links to upper atmospheric solar regions is obtained by observing in the UV wavelength range.

Between the solar chromosphere and the corona lies a very thin interface, known as the transition region. The temperature rises steeply through this region to coronal temperatures \( > 1 \times 10^6 \) K. The chromospheric network is still evident in the transition region and other observed features include loop structures with temperatures between \( 10^5 - 10^6 \) K and many small brightenings, known as blinkers, however the transition region is difficult to identify and is still not well understood.

The corona, from the latin meaning “crown”, is the uppermost layer of the solar atmosphere and extends out into the heliosphere. The corona is extremely hot and tenuous and is visible in white-light due to the Thomson scattering of photospheric light by coronal electrons. During a solar eclipse, the corona is observed as an extended white-light halo, as shown in Figure 1.4. Like the chromosphere and transition region, the corona is observed on the solar disk in UV, EUV and SXR wavelengths since the photosphere does not emit at these wavelengths and active regions, diffuse coronal loops and X-ray bright points can all be identified. Other observed coronal features include streamers, identified by enhanced emission, and coronal holes, identified by decreased emission. The strength of the coronal magnetic field varies from \( B \approx 10 \) mT (100 G) at the base of the corona to \( B \approx 7 \) nT (7 \( \times \) \( 10^{-5} \) G) in the solar wind at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun.
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Figure 1.4: The solar corona is visible in white-light due to the Thomson scattering of photospheric light by coronal electrons. This figure shows white-light observations of the corona during a total solar eclipse (the dark disk is the moon occulting the Sun) (left) and from the LASCO coronagraph onboard the SOHO spacecraft (right).

A coronal emission line (5303 Å) was first observed in 1869 during a total solar eclipse. Later more emission lines were observed, but the presence of these could not be explained by the discovery of new elements, since the periodic table was nearly complete. In 1939 Grotrian showed that the coronal red line (6374 Å) was emitted by Fe X, and in 1942 Edlén identified the remaining coronal lines as forbidden transitions in Fe, Ni and Ca. In the meantime, it was suggested by Bowen that gaseous nebulae are very dilute, hence an atom may stay in a metastable excited state for a long time. These discoveries subsequently led to the conclusions that the solar corona is both hot and tenuous, since high temperatures are required to produce the high degrees of ionisation inferred from the spectra and forbidden transition lines occur when metastable levels become over-populated because collisional de-excitation is rare.

The coronal spectrum consists of a continuum observed as a result of Thomson scattering of photospheric light by coronal electrons, superposed with bright emission lines. The corona can be divided into two main components, known as the K-corona and the F-corona. The K-corona is the electron scattered component and dominates out to \( \sim 2R_\odot \). It is a featureless continuum without any Fraunhofer lines, since the high speeds of the coronal electrons (0.03c) means that these lines are broadened so much that they are no longer visible. The second coronal component is the dust-scattered component, known as the F-corona, that dominates beyond \( \sim 2.5R_\odot \). The spectrum is the same as for the photosphere and includes Fraunhofer lines. Gradual changes are observed in the white-light corona over the duration of the solar cycle. At solar minimum, long symmetrical streamers are observed at the equator, and plumes at the poles. During solar maximum, the corona is visibly less symmetrical and more structures are observed.
1.2 The Magnetic Sun

The Sun’s magnetic field is the source of all solar activity. It is believed that the solar dynamo is the physical process that generates the Sun’s magnetic field. The solar interior is a highly conducting plasma and the rotation of this plasma generates electric currents which convert plasma motion to magnetic energy. The resulting magnetic field is dipolar, like many other celestial bodies, including the Earth. The magnetic field extends above the solar surface and has different manifestations in different atmospheric layers.

Any dynamo theory must be able to account for all observed solar activity phenomena, including the emergence of sunspots at high latitudes and their subsequent migration to the equator (Spörer’s law), which is illustrated by the well-known butterfly diagram shown in Figure 1.5, the variable length of the solar cycle and polarity reversals at the poles.

![Daily Sunspot Area Averaged over Individual Solar Rotations](image)

**Figure 1.5:** This well-known butterfly diagram shows sunspot area as a function of solar latitude over time and illustrates the relationship between sunspot emergence and the solar cycle. Spörer’s law shows that at solar minimum sunspots emerge at high latitudes and subsequently migrate to the equator. Figure courtesy of Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA.

1.2.1 Generating the Solar Magnetic Field

Using helioseismology, it has been established that a region of high shear, known as the “tachocline” is the seat of solar magnetic fields [Spiegel and Zahn 1992].
Charbonneau et al. (1999). The tachocline is located between the radiation and convection zones in the solar interior, forming the boundary between the rigidly rotating core and the differentially rotating regions. The solar dynamo is usually broken down into three components:

1. The generation of strong, large-scale fields of periodically reversing polarity;
2. The rise of these fields in the photosphere;
3. The processing, spreading across and removal from the photosphere of magnetic flux.

A flux tube that is in thermal balance with its surroundings \((T_{\text{internal}} = T_{\text{external}})\) is buoyant, since the lower internal gas pressure \((p_{\text{internal}} < p_{\text{external}})\) implies lower mass density, \(\rho_{\text{internal}} < \rho_{\text{external}}\). The arising magnetic buoyancy force will lead to the rise of flux tubes. Flux tubes also experience an opposing drag force due to velocity shear in the ambient medium, and the rate of rise, \(v_t\), for flux tubes is determined by the balance of buoyancy and drag:

\[
v_t = v_A \left( \frac{\pi}{C_d} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{a}{H_p} \right)^{1/2}
\]

where \(v_A\) is the Alfvén speed and \(H_p\) is the pressure scale height.

The flux tube will eventually penetrate through the surface of the Sun, and the properties of this emerging flux can then be used to infer details of the dynamo process.

After decades of magnetic measurements on the Sun, including both the weaker, facular fields as well as the stronger fields, Babcock (1961) put forward a conceptual model, which describes the 22-year magnetic cycle of the Sun in 5 stages.

The Sun’s magnetic field is approximated by a dipole field symmetric about the rotation axis and the field lines are initially poloidal, connecting the north and south poles. Differential rotation pulls and stretches this poloidal field horizontally around the Sun into a helical spiral, the effect of which is most intense in the activity belts (latitude \(\sim 30^\circ\)). Magnetic flux then begins to emerge at the surface and the first active regions of the cycle are formed around latitudes \(\theta = 30^\circ\). The active region latitudes move towards the equator over time, reaching \(\theta = 8^\circ\) after around 8 years following Spörer’s law. Moreover, Joy’s law (Hale et al., 1919) shows that the leading polarity in bipolar sunspot groups tends to lie closer to the equator than
that of the following polarity (with the extent of the tilt increasing with latitude),
whilst Hale-Nicholson’s law \cite{Hale1924} adds that active regions on opposite sides of
the hemisphere have opposite leading polarities, which alternate between successive
sunspot cycles. As the leading polarities move toward the equator, flux cancellation
occurs, resulting in the neutralisation and subsequent reversal of the general poloidal
field. After 11 years, the magnetic field is again poloidal and the dipole field is now
oppositely directed to that in the initial stage.

This model was amended by Leighton \cite{Leighton1969} to include his interpretation that
the mean flux transport, included by Babcock simply as an observed fact, was
actually a result of the combined effect of the dispersal of magnetic elements by a
random walk process and the asymmetry in the flux emergence.

The original Babcock-Leighton model has a number of limitations and, since
its inception, subsequent dynamo models have aimed at fully dynamical solutions
of the induction equation together with the coupled mass, momentum and energy
relations for the plasma. However, the solar dynamo is still not well understood and
many questions remain unanswered.

The Sun’s activity ebbs and wanes over an 11 year period referred to as the
solar cycle. In 1843, the 11 year cyclic variation in the number of sunspots was
discovered by the German astronomer, Heinrich Schwabe. The amplitude of the
sunspot number variation can be more than a factor of 4 between cycles. Some
variety in the period of the solar cycle has also been observed in records dating back
to 1750, with intervals in the range 8 - 15 years, making it difficult to predict when
the next peak in solar activity will occur. There have been prolonged periods of
time in history when no sunspots have been observed at all, the most notable of
which is a period known as the Maunder minimum, after the astronomer Edward
Maunder, who noted that during the period from 1645 to 1715 the sunspot cycle
virtually disappeared. It is interesting to note that the most recent solar minimum,
marking the end of solar cycle 23 and the onset of solar cycle 24 has been unusually
long, but, despite the availability of extensive solar observations, it is not clear why
this is the case.

Since the discovery of the variation of the number of sunspots over the solar cycle,
it has come to light that there are also a number of other solar parameters that are
observed to vary over this period, including sunspot area, Ca II plage area and 10.7
cm microwave radio flux emission. Changes in solar irradiance are also observed over
the cycle, due to competition between dark sunspots and bright faculae in which the
faculae dominate. This results in a change in solar irradiance of 0.2 % from solar
cycle maximum to minimum.
The coronal structure at solar minimum is that of two diametrically opposite lobes, but during solar maximum the corona is much more radial. At solar minimum, the X-ray corona is often completely devoid of active regions and is much fainter and weaker than the solar maximum corona. Polar coronal holes are large and prominent at the minimum stage of the cycle and white-light observations show that the streamer belts are concentrated in the equatorial plane. At solar maximum the X-ray corona is bright and highly structured with many active regions present that dominate the emission. The polar coronal holes are somewhat diminished and the white-light corona is also much more highly structured, with streamers present at all latitudes. Figure 1.6 illustrates the change in emission and structure observed in the X-ray corona over the duration of a solar cycle.

Figure 1.6: The composite image shows the evolution of X-ray emission from the corona over the solar cycle. At solar maximum, the emission is brightest (front) and it decreases and becomes more diffuse at solar minimum (back). Figure courtesy of ISAS, Japan.

1.2.2 Measuring the Solar Magnetic Field

Magnetic flux, \( \Phi \), is a measure of the amount of magnetic field passing through a given surface and is measured in the c.g.s. units of Maxwells (Mx) (1 Mx = 10\(^{-8}\) Weber). The magnetic field, \( B \), is measured in the c.g.s. units of Gauss (G) (1 G = 10\(^{-4}\) T). In a magnetic field of strength one Gauss, one Maxwell is the total flux across a surface of one square cm perpendicular to the field (1 Mx = 1 G cm\(^2\)).

The magnetic field strength on the Sun ranges from 10 - 100 G, but the solar magnetic field extends well beyond the Sun itself and is carried into space by the solar wind, forming the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). The magnetic field strength of the IMF is significantly smaller than that at the Sun and measures 7 x
10^{-5} G at 1 AU. Comparatively, the magnetic field strength at Earth is 0.3 - 0.6 G.

The magnetic field of the Sun at the photosphere can be deduced from the Zeeman splitting of Fraunhofer spectral lines, but this is only successful if the magnetic field is strong. Under the influence of a magnetic field a spectral line can be split into several spectral lines with slightly different frequencies. The Zeeman triplet is comprised of two shifted $\sigma$ components and the unshifted $\pi$ component. An electron orbiting an atom is equivalent to a current which induces a magnetic field. When an external magnetic field is applied, it exerts a torque on the magnetic field of the electron, which depends on the alignment ($\theta$) between the electron’s magnetic field and the external magnetic field. The electron acquires an additional potential energy, which may be positive, zero, or negative, depending on the angle $\theta$. The stronger the external magnetic field, the greater the added or subtracted potential energy. As a result, there are two $\sigma$ components of the spectral line, displaced to either side of the unperturbed central component $\pi$.

The shift in the wavelength of the two $\sigma$ components from the central wavelength is given by

$$\delta \lambda = \frac{\pi e}{M_e} \frac{\lambda^2 g B}{c} = 4.7 \times 10^{-13} \lambda^2 g B$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.9)

where the factor ($\pi e/M_e c = 4.7 \times 10^{-13}$) is a standard constant. Magnetic field strengths between 100 - 200 G can be measured by this method.

The Zeeman effect is longitudinal when the magnetic field is parallel to the line-of-sight direction. When this is the case, the undisplaced line disappears and only the $\sigma$ components are present, which are circularly polarised in the opposite sense. When the magnetic field is perpendicular to the line-of-sight direction then the Zeeman effect is transverse and all three components of the spectral line are seen. The undisplaced component, $\pi$ is linearly polarised perpendicular to the magnetic field, while the $\sigma$ components are linearly polarised parallel to the magnetic field. The above is valid for absorption lines, but in the case of emission lines the sense of circular polarisation is reversed, as are “parallel” and “perpendicular”. Babcock developed the magnetograph in 1952, which utilises the circular polarisation of the Zeeman components of the spectral lines, and allows the measurement of magnetic fluxes in active regions and also quiet Sun regions. Magnetograms are currently available from both ground-based and space-based observatories.

At present, magnetic measurements made of the Sun using this method are typically of the photospheric magnetic field, due to the limitations of currently available
technology. The Zeeman effect increases as $\lambda^2$, meaning that as the temperature increases, spectral lines broaden, and it may be possible to measure the coronal magnetic field using infrared coronal lines. However this has not yet been achieved.

1.2.3 Structure of the Coronal Magnetic Field

There are three major components of the corona that make up its magnetic field; active regions, coronal holes and the quiet Sun.

1.2.3.1 Active regions

Active regions are concentrated regions of solar activity and are located in regions of enhanced magnetic flux density. They are visible as sunspot groups in optical wavelengths, whilst in EUV and X-ray wavelengths they are characterised by bright emission from hot, dense coronal loops structures, as shown in Figure 1.7 (upper left). The magnetic field of active regions is often bipolar in nature, which means they are mainly made up of closed magnetic field lines.

Following the initial emergence of flux in an active region, the structure may persist for days, weeks or months, depending on the amount of magnetic flux in the region, during which time further flux emergence, flux cancellation, magnetic reconfigurations and magnetic reconnection processes may take place. The extremely dynamic nature of active regions results in plasma heating, flares and coronal mass ejections. Active regions are typically confined to an activity belt on the Sun, which lies at latitudes of $\pm 40^\circ$.

1.2.3.2 Coronal holes

Coronal holes are identified on the Sun as large areas of decreased emission evident in X-ray and EUV observations. The magnetic field in a coronal hole is often described as “open” because it appears to an observer that the magnetic field is connected to the Sun only at one end, extending into interplanetary space. In fact, far out in the heliosphere, this “open” field forms the interplanetary magnetic field. Coronal holes appear darker than surrounding regions because heated plasma is readily evacuated along the open field lines and escapes into interplanetary space. Consequently coronal holes are depleted of plasma most of the time and the density in these regions is $\sim 10^7 - 10^8 \text{ cm}^{-3}$. The continuous outflow of plasma from coronal
holes makes up the fast component of the solar wind, which travels at speeds in excess of 700 km s\(^{-1}\).

At solar minimum, coronal holes are large and prominent features, forming near the solar poles, like that shown in Figure 1.7 (bottom left). However during solar maximum not only are they smaller and more complex, but they can form anywhere and often extend down to the equator. Whilst coronal holes are predominantly monopolar magnetic field regions, they are interspersed with diffuse patches of opposite polarity field. Mixed magnetic field, most evidently in the form of small bipoles, also occurs within coronal holes.

### 1.2.3.3 Quiet sun

The majority of the Sun is not dominated by active regions or coronal holes, but by regions historically referred to as the *quiet* Sun. Today, however, it is known that many small-scale dynamic processes are taking place all over the Sun, and in fact the quiet Sun is comprised of both small-scale phenomena, such as network heating events, nanoflares, explosive events, bright points and soft X-ray jets and large-scale structures, such as trans-equatorial coronal loops and coronal arches. Figure 1.7 (right) shows the quiet Sun observed in EUV. Despite their small scale, features like bright points are clearly evident even in full disk images of the Sun.

The quiet Sun is characterised by mixed polarity “salt and pepper” magnetic field. This description derives from magnetogram images, which are essentially magnetic maps of the Sun, in which black regions denote “negative” magnetic flux that is directed into the Sun and white regions denote “positive” magnetic flux that is directed out of the Sun. The quiet Sun is brighter than coronal holes because heated plasma upflowing from the chromosphere remains trapped until it cools down and precipitates back to the chromosphere. A modern definition of the quiet Sun is that it encompasses all closed magnetic field regions, excluding active regions.
Figure 1.7: Hot, dense loops indicative of the closed magnetic field lines within an active region observed by SDO/AIA in the extreme ultraviolet wavelength 171 Å (top left). A dark coronal hole extends from the top of the Sun to almost halfway down observed on 27 May 2010 by SDO/AIA at the extreme ultraviolet wavelength 193 Å (bottom left). Coronal holes are magnetically open areas from which high speed solar wind streams into space. The quiet Sun observed at the extreme ultraviolet wavelength 304 Å by STEREO/SECCHI, in which small-scale features like bright points are observed (right).
1.3 Magnetohydrodynamics

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is a branch of continuum mechanics, which studies the flow of electrically conducting fluid in the presence of an electromagnetic field. In the simplest case, the plasma is treated as a single conducting fluid. The root of MHD lies in magnetic fields inducing currents in a moving conductive fluid, which creates forces on the fluid, and also changes the magnetic field itself. Mutual interaction of fluid flow, \( v \) and magnetic field, \( B \), gives rise to the Lorentz force, \( j \times B \), which accelerates the fluid, while the electromotive force, \( v \times B \), creates a current which modifies the electric field. MHD helps us to understand many aspects of solar-heliospheric physics, since the Sun and interplanetary medium are primarily made up of plasma.

The set of equations which describe MHD are a combination of the Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics, since the average properties of the plasma are governed by the basic conservation laws for mass, momentum and energy, and Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism, since electric and magnetic fields and currents are always important in plasmas, and so their effects must be included. These equations may be manipulated to tell us much about the solar plasma conditions. Combining simplified Maxwell’s equations and Ohm’s law, Alfvén’s Frozen Flux theorem may be derived and an idea of the degree of coupling between the plasma flow in a region and the ambient magnetic field may be obtained from the magnetic Reynolds number, \( R_M \), which is described in § 1.3.5. In § 1.3.6 we obtain expressions for the Alfvén velocity, the pressure scale height and the forces exerted by magnetic pressure and magnetic tension. A quantity known as plasma \( \beta \) is introduced and the conditions for a force-free magnetic field are described.

Ideal MHD assumes that the fluid has so little resistivity that it can be treated as a perfect conductor, and ideal processes can convert magnetic energy to kinetic energy without magnetic dissipation. Non-ideal (resistive) MHD, in which magnetic dissipation is finite leads to the reconnection of colliding magnetic field lines (see magnetic reconnection, § 1.3.7). Non-ideal processes can convert magnetic energy into both kinetic energy and heat.

1.3.1 Description of a Plasma

A plasma is a quasi-neutral gas that is comprised of equal numbers of positively and negatively charged particles, which may be subject to electric, magnetic and other forces. Plasmas exhibit collective behaviour. There are three important criterion
which must be satisfied if an ionised gas is to be considered a plasma:

1. Shielding and Quasi-neutrality

A plasma can be divided up into a number of volume elements, the dimensions of which are small compared to typical length scales, $L$, over which variations are observed in the macroscopic properties of the plasma, but are large compared to the size of the particles. Each fluid element must be large enough, so that any charge concentrations that arise will be shielded within the fluid volume element. The Debye length, $\lambda_D$, describes the distance over which a balance is obtained between the thermal particle energy and the electrostatic potential energy arising from any charge separation. The quasi-neutrality condition, which a plasma must obey can be expressed as:

$$L \gg \lambda_D$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.10)

2. The “Plasma Parameter”

Another condition that must be satisfied before collective behaviour can occur is that there should be enough charged particles around a specific charge concentration to shield it. A Debye sphere is a spherical volume of radius the Debye length. The number of particles within the sphere is $N_D$. The criterion that must be met for collective shielding to occur can be expressed as:

$$N_D \gg 1$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.11)

3. Collision criterion

A plasma can coexist within a neutral gas, but it is necessary that the density of neutral particles is not so high that collisions with neutrals interfere with charged particle motions to an extent that prevents collective behaviour. The plasma frequency, $\omega_p$, describes the oscillations about an equilibrium position if the electrons are displaced relative to the ions and is a useful parameter for characterising the time-scale on which electrons move to correct a charge imbalance in the plasma.

For a plasma to continue to maintain collective behaviour, the frequency of collisions with neutrals must be much less than that of plasma oscillations. In terms of a period, $\tau_n$, between collisions with neutrals, this condition can be expressed as:

$$\omega_p \cdot \tau_n \gg 1$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.12)
1.3.2 Fluid Equations

1.3.2.1 The equation of mass continuity

The mass continuity equation describes the relationship between the plasma density, $\rho$ and the fluid velocity, $v$.

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho v) = 0$$ (1.13)

where $\rho$ is the mass density, $v$ is the flow velocity, $t$ is time.

The density in a region increases if mass flows into the region with velocity, $v$ and decreases if the opposite is true and the mass in the region diverges. In both of these cases, mass flux is conserved during the motion of the plasma.

Equation (1.13) can be expanded and written as:

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + (v \cdot \nabla) n + n (\nabla \cdot v) = 0$$ (1.14)

1.3.2.2 The equation of motion

The equation of motion describes the conservation of momentum. It relates the fluid velocity, $v$ to density $\rho$ and to the electromagnetic Lorentz force acting on the fluid element.

$$\rho \frac{\partial v}{\partial t} + \rho (v \cdot \nabla) v = -\nabla p + j \times B + qE + \rho g + F$$ (1.15)

where $-\nabla p$ is the plasma pressure gradient, $j$ is the current density, $B$ is the magnetic induction, $j \times B$ is the Lorentz force per unit volume, $q$ is the charge density, $E$ is the electric field strength, $\rho g$ is the gravitational force and $F$ indicates additional forces, like the effect of viscosity.

The presence of the Lorentz force in the equation of motion accelerates the fluid and couples the fluid equations to the electromagnetic equations.
1.3.2.3 The energy equation

The energy equation expresses that the heat increases or decreases as the net effect of energy sources and sinks, as the plasma moves in space. It may be expressed as:

\[ \frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla p + \gamma p \nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} = E_l \]  

(1.16)

where \( E_l \) is the total energy loss function and \( \gamma \) is the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific heat at constant volume (normally taken as 5/3). Energy loss can result from e.g. radiative cooling, conduction and energy gain may be the result of e.g. MHD wave dissipation, joule heating, heating due to friction.

The equation of state for a plasma that behaves as an ideal gas relates pressure, \( P \) and temperature, \( T \).

\[ p = R \rho T = nk_B T \]  

(1.17)

where \( R \) is the universal gas constant \((8.3 \times 10^3 \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-2} \text{ deg}^{-1})\), \( n \) is the total number of particles per unit volume, and \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant \((1.381 \times 10^{-23} \text{ J deg}^{-1})\).

To be complete, the fluid equations require an appropriate equation for the pressure tensor components. Assuming that the plasma behaves like an ideal gas, this pressure equation can be the ideal gas equation, relating pressure, \( p \) to the plasma temperature, \( T \) and density, \( \rho \).

1.3.3 Electromagnetic Equations

1.3.3.1 Maxwell’s equations

- Poisson’s equation (also known as Gauss’ law for \( E \)), implying charge conservation:

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = \frac{\rho_e}{\epsilon} \]  

(1.18)

where \( \rho_e \) is the charge density and \( \epsilon \) is the permittivity of free space.

- Faraday’s law:

\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} \]  

(1.19)
where $E$ is the electric field, $B$ is the magnetic field and $t$ is time.

Faraday’s law means that time-varying magnetic fields may give rise to electric fields.

- Gauss’ law for $B$:
  \[ \nabla \cdot B = 0 \tag{1.20} \]

  Equation [1.20] means that there are no magnetic sources or monopoles.

- Ampère’s law:
  \[ \nabla \times B = \mu_0 j + \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial E}{\partial t} \tag{1.21} \]

  where $c$ is the speed of light in a vacuum ($3 \times 10^8$ m s$^{-1}$) and $\partial E/\partial t$ is the displacement current. Equation [1.21] means that either currents or time-varying electric fields may produce magnetic fields.

1.3.3.2 Ohm’s law

A simplified Ohm’s law is assumed in this thesis:

\[ j = \sigma(E + v \times B) \tag{1.22} \]

since plasma moving with a velocity, $v$ across a magnetic field is subject to an electric field described by $v \times B$. $\sigma$ is the electrical conductivity, assumed constant. This form of Ohm’s law couples the electromagnetic equations to the plasma fluid equations through $v$, the plasma velocity.

1.3.4 The MHD Approximation

The fundamental equations (given below) use the following assumptions (Priest 1982; Attrill 2008b):

- Quasi-neutrality of the plasma is assumed, so local electric charge densities are neglected since $\rho_{\text{electrons}} = \rho_{\text{ions}}$. As a result, the concept of charge conservation is irrelevant. In this case, $qE \to 0$ under the MHD approximation and Poisson’s equation (Equation 1.18) becomes $\nabla \cdot E = 0$.
- An inertial (not accelerating or rotating) frame of reference is used.
- The plasma is treated as a single fluid system. This assumes that both electrons and ions are collision-dominated so that a given particle remains reasonably close
to its neighbours during timescales of interest. Then, the plasma may be divided into small, identifiable fluid elements. The characteristic length scale is greater than internal plasma lengths (e.g. ion gyroradius and the mean free path length).

- The characteristic timescale is greater than internal plasma timescales (e.g. ion gyrofrequency and mean free path time). The plasma is therefore assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium with distribution functions close to Maxwellian.

- In solar physics, the bulk plasma flow speed, sound speed and Alfvén speed are assumed to be much less than $c$, so relativistic effects can be ignored. As a result, the displacement current in Ampère’s law (Equation 1.21) is neglected.

- $\mu$ and $\epsilon$ are assumed to be constant and (for solar plasmas) have the vacuum values $\mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7}$ H m$^{-1}$ and $\epsilon_0 = 8.854 \times 10^{-12}$ F m$^{-1}$.

These assumptions result in the fundamental MHD equations:

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{v}) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.23)

$$\rho \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \rho (\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{v} = -\nabla p + \mathbf{j} \times \mathbf{B} + q\mathbf{E} + \rho \mathbf{g} + \mathbf{F}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.24)

$$\frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla p + \gamma p \nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} = E_l$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.25)

$$p = R\rho T = nk_B T$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.26)

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.27)

$$\nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.28)

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.29)

$$\nabla \times \mathbf{B} = \mu_0 \mathbf{j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.30)
\[ j = \sigma (E + v \times B) \] (1.31)

In the *ideal* MHD approximation, the electrical conductivity of the gas \( \sigma \), is assumed to be extremely high, so that it can be treated as a perfect conductor. Therefore ideal MHD describes the interaction of inviscid fluids of low electrical resistivity with magnetic and gravitational fields.

Further simplifications to the MHD approximation may be made, including:

- The plasma is assumed to be incompressible so that the density does not change with time and Equation 1.23 reduces to \( \nabla \cdot v = 0 \).
- The plasma is assumed to be inviscid, so viscous forces can be neglected and the equation of motion (Equation 1.24) is simplified.
- The system is assumed to vary adiabatically, without energy loss, so the energy equation (Equation 1.25) is simplified.

### 1.3.5 The MHD Induction Equation

A combination of Maxwell’s equations and a simplified Ohm’s law leads to the induction equation, which eliminates the electric field and relates \( v \) to \( B \). This ultimately leads to the derivation of Alfvén’s Frozen Flux theorem.

Combining Ampère’s law \( \nabla \times B = \mu_0 j \) and Ohm’s law in the frame moving with the plasma, \( j = \sigma (E + v \times B) \), we obtain:

\[ \nabla \times B = \mu_0 \sigma (E + v \times B) \] (1.32)

Taking the curl of this, using Faraday’s Law and supposing that \( \sigma = \text{constant} \), then:

\[ \nabla \times (\nabla \times B) = \mu_0 \sigma \left( -\frac{\partial B}{\partial t} + \nabla \times (v \times B) \right) \] (1.33)

Introducing the ohmic magnetic diffusivity:

\[ \eta = \frac{1}{\mu_0 \sigma} \] (1.34)
and using the vector triple product identity:

$$\nabla \times (\nabla \times \mathbf{B}) = \nabla(\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B}) - \nabla^2 \mathbf{B} = -\nabla^2 \mathbf{B}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.35)$$

thus, we obtain the MHD induction equation:

$$\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} = \nabla \times (v \times \mathbf{B}) + \eta \nabla^2 \mathbf{B}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.36)$$

The MHD induction equation expresses that changes in the local magnetic field can be due to advection (plasma motion) and/or diffusion.

### 1.3.5.1 The magnetic Reynolds number

Dividing the magnitude of the advection term by that of the diffusive term of the induction equation yields the magnetic Reynolds number:

$$R_m = \frac{\nabla \times (v \times \mathbf{B})}{\eta \nabla^2 \mathbf{B}} = \frac{vB/l}{\eta B/l^2} = \frac{vl}{\eta \mu_0 \sigma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.37)$$

where $v$ and $l$ are characteristic values for velocity and length, $\mu_0$ is the magnetic permeability and $\sigma$ is the electric conductivity.

In the solar corona, where $T \sim 10^6$ K, $\eta \sim 1$ m$^2$s$^{-1}$, $l = 10^5$ m and $v \sim 10^4$ m s$^{-1}$, the magnetic Reynolds number is $R_m \sim 10^9$. This means that the diffusive term is negligible compared to the advection term.

If $R_m \ll 1$, the temporal evolution of the field is dominated by the diffusion term. The characteristic time-scale for such Ohmic diffusion is:

$$t_d = \frac{l^2}{\eta} = \frac{l}{v} R_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.38)$$

The time taken for the magnetic field of the Sun to diffuse is approximately $10^{10}$ years.

If $R_m \gg 1$, the induction equation becomes:
\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} = \nabla \times (v \times \mathbf{B}) + \eta \nabla^2 \mathbf{B} \rightarrow \frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} = \nabla \times (v \times \mathbf{B}) \tag{1.39}
\]

For such an ideal fluid, Ohm’s law is \( E + v \times B = 0 \). 

In the solar corona, where the advection term dominates, the plasma and magnetic field are constrained to move together. This result is known as Alfvén’s Frozen Flux theorem, since he showed that in such cases field lines move as though they are “frozen” into the fluid. When this is the case, plasma is still able to flow parallel to the field along the field lines, but there is virtually no perpendicular motion of the plasma relative to the magnetic field. Magnetic field lines and flux tubes may be pictured as strings and rubber tubes that are transported and may be deformed by plasma flows.

1.3.6 Applications of the MHD Equations

The equations of MHD can be used to investigate many aspects of the solar conditions.

The left hand side of the equation of motion (Equation 1.15) represents the net change of the momentum density of a fluid element. While the terms on the right hand side of equation 1.15 represent the density of the forces acting on the fluid element. The following solar conditions may be derived through manipulation of the equation of motion:

1. Alfvén speed

The Alfvén speed, \( v_A \), is the speed at which magnetic disturbances travel along the field. \( v_A \) is determined by equating the left hand side of the equation of motion with the magnetic force, while neglecting velocity variations with respect to time:

\[
v_A = \frac{B}{(\mu_0 \rho)^{1/2}} \tag{1.40}
\]

where \( \mu_0 \) is the magnetic permeability.

The Alfvén velocity, \( v_A \), in the quiet Sun regions of the low corona is typically \( \sim 700 \text{ km s}^{-1} \).

2. Pressure scale height
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Equating the magnitudes of the first and fourth terms on the right hand side of the equation of motion with the ideal gas law gives a length scale:

\[ L = \frac{RT}{g} \equiv H \]  

where \( H \) is the scale height for the fall-off of the pressure with height.

In the corona, \( H \) is 50,000 km, while the scale height is much smaller in the chromosphere, at only 500 km.

3. Pressure force and magnetic tension force

In the momentum equation, the \( j \times B \) term describes the magnetic force (Lorentz force). Using Ampère’s law, we find that:

\[ j \times B = \frac{1}{\mu_0} (\nabla \times B) \times B = -\nabla \left( \frac{B^2}{2\mu_0} \right) + \frac{(B \cdot \nabla)B}{\mu_0} \]  

where the first term on the right hand side describes the gradient of the isotropic magnetic pressure (pressure force) and the second term on the right hand side is the force arising from the magnetic tension (magnetic tension force). If the field lines are not straight, but have a radius of curvature \( R \), their tension \( \frac{B^2}{\mu_0} \) exerts a transverse force \( \frac{B^2}{\mu_0}\mu_0 R \) per unit volume. A net force is exerted on the plasma if the stress arising from the curvature is not balanced by the magnetic pressure, however there is no net force along the magnetic field \( B \).

4. Plasma \( \beta \) parameter

The magnitude of the plasma pressure, \( p \) and the magnetic pressure, \( \frac{B^2}{2\mu_0} \) are compared in the plasma \( \beta \) parameter, which is defined as:

\[ \beta = \frac{\text{plasma pressure}}{\text{magnetic pressure}} = \frac{2\mu_0 p}{B^2} \]  

Below the photosphere \( \beta \geq 1 \), thus gas pressure dominates and the magnetic field is moved around by the convective motion of the plasma in this region. Above the photosphere \( \beta \ll 1 \), thus magnetic pressure is the dominant influence.

A plasma is described as a low-\( \beta \) plasma when \( \beta \ll 1 \) and a high-\( \beta \) plasma when \( \beta \geq 1 \).

5. Force-free magnetic field conditions

In force-free fields, the current \( j \) runs parallel to \( B \), so \( \nabla \times B = \alpha \mathbf{B} \), where \( \alpha \) is a scalar function of position. This is a force-free field equation, where \( \alpha \) is constant along a given field line.
In the particular case where $\alpha$ is independent on the field line i.e. it is uniform in space, we have linear or constant-$\alpha$ force free fields. The solutions are well understood and widely used in magnetic extrapolations. The particular case $\alpha = 0$ gives potential field, which is current-free. The potential field has the smallest energy of all the fields in a finite volume with a given $B_n$ (the normal component of $B$) on the boundary.

1.3.7 Magnetic Reconnection

Magnetic reconnection occurs when oppositely directed magnetic field lines approach each other and interact, such that they appear to “break” and merge, resulting in a change in the connectivity of plasma elements in a magnetic field. Reconnection occurs when the conditions for frozen-in flux break down and the diffusion term in the induction equation becomes more important than plasma motion. This results in a change in the topology of the magnetic field and the conversion of magnetic energy into kinetic energy and heat.

The frozen-in flux approximation when the magnetic Reynolds number is high describes how plasma can only mix along flux tubes and not across them. Two distinctly different plasma regimes cannot diffuse into one another, and this leads to the separation of different plasma regimes in space through the formation of thin current sheets, which act as boundaries between these different regions (e.g. the solar wind and a planetary magnetosphere). A current sheet is a thin current-carrying layer across which the magnetic field changes in direction or magnitude, or both. In equilibrium, there is a total pressure balance between the current sheet and its surroundings on both sides.

1.3.7.1 The Sweet-Parker reconnection model

Sweet (1958) and Parker (1957) considered a process in which oppositely directly field lines are convected by a flow towards a thin current sheet, which is assumed to be much longer than it is wide. Within such a small-scale length current sheet, the field is no longer frozen into the plasma since the magnetic Reynolds number within these regions is very small. Here, diffusion of the magnetic field through the plasma becomes important. If oppositely oriented field lines from opposing sides of the current sheet are continually convected into this diffusion region and there is a strong magnetic field gradient across the current sheet, then these field lines can “merge”. The resulting “reconnected” field lines are sharply bent through the current sheet. The inflowing plasma and reconnected field lines are accelerated
by magnetic tension forces, acting to straighten these kinked field lines, and are expelled from the ends of the current sheet with outflow speeds of the order of the Alfvén velocity, forming two oppositely directed exhaust jets. This process allows the plasma from either side of the current sheet boundary to “mix” as it flows along the newly formed “merged” field lines. Magnetic energy is released during the process of magnetic reconnection, resulting in accelerated and heated plasma flows.

The speed of the inflowing plasma and magnetic field is related to the Alfvén speed in the outflowing regions and the magnetic diffusivity and length of the current sheet. Assuming that mass flux is conserved and that the speed of the inflow is equal to the diffusion speed, which indicates that reconnection is proceeding in a steady state, then:

\[ v_i^2 = \eta \frac{v_A}{L} \]  

(1.44)

where \( v_i \) is the speed of the inflow, \( \eta \) is the magnetic diffusivity, \( v_A \) is the Alfvén speed (speed of the outflow) and \( L \) is the length of the current sheet.

This may also be expressed in a dimensionless form:

\[ M = \frac{1}{R_m^{1/2}} \]  

(1.45)

where \( M = v/v_A \) is the reconnection rate, defined as the Alfvén Mach number and \( R_m \) is the magnetic Reynolds number in terms of the Alfvén speed.

For typical coronal conditions, where the magnetic Reynolds number is very large, the Sweet-Parker mechanism yields a reconnection rate of \( 10^{-4} - 10^{-6} \). Considering only 2 dimensions, the rate of reconnection is the rate at which field lines move through the X-type neutral point, so named for the geometry of the region. The length of the current sheet in this model is comparable to the global length scale of a flaring region (10^5 km) and yields a time-scale for magnetic dissipation of \( \approx 10^6 \) years. However, a solar flare releases stored energies of \( 10^{28} - 10^{32} \) ergs into the corona within a typical duration of only \( \sim 100 \) s, which implies much larger dissipation rates than obtained with the Sweet-Parker current sheet. So, while the reconnection rate obtained is faster than simple diffusion, it is still far too slow to explain the observed solar eruptive phenomena.
1.3.7.2 The Petschek reconnection model

There are two main approaches applied in the theory to achieve fast reconnection. The first is to find a mechanism to create a high resistivity, which allows rapid dissipation. The other approach is to reduce the size of the diffusion region, effectively reducing the dissipative scale length. It is this second approach that was adopted by [Petschek (1964)].

Based upon the principle mechanism of the Sweet-Parker reconnection model, [Petschek (1964)] proposed a much faster model, which involves reducing the size of the diffusion area so that the length of the current sheet, \( L \), is comparable with its width, \( l \) \((L \equiv l)\). In this scenario, a smaller fraction of the plasma flows through the diffusion region and slow-mode shocks arise where the abrupt change in the flow speed occurs. The shock waves represent an obstacle in the flow and are thus the main sites where inflowing magnetic energy is converted to heat and kinetic energy, accelerating the outflow and resulting in very different values of \( \mathbf{v} \) and \( \mathbf{B} \) at large distances, compared to their values at the input to the reconnection region.

By assuming a magnetic potential field in the inflow region, [Petschek (1964)] estimated the maximum outflow speed and found that the field strength scales logarithmically with distance:

\[
\mathbf{B}_0(L_e) = B_0[1 - \frac{4M}{\pi} \ln \left(\frac{L_e}{\Delta}\right)]
\]  

(1.46)

where \( \mathbf{B}_0 \) is the external magnetic field, \( L_e \) is the distance from the diffusion region and \( M \) is the maximum reconnection rate.

[Petschek (1964)] also estimated the maximum reconnection rate, \( M \) at a distance, \( L_e \), where the internal magnetic field is half of the external value, as:

\[
M = \frac{\pi}{8\log R_m}
\]  

(1.47)

This results in a reconnection rate of \( \sim 0.01 - 0.02 \), for solar coronal conditions, where the magnetic Reynolds number is high. This is the fastest reconnection rate possible with the Petschek mechanism, and is about three orders of magnitude faster than the Sweet-Parker rate.

Petschek’s model was the first of the “fast reconnection” models. Since then, a new generation of more general almost-uniform and non-uniform models have been
developed, which include the Petschek mechanism as a special case.

The rate at which magnetic reconnection progresses is largely dependent on the following characteristic speeds:

1. The external flow speed at a given distance from the diffusion region;
2. The Alfvén speed in terms of the external magnetic field;
3. The global magnetic diffusion speed.

Comparing the Alfvén Mach number, which compares the external flow speed with the Alfvén velocity, and the magnetic Reynolds number, enables the rate at which reconnection progresses to be classified, as follows:

- **Super-slow:**
  \[ M \leq \frac{1}{R_m} \]  
  The advection term in Ohm’s law is negligible and diffusion of the magnetic field completely dominates, as it does in a solid conductor. This simple diffusion is slow in space plasmas. Linear reconnection belongs to this category \cite{Priest_1994}.

- **Slow:**
  \[ \frac{1}{R_m} < M \leq \frac{1}{\sqrt{R_m}} \]  
  When the rate of reconnection exceeds the threshold, \(1/R_m\), the advection term in Ohm’s law becomes important and diffusion of the magnetic field, less so. The Sweet-Parker reconnection model belongs to this category \cite{Sweet_1958, Parker_1957, Parker_1963}.

- **Fast:**
  \[ M > \frac{1}{\sqrt{R_m}} \]  
  Even when the magnetic Reynolds number is high, as is the case in the solar corona, the reconnection rate is in the range 0.01 - 0.1. Petschek’s reconnection model belongs to this category \(M \sim \frac{1}{(\log R_m)}\) \cite{Petschek_1964}.

Fast reconnection mechanisms are key to explaining the short time-scales over which energy is released in explosive solar phenomena, where the magnetic Reynolds number is very large \((10^6 - 10^{12})\). However, even slow reconnection can become applicable when \(R_m\) is reduced by kinetic effects or turbulence.
1.3.7.3 3-D magnetic reconnection

Magnetic reconnection models like that of Sweet-Parker and Petschek are purely 2-dimensional and the reality can often be better approximated by magnetic 3-D topologies, of which a wider variety exist, although they are understandably more complex. In the 2-D picture, magnetic reconnection proceeds at an X-type neutral point, so named for the geometry of the visualised magnetic configuration, and the corresponding neutral region in a 3-D volume is termed a magnetic null point. In regions where multiple magnetic dipoles occur, each dipolar domain is separated by separatrix surfaces in 3-D space. Interactions of 2-D separatrix surfaces result in the formation of 1-D separators, and 3D magnetic null points form at locations where separators intersect. Other features of 3-D magnetic configurations include a dome-like separatrix surface, called a fan dome, and a spine curve, which describes the symmetry axis in a unipolar region that is surrounded by opposite polarity magnetic flux.

It is not possible for these 3-D topologies to become infinitely complex, since at some point magnetic stresses will disrupt highly sheared structures and the neighbouring field lines will reconnect to a simpler topology. Magnetic reconnection can occur when field lines are stressed or pushed towards a 3-D separatrix layer, a fan surface, a spine, or a separator. Here, they experience high plasma $\beta$ near the region where the magnetic field tends to zero, and oppositely directed magnetic field lines approaching each other from either side of a magnetic null point can reconnect.

1.4 The Dynamic Sun

The Sun is extremely dynamic and one of the features of this is the large-scale explosions that blast vast amounts of plasma and magnetic field into space. These explosions, known as coronal mass ejections (CMEs), and their evolution as they propagate into the heliosphere are the focus of this thesis.

There is overwhelming evidence for magnetic reconnection on the Sun, established from the observations made by numerous spacecraft missions over the last few decades (e.g. Forbes [2001] Schindler and Hornig [2001] Ugai [2001] Hood et al. [2002] Biskamp [2003] Kliem et al. [2003]). This process is believed to be the driving force behind the large-scale eruptive activity observed on the Sun in the form of flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs). In this section, the key observational evidence for such an assumption and the theoretical efforts made to model the initiation of these phenomena are discussed.
1.4.1 Solar Flares

Initiated in the solar corona, solar flares are dynamic events that are triggered by an instability in the underlying magnetic field configuration, which evolves to a more stable state by altering the magnetic topology of the region through magnetic reconnection (e.g. Tsuneta and Lemen 1993; Tsuneta 1996; Shibata 1995, 1996; McKenzie 2002). This results in the sudden release of kinetic energy and heat, producing enhancements across the electromagnetic spectrum. Heating, particle acceleration and expulsion of mass are all common features of flares (e.g. Kosugi and Somov 1998; Aschwanden 2002).

Flares release a significant amount of energy over very small time-scales, ranging from $10^{16}$ J in nano-flares to $10^{25}$ J in large events (e.g. Kopp et al. 2005). The energy released must lie in stressed magnetic fields, since no other energy source is sufficient. Not all of the energy in the magnetic field can be released and only energy above the ground (potential) state is available. Thus, flares occur in regions of non-potential field, i.e. where currents or shears are present, which means that they often, but not exclusively, originate in active regions. Flares are often classified by the energy they release, and the most common flare classification scheme in use today is the GOES SXR Classification which categorises flares, as follows: B class ($10^{-7}$ W m$^2$), C class ($10^{-6}$ W m$^2$), M class ($10^{-5}$ W m$^2$), and X class ($10^{-4}$ W m$^2$). Larger flares have been found to occur more often in active regions whose magnetic field is relatively complex (Foukal 2004).

Flare evolution occurs in three main phases, which are characterised by the observed emission and termed the pre-flare, impulsive, and the main/gradual phase. During the pre-flare phase, a brightening lasting usually just a few minutes can often be detected in EUV and soft X-ray radiations (Neupert 1968; Silva et al. 1997; Warren et al. 1999). The highest energy flare emissions reach their peak intensity in all wavelengths during the impulsive phase, and short duration spikes of emission lasting just a few seconds are often seen in microwaves, EUV and hard X-rays during this phase (Hoyng et al. 1981; Kane 1983), while the duration of the entire impulsive phase is of the order of minutes. On rare occasions, the very brightest flares can even be seen in photospheric white light images (Carrington 1859; Martinez Oliveros et al. 2011). Following the impulsive phase, Hα and soft X-rays may continue to increase for 10 - 20 mins (Tsuneta et al. 1997b; Shibata 1999; Sui et al. 2006), before the onset of the gradual phase, in which flare emissions decrease over a time period of several hours. Solar flares are broadly classified into impulsive and long duration events. Long duration events can last for many hours and are generally associated with eruptive behaviour. Large and long duration flares are most commonly associated with CMEs (Sheeley et al. 1975).
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The standard 2-D flare model is the most widely accepted model for solar flares and, while it cannot explain all flares, it is able to fit most of the observations. This model is often termed the CSHKP model, from the initials of the five scientists, (Carmichael 1964, Sturrock 1966, Hirayama 1974, Kopp and Pneuman 1976), upon whose concepts it is based. With the advent of observations from the Yohkoh mission, this model was further developed by Tsuneta (1996, 1997a) and Shibata (1995) and is illustrated in Figure 1.8. In this model, a filament is activated, becomes unstable and begins to rise above the neutral line in an active region. The rising filament stretches a current sheet near the neutral line, which is prone to Sweet-Parker or Petschek reconnection (see §1.3.7). Footpoint shearing leads to the onset of the tearing-mode instability, triggering a flare near the reconnection X-point. This accelerates particles in a downward direction and produces shock waves and plasmoid ejection in an upward direction. When the reconnection exhaust jet collides with the soft X-ray (SXR) magnetic loops below the X-point, resulting in an MHD fast shock, this produces hard X-ray (HXR) emission above the flare loop tops and leads to further acceleration.

Particles also stream down the legs of the loop, heating the chromospheric footpoints of the newly reconnected field lines. The dense, chromospheric material is heated so rapidly that energy cannot be radiated away and plasma expands to fill the SXR loops, in a process known as chromospheric evaporation. As the reconnection proceeds, more and more field lines reconnect producing an arcade of loops seen in SXR. Once the flare loops cool down by thermal conduction and radiative loss, they also become detectable in EUV. Hot ridges (T \( \sim \) 15 - 20 MK) are observed along the separatrices with the slow shock, produced by heated plasma in the reconnection outflows, while the flare footpoints, seen in H\( \alpha \) as ribbons, can be seen to move apart (Svestka 1976, Martin 1989). Similar motions are also seen at HXR footpoints. While this model fits a lot of the observational features in hard X-rays, soft X-rays, H\( \alpha \) and radio wavelengths and provides a physical mechanism to explain the processes of filament eruption, magnetic reconnection and coronal mass ejection, it does not specify what drives the initial magnetic system to become unstable.

Building on the original ideas of the standard 2-D solar flare model, there are now many other solar flare models, simulating increasingly complex scenarios (e.g. the equilibrium loss model (Forbes and Priest 1995), 2-D quadrupolar flare models (e.g. Uchida 1980, Uchida et al. 1998a,b, Hirose et al. 2001). These models can most often be distinguished from one another by their initial magnetic topologies, which are prone to specific instabilities or drivers.
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Figure 1.8: The CSHKP model (Carmichael 1964; Sturrock 1966; Hirayama 1974; Kopp and Pneuman 1976) is a model of solar flares that explains their observable features on the basis of magnetic reconnection. This model explains the features of solar flares observed in Hα, soft X-ray and hard X-ray wavelengths. Figure adapted from Magara et al. (1996). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Institute of Physics Publishing.

1.4.2 Coronal Mass Ejections

Like all main sequence stars, the Sun is losing mass through dynamic phenomena in its atmosphere. Aside from the steady solar wind outflow, coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are responsible for the sporadic ejection of plasma and magnetic field into interplanetary space.

Each large-scale CME structure typically expels mass in the region of $10^{14}$ - $10^{16}$ kg (1 billion tonnes), with typical speeds ranging from a few km s$^{-1}$ to nearly 3000 km s$^{-1}$ (Gopalswamy et al. 2004), with an average value of 450 km s$^{-1}$, which is slightly higher than the slow solar wind speed. This corresponds to a mass loss rate of $\sim 2 \times 10^{-14}$ - $2 \times 10^{-12}$ g cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, which is $\lesssim 1$ % of the solar wind mass loss in coronal holes, or $\lesssim 10$ % of the solar wind mass in active regions. Accordingly, the kinetic energy of CMEs with angular width $< 120^\circ$ ranges from $\sim 10^{27}$ erg to $\sim 10^{32}$ erg, with an average value of $5 \times 10^{29}$ erg. Some very fast and wide CMEs can have kinetic energies exceeding $10^{33}$ erg, generally originating from large active regions and accompanied by powerful flares (Gopalswamy et al. 2005a). While the energy released in flares is mainly distributed in heating and acceleration of particles, the majority of the energy released in CMEs is kinetic.
The first observed CME was seen with a space-based coronagraph onboard the Seventh Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO-7) spacecraft in 1971 (Brueckner et al., 1972). Historically, a CME is defined as: “...an observable change in coronal structure that (1) occurs on a time-scale of a few minutes up to several hours and (2) involves the appearance and outward motion of a new, discrete, bright, white-light feature in the coronagraph field of view” (Hundhausen et al., 1984; Schwenn, 1996). CMEs are most easily observed remotely in white-light with a coronagraph, in which their enhanced plasma density makes them visible as bright features moving outward from the Sun, and they are characterised by speed, angular width, acceleration, and a central position angle in the sky plane. However, coronagraphs are not the ideal way to determine and study their solar origins since a CME can only be observed from a distance of 0.1 R_{\odot} above the solar limb and the disk is completely obscured. The solar origins of a CME can be much better identified using on disk measurements in the EUV and X-ray wavelengths, but CMEs are more difficult to identify on disk since their signatures are much more subtle. Following the eruption of a CME, a post-eruption arcade is sometimes observed at the eruption site, with density \( \sim 10^{15} \text{ m}^{-3} \), temperature \( \sim 10 \text{ MK} \) and magnetic field strength \( \sim \text{ few } \times 10^{-4} \text{ T} \). This arcade is observed in X-rays, EUV and H\alpha. Aside from changes in the active region morphology, on disk signatures of CMEs include loss of material observed as dimmings and waves, but not all of these structures are observed in all CMEs. CMEs can also be observed in radio, allowing their density and speed to be measured.

CMEs occurring close to the disk centre often appear to surround the occulting disk of the coronagraph and are termed “halo” CMEs (Howard et al., 1982). Only 3 % of the CMEs observed by the SOHO spacecraft, located on the Sun-Earth line, are halos, but about 11 % have a width exceeding 120° (e.g. Schwenn et al., 2006). CMEs with apparent widths between 120° and 360° are known as partial halos, while the typical width of a CME is \( \sim 70° \). Halos can be “front-sided” or “back-sided”, according to their propagation direction relative to the observer, and for differentiation simultaneous disk observations are required. Some halos are asymmetric, heading predominantly above one limb with weak extensions on the opposite limb. These CMEs generally originate from locations closer to the limb than to disk centre. When front-sided, halo CMEs can directly impact Earth causing geomagnetic storms, provided the magnetic field contained in the CMEs has a southward component (e.g. Gonzalez and Tsurutani, 1987). Figure 1.9 shows white-light coronagraph observations of a CME observed above the solar limb (left panel) and a halo CME (right panel).

Although there is little observed change in the mass and angular size of CMEs with the solar cycle, the frequency of CMEs appears to be highly cycle dependent,
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Figure 1.9: A CME erupting near the solar limb (left) is observed to have a three-part structure, comprised of a bright front, a lower density cavity and a bright core. When a CME erupts on the solar disk and is directed towards the observer, it is known as a halo CME (right). Halo CMEs are more difficult to observe, as they appear to surround the occulting disk. High energy particles directed toward the observing spacecraft may also saturate the detector, creating the “snow” effect seen here. Both of these CMEs are observed in white-light by the C2 coronagraph onboard the SOHO spacecraft. Figure courtesy of NASA.

with the typical CME rate of 0.5/day at solar minimum increasing by an order of magnitude during solar maximum (St. Cyr et al. 2000; Schwenn et al. 2006). There is a weak indication that average speeds are higher at maximum than at minimum, but this is not well established. The central latitude of CMEs also shows some dependence on solar cycle with CMEs mostly centred around the equator at minimum and CMEs observed at all latitudes at maximum. The low-latitude CME rate is generally higher than the high-latitude rate (Howard et al. 1985; St. Cyr et al. 2000), but occasionally they can be very close (Gopalswamy et al. 2003; Schwenn et al. 2006).

The evolution of a CME includes three phases: (1) an initiation phase, (2) an acceleration phase, and (3) a propagation phase (Zhang et al. 2001). The initiation phase is characterised by a slow ascension of certain coronal features (e.g. active region envelopes, filaments) for a period of up to tens of minutes, with a speed typically below tens of km s\(^{-1}\). The major acceleration phase is typically characterised by fast acceleration (e.g. from a few hundred to a few thousand m s\(^{-2}\)). The period of continuous acceleration is quite variable: it can last from a few minutes to several hours and the CME, which becomes fully developed during this period, can travel a distance from a fraction of a solar radius to several solar radii. After the completion of the major acceleration phase, a CME travels at a more or less constant speed, a constant angular width and a constant position angle. However, the slowest CMEs have been observed to exhibit minor acceleration, while the fastest CMEs sometimes
exhibit minor deceleration in the outer corona (Gopalswamy et al., 2000a), within only $\pm 20 \text{ m s}^{-2}$ (Moon et al., 2002; Yashiro et al., 2004). This indicates that the major acceleration of a fast CME mainly occurs in the inner corona i.e. below 2 $R_\odot$ and the subsequent evolution is primarily controlled by the interaction between the CME and the medium through which it propagates. This phase is known as the propagation phase, when the ICME is primarily subject to drag forces. The average propagation speed of halo CMEs is 1000 km s$^{-1}$, more than 2 times the average speed of all CMEs, but this is likely to be an observational effect resulting from the projection of a CME along the line of sight, making it both harder to detect weaker events (Yashiro et al., 2004; Tripathi et al., 2004), and more difficult to accurately determine the radial speed of the ejecta.

Line of sight projection effects make it difficult to infer the geometric shape of CMEs (Burkepile et al., 2004). They are often associated with eruptive prominences at the limb or disappearing filaments on the solar disk, and in these cases CMEs are often commonly observed in white-light as a three-part structure, which is generally attributed to compressed material at the leading edge creating a bright front that surrounds a low-density magnetic bubble, observed as a dark cavity, and an inner bright core formed by dense prominence gas (Hundhausen, 1987). If the CME is super-Alfvénic, it can be expected to drive a shock ahead of it, which is best observed in long wavelength radio emission. The front part of a CME is characterised by elevated electron density ($n_e \sim 10^{14} \text{ m}^{-3}$), high coronal temperatures ($T \sim 2 \text{ MK}$) and high magnetic field strength ($B \sim 10^{-4} \text{ T}$) and is observed in white-light, X-rays and metre wavelengths. While it is sometimes assumed that the leading edge is a compressive wave front, there is little evidence for this except for a few shock wave observations. In many cases the leading edge may just be coronal plasma piled up in front of the CME as it moves outward. The cavity of a CME is a region of lower electron density ($\sim 10^{13} \text{ m}^{-3}$), but temperatures are still coronal and the magnetic field increases further to $\sim \text{ few } 10^{-4} \text{ T}$. The cavity can be observed in white-light, X-rays and H$\alpha$. The prominence core of a CME is the highest density part of a CME ($10^{17} \text{ m}^{-3}$), has the lowest temperature (8000 K) and has the highest magnetic field strength ($10^{-3} \text{ T}$). It can be observed in microwaves, X-rays, H$\alpha$, EUV and at metre wavelengths. Possible interpretations of the observed CME structure include flux ropes, semi-shells, or bubbles.

1.4.2.1 Theoretical models of coronal mass ejections

Theoretical models of CMEs are broadly separated into two categories, those that are directly driven and those based on the concept of the storage and subsequent release of energy (e.g. Klimchuk, 2001). Directly driven models include the thermal blast.
model (Dryer, 1982; Wu, 1982) which proposes that greatly enhanced gas pressures cannot be contained by the magnetic field, so the corona is literally “blown up” and the dynamic model (Klimchuk, 1990; Chen, 1989, 1997; Chen and Shibata, 2000; Krall et al., 2000), in which it is proposed that rapid flux injection as a result of real-time stressing of the magnetic field leads to a sudden increase in magnetic shear, increasing the magnetic pressure and resulting in inflation of the system, resembling a CME. There are significant problems with both of these directly driven models. Hence, the “storage and release” models represent the bulk of the more recent theoretical work on CMEs and are considered the more probable means of CME generation.

Storage and release CME models are characterised by the slow build-up of magnetic stress before an eruption through the shearing/twisting of magnetic footpoints and mass loading in the corona. Three possible storage and release models are summarised, as follows:

1. **Mass Loading Model** (e.g. Low and Smith, 1993; Chou and Charbonneau, 1996; Wolfson and Dlamini, 1997; Guo and Wu, 1998; Low, 1999)

   This scenario is analogous to a spring that is compressed by a heavy weight and explosively uncoils when the weight is shifted to one side.

   During the pre-eruption phase of a CME, a quiescent or eruptive prominence/filament is loaded with coronal material of higher than average density. This extremely dense coronal material is then confined to a small volume to provide adequate compression. Observations of filaments show that they get darker prior to eruption, suggesting that they do increase in density. The concept that prominences play a fundamental role in CME eruption is supported by observations of CMEs occurring co-incident with prominences (Low, 1996, 1999).

   A second concept of mass loading is by a relatively higher electron density distributed over a large volume, which becomes unstable when overlying a volume of lower density. This concept is supported by observations of CMEs from helmet streamers that contain lower density cavities (Hundhausen, 1987, 1999). However, there are also numerous examples in which lower density regions are not observed below a CME.

2. **Tether Release Model** (e.g. Forbes and Isenberg, 1991; Isenberg et al., 1993; Lin et al., 1998; Van Tend and Kuperus, 1978; Van Ballegooijen and Martens, 1989)
This scenario is analogous to tether ropes holding down a compressed spring. As each tether is cut, the tension on the remaining tethers increases until it is so large that they begin to break and the spring uncoils in a catastrophic explosion.

A magnetically dominated configuration involves a force balance between magnetic pressure pushing upward and magnetic tension pulling downwards. A flux rope may be embedded in an arcade field of coronal loops, in which the field lines that provide tension act as tethers and stop the flux rope from rising. As the arcade footpoints are slowly brought together by the converging flow, they meet at the neutral line and reconnect, forming a circular field line disconnected from the photosphere. This process represents the “cutting” of the tethers. So, although the magnetic stress is approximately constant, it becomes distributed over fewer and fewer tethers, and after enough field lines are converted from the arcade to the flux rope, equilibrium is lost and the flux rope rises abruptly; observed as a CME.

A consequence of an eruption occurring like this would be the appearance of an arcade of reconnected loops under the rising flux rope, and this is often observed. However, on many occasions the arcade appears long after the eruption has begun. Also, large-scale CMEs are difficult to explain with this model.


The *magnetic breakout model* of Antiochos (1998), Antiochos et al. (1999), and Aulanier et al. (2000) is one example of a physical model that belongs to the *tether straining* class of CME model.

This scenario is similar to the *tether release model*, except that the number of tethers remains constant while the stress on the tethers gradually increases until they break.

This may be the case in large-scale quadrupolar magnetic configurations, where increasing magnetic stresses due to strong footpoint shearing makes the central arcade inflate. The tethers are unsheared overlying arcade field lines. Above the arcade, a current sheet forms and reconnection starts and the highly stressed core field consequently erupts. This scenario requires reconnection above the erupting filament.
1.4.2.2 The pre-CME corona

Understanding the pre-CME coronal conditions that lead to the magnetic instabilities that drive CME eruptions is key to the physical understanding of these explosive phenomena. In this section, the observational signatures of possible CME drivers during pre-CME conditions are discussed.

Photospheric shear motion

The majority of CMEs originate in active regions, which generally exhibit a roughly bipolar field. The shearing and stressing of the coronal magnetic field is believed to play a significant role in creating the conditions in which both flares and CMEs erupt. The stress of the magnetic field can be observationally determined by calculating the shear angle between potential field and transverse field vectors from a vector magnetogram, which contains information on the magnetic field in 3 dimensions at the photosphere. Evidence for a highly sheared magnetic configuration was found to lead to a filament eruption and flare without the presence of a helmet streamer configuration (Cheng et al., 1984). Conversely, photospheric shear motion, as an indicator of the non-potentiality of an active region, may be a viable proxy for the prediction of the CME productivity of an active region (Falconer et al., 2002).

The kink instability

Sigmoid structures are helical structures that form as a result of shearing and stressing of magnetic field lines above the neutral line. Once the helical twist exceeds some critical angle, the structure becomes susceptible to the kink instability, which may produce a disruption of the magnetic field leading to CME eruption. The sigmoidal shape is observed in projection as “S-shaped”, and is regarded as an observational signature of azimuthal currents in twisted coronal structures, such as loops, arcades or filaments. There is now mounting observational evidence that the kink instability is key for many flares and CMEs (e.g. Canfield et al., 1999; Rust, 2001; Yurchyshyn, 2002).

1.4.3 The Relationship Between Large-Scale Eruptive Phenomena

While both CMEs and solar flares are associated with the release of magnetic energy in the solar corona, the relationship between the phenomena remains controversial (Harrison, 1986; Harrison et al., 2003). When a CME occurs it often has a close flare association (Svestka, 2001), but this is not always the case and the question
of causality is much debated. Conversely, flares may occur with or without CMEs, and even big flares (at least GOES M class) have no associated CME in 40% of cases (Andrews, 2003).

When both flares and CMEs are produced conjointly, it seems that they share at their onset the same energetic processes for CME acceleration and flare energy release (Zhang et al., 2004). However, it is generally accepted that they are quite distinctly different plasma processes, but related to each other by a common magnetic instability that is controlled on a larger scale. While flares are more localised events, CMEs are global phenomena with large angular extents, which probably indicates the involvement of a large fraction of the low corona. Both phenomena can be related to geomagnetic storms, interplanetary shock waves and solar energetic particle events.

1.5 The Heliosphere

1.5.1 The Solar Wind

The presence above the solar surface of a tenuous gas at $T > 10^6$ K has two major implications. The first is that the very high thermal conductivity, which implies very efficient outward (and inward) heat transport from the inner corona, means that the corona will extend into interplanetary space (Chapman, 1957), rather than being confined near the surface like planetary atmospheres. The second is that in order for the pressure to eventually decrease to interstellar medium values, the corona cannot be in hydrostatic equilibrium and must in fact be expanding (Parker, 1958). The huge pressure difference between the corona and the interstellar medium drives the plasma outwards, despite the countering force of gravity, and there is at all times and all latitudes relative to the ecliptic, an outflow of particles travelling at several hundreds of km s$^{-1}$. The existence of the solar wind was predicted several years before it was actually observed by in situ measurements from the Mariner 2 spacecraft in 1962, primarily through the work of Chapman and Parker in 1957-58. In 1958, Parker concluded that: “...probably it is not possible for the solar corona, or indeed, perhaps the atmosphere of any star, to be in complete hydrostatic equilibrium out to large distances. We expect to always find some continued outward hydrodynamic expansion of gas.”. He went on to propose a hydrodynamic model of a continuously expanding corona, or solar wind.

To treat an expanding atmosphere, Parker started with conservation equations (mass, momentum and energy) and derived an equation of motion, using boundary
conditions to eliminate unphysical solutions. Parker made a number of assumptions about the solar wind:

1. it is an ideal gas
2. it flows radially away from the Sun
3. electromagnetic forces in the wind are negligible
4. changes are slow compared to the wind generation time-scale
5. the wind is isothermal
6. mass is conserved in a flow across a spherical surface
7. the system is spherically symmetric

Parker then derived the following equation of motion, that reveals the existence of the solar wind:

$$\frac{1}{v} \frac{dv}{dr} \left( v^2 - \frac{2kT}{m} \right) = \frac{4kT}{mr} - \frac{GM_{\odot}}{r^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.51)

where $v$ is velocity, $T$ is temperature, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant, $G$ is the gravitational constant, $M_{\odot}$ is the mass of the Sun and $r$ is the radial distance from the Sun.

The right hand side of the equation is negative for $T$ observed in the lower corona. However, since the gravitational force term (second term on the right hand side) decreases as $1/r^2$, it will eventually become smaller than the first term on the right hand side, which decreases only as $1/r$. Thus, there is a critical radius, $r_c$, at which the right hand side of this equation changes sign:

$$r_c = \frac{GM_{\odot}m}{4kT}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.52)

The left hand side of equation [1.51] must go through zero at the critical radius and analysis of these conditions show that there exist five classes of solution to the equation of motion, which are illustrated in Figure [1.10].

We are interested in single-valued, continuous solutions that describe plasma motions from near the Sun to large solar distances. Since classes $I$ and $II$ are double-valued and confined to small and large $r$, respectively, they may be excluded.
Solutions of class \textit{III} do not satisfy the observation that general plasma velocities near the Sun are subsonic, while solutions of class \textit{IV} are subsonic everywhere. This class of solutions is known as the “solar breeze solution” and would mean that at large solar distances, the solar wind would only reach speeds of $\sim 1$ km s$^{-1}$, which is observed to not be the case. The most likely solution is class \textit{V}, in which the solar wind starts subsonically near the Sun before reaching supersonic speeds at larger solar distances.

While the solar wind at 1 AU is always observed to be supersonic, it is typically divided into two regimes; the fast wind and slow wind. However, these outflowing streams are marked apart by more than just the speed with which they propagate. Table \ref{tab:1} summarises the general properties of the solar wind, determined from \textit{in situ} observations at 1 AU.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lccc}
\hline
Parameter & Minimum & Average & Maximum \\
\hline
Flux (cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) & 1 & 3 & 100 \\
Velocity (km s$^{-1}$) & 200 & 400 & 900 \\
Density (cm$^{-3}$) & 0.4 & 6.5 & 100 \\
Magnetic field (nT) & 0.2 & 6 & 80 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Properties of the fast and slow solar wind at 1 AU.}
\end{table}

Results from the Ulysses mission, which made multiple passes of the Sun at various solar latitudes, including the poles, show that the fast solar wind typically
propagates away from the Sun with speeds in excess of $700 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. It is characterised by its steady flow and is well-correlated with latitudes of polar coronal holes, where the magnetic field lines appear, to all intents and purposes, “open”, extending out to large solar distances, whilst maintaining their connection to the Sun. The slow solar wind typically propagates with speeds in the region of $\sim 350 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. It is characterised by bursty flows and originates from the equatorial streamer belt. Figure 1.11 shows that the transition from low to high speed wind is abrupt and that the dynamic pressure of the solar wind, which is a function of speed and density, is greater from the poles than around the equator. The presence of equatorial coronal holes at times of increasing solar activity brings these fast streams down into the equatorial plane in the region of the streamer belt at solar maximum.

Figure 1.11: Solar wind speed derived from Ulysses observations between March 1992 and March 1997, showing characteristic solar wind speeds around solar minimum. High velocity fluctuations are observed in the slow solar wind in the equatorial regions and we can clearly see the opposite magnetic polarities of the two solar hemispheres. Figure adapted from McComas et al. (1998) and courtesy of ESA. Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Springer.

Results from the SOHO mission have also shown that the fast component of the solar wind emanates from coronal holes. Plumes seem to emerge from tiny bright spots inside coronal holes, but it has been been shown that these are not the main source of the high speed wind since they occupy only a small part of coronal holes, and the wind seems to originate from all over the coronal hole. Spectroscopic EUV observations in polar coronal holes have shown Doppler shifts ($\sim 10 \text{ km s}^{-1}$) outwards from the solar surface (blue-shift). These are concentrated at the network
boundaries and suggest that the fast wind is being accelerated there.

The origin of the slow wind is not at all clear, though it seems to originate from the tips of helmet streamers above active regions, which are at lower latitudes and where the field is predominantly “closed”. In order for the slow solar wind to escape, Fisk (1996) proposed that the combination of the Sun’s differential rotation and super-radial expansion brings high latitude field lines down to lower latitudes where reconnection occurs with closed field lines, allowing plasma within closed loops to escape into the slow solar wind. Line profiles observed with the UVCS instrument onboard SOHO at a few solar radii have shown a difference in speeds of $H^+$ and $O^{5+}$ ions in coronal holes, with $O^{5+}$ ions reaching speeds of $v \sim 500$ km s$^{-1}$ above $2 R_\odot$, while $H^+$ only has a velocity of $v \sim 250$ km s$^{-1}$ (e.g. Cranmer et al., 1998). In equatorial regions, where the slow solar wind originates, lighter $H^+$ moves faster than heavier $O^{5+}$, as expected for a gas in thermal equilibrium. In thermal equilibrium, this implies that the $O^{5+}$ ions would be much hotter than the protons by about two orders of magnitude, and this suggests that the $O^{5+}$ ions are being preferentially accelerated to higher velocities, possibly by Alfvén waves.

The solar wind becomes super-Alfvénic at a radius known as the Alfvén radius, $R_A$. When $r \ll R_A$ the solar magnetic field enforces the co-rotation of the solar wind with the Sun. Beyond this distance, the magnetic field is frozen in to the coronal plasma, and the field will be carried out into interplanetary space by the solar wind. As a result of the radial expansion of the solar wind and solar rotation, the field lines are drawn out into an Archimedean spiral, known as the Parker spiral, as illustrated in Figure 1.12. The angle between a radial vector and the IMF is $\sim 45^\circ$ at the Earth’s orbit. Co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs) (Tsurutani and Gonzalez, 1997) are formed when high speed streams overtake slow streams. At the edges of a CIR, a pair of shocks form which accelerate particles. Prolonged periods of southward IMF within CIRs are likely to be the source of the 27-day recurrent geomagnetic activity observed at the Earth (Kamide and Maltsev, 2007).

Near solar minimum, the Sun’s field can be approximated by a simple dipole, and a current sheet at the equator, known as the Heliospheric current sheet (HCS) is formed separating the two opposite magnetic polarities of the northern and southern solar hemispheres. There is a small offset between the solar rotation and magnetic axes and as the magnetic axis precesses around the rotation axis, the neutral current sheet also rotates with the Sun, sweeping regions of opposite polarity across the Earth. This results in the warped structure of the HCS, which is often described as being like a ballerina’s skirt, as shown in Figure 1.13. In principle then, a spacecraft in the equatorial plane of the heliosphere should observe outwardly directed field lines for half the time and inwardly directed field lines for the other half. In practice,
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Figure 1.12: The Parker spiral structure of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), indicated by the yellow arrows, superposed on a schematic of the Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS), shown in blue. The IMF is frozen into the radial outflow of the solar wind, and is therefore convected out into interplanetary space. However, the feet of the field lines are also frozen into the solar surface, which rotates with a $\sim 27$-day period, thus the IMF is wound into an Archimedean spiral, which makes an angle of $45^\circ$ to the Earth-Sun line. The spiral winds tighter with increasing distance from the Sun. Figure courtesy of J. Jokipii, University of Arizona.

the current sheet has localised warps that complicate the polarity pattern, so the real observations are more complex. As the Sun approaches activity maximum, the magnetic structure of the Sun increasingly deviates from the simple bipolar structure of minimum activity, and the HCS becomes more warped.

Figure 1.13: A three-dimensional sketch of the Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS). Along the plane of the Sun’s magnetic equator, the oppositely directed open field lines run parallel to each other and are separated by a thin current sheet known as the “heliospheric current sheet”. The solar magnetic dipole $M$ is tilted with respect to the Sun’s axis of rotation $\omega$, resulting in the wavy, “ballerina skirt”-like structure of the HCS as it extends into interplanetary space. Figure adapted from Smith et al. (1978). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.
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As the solar wind flows out into interplanetary space, it carves out a region of space called the heliosphere. Approaching the point at which the solar wind pressure can no longer balance the pressure of the interstellar medium, a shock, known as the termination shock, will develop and the solar wind slows to subsonic speeds. The heliopause lies beyond the termination shock and is the theoretical boundary at which the solar wind is stopped by the interstellar medium. The distance to the heliopause can be estimated by determining the point at which the solar wind ram pressure is comparable to the interstellar medium pressure and it is predicted to be a distance greater than 100 AU beyond the known major planets.
1.5.2 Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections

The propagation of CMEs into interplanetary space was first identified in the 1970s through regions of plasma with unusual characteristics, and the interplanetary counterparts of CMEs are currently referred to as “Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections” (ICMEs). There are now many cases in which CMEs have been identified in the interplanetary medium using \textit{in situ} measurements of magnetic fields and particles. By the 1980s, many of the signatures associated with ICMEs had been identified and a subset of ICMEs with their own distinct features had been identified and termed “magnetic clouds” (MCs).

1.5.2.1 Magnetic clouds

Magnetic clouds are large-scale, helical magnetic structures that were first discovered by Burlaga et al. (1981) and Klein and Burlaga (1982) when they noticed that some ICME events showed particularly smooth magnetic profiles that were variable on time-scales of hours and also had low plasma temperatures. ICMEs that do not exhibit the magnetic signatures of magnetic clouds have often been termed “complex ejecta” (Burlaga et al., 2002), since their magnetic configurations are often observed to be more complicated. Magnetic clouds are often, at least preliminarily, identified at 1 AU using three main criteria (Burlaga, 1991):

1. the magnetic field direction rotates smoothly through a large angle during an interval of the order of one day;

2. the magnetic field strength is higher than average;

3. the temperature is lower than average.

While other large-scale solar wind structures, such as interplanetary sector boundaries, corotating interaction regions (CIRs) or post-shock ICME flows can exhibit any of the above features (e.g. Bothmer and Schwenn, 1992), the combination of all three appears to be unique to magnetic clouds (e.g. Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998).

MCs may only be observed when the central part of an ICME passes over the observing spacecraft (Jian et al., 2006), and consequently there is still much disagreement about what proportion of all ICMEs are magnetic clouds, with estimates ranging from \( \approx 30 \% \) (Gosling, 1990) to as high as 80 \% (Marubashi, 2000). There is also evidence of a solar cycle effect, ranging from roughly 100 \% magnetic clouds for
the few ICMEs near solar minimum to $\approx 15\%$ around solar maximum (Richardson and Cane, 2004b). Recent cloud studies by Huttunen et al. (2005) and Wu et al. (2003) agree that the overall frequency of magnetic clouds varies over the course of the solar cycle but found that this is not in phase with either the sunspot cycle nor the total CME rate during 1996-2002.

Magnetic clouds are largely interpreted as magnetic flux ropes, connected at both ends to the Sun, as illustrated in Figure 1.14 and may in fact be prominence cavities associated with those CMEs with a three-part structure (Chen, 1996). Relating shocks, ICMEs and solar events can be particularly complicated at times when several ejections are moving away from the Sun, and it is when studying structures like this that observations from multiple, well-separated spacecraft are of immense value.

Figure 1.14: A schematic of a magnetic cloud, illustrating its flux rope structure and its connectivity to the Sun. Figure adapted from Marubashi (1997). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.

1.5.2.2 Theoretical models of magnetic clouds

The global magnetic structure of transient features in the solar wind has been the subject of much debate for a long time (e.g. Morrison, 1954; Cocconi et al. 1958; Gold, 1959). For the structure of magnetic clouds, Goldstein (1983) introduced the now widely used force-free, large-scale, cylindrical magnetic flux rope model,
given by the equation $\nabla \times \mathbf{B} = \alpha \mathbf{B}$, where $\alpha$ is a function of position, and there is an infinite number of configurations corresponding to the possible choices of $\alpha$ to explain the magnetic field variations in magnetic clouds. “Force-free” means that the Lorentz force vanishes (see §1.3.6); however, the force-free configuration can be regarded as one in which the magnetic pressure is balanced by the tension of the curved magnetic field lines (Ferraro and Plumpton [1966]).

A simple solution for a cylindrically symmetric force-free field with constant $\alpha$ was found by Lundquist (1950):

\begin{align}
B_A &= B_0 J_0 (\alpha R) \\
B_T &= B_0 H J_1 (\alpha R) \\
B_R &= 0
\end{align}

where $B_A$ is the component of the magnetic field along the axis of the magnetic cloud, $B_T$ is the component of the magnetic field in the azimuthal direction, $B_R$ is the radial component of the magnetic field, $J_0$ and $J_1$ are Bessel functions, $R$ is the distance from the axis, $H = \pm 1$ determines the handedness of the magnetic field, and $B_0$ and $\alpha$ are constants.

The lines of force of the magnetic field given by this solution are a family of helices with pitch angle increasing from the axis of the magnetic cloud (where the magnetic field is a straight line) to the boundary (where the lines of force are circles). With this solution, magnetic clouds are described as magnetic flux ropes, that is, cylindrical configurations with a two-component magnetic field, one along the axis of symmetry and another in the azimuthal direction. Although a magnetic cloud may be locally cylindrically symmetric, it cannot extend to infinity; hence it must be curved.

Later studies have shown that not every cloud fits a force-free, cylindrically symmetric model (Forbes et al. [2006]). Other configurations have been proposed, including spheromak solutions of the force-free equation (Ivanov and Kharshiladze 1985; Vandas et al. 1991; Vandas et al. 1993) and toroidal solutions (Ivanov et al. 1989; Romashets and Ivanov 1991). In other models, the static assumption has also been removed, and the effects of expansion and interaction with the ambient solar wind have been included (Osherovich et al. 1993; Farrugia et al. 1995; Marubashi 1997). Pressure gradients have also been observed inside magnetic clouds, indicating that they are not force-free structures, and some non-force-free methods have also been introduced to address this (Mulligan and Russell 2001; Hidalgo et al. 2000).
The propagation, structure and evolution of magnetic clouds form the primary interests of this thesis and are discussed further in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

1.6 Space Weather

Space weather describes the conditions in space that affect the Earth and the interplanetary environment, and is driven by the behaviour of the Sun. It is associated with many types of physical phenomena; including geomagnetic storms, ionospheric disturbances and aurora. Important drivers of space weather include coronal mass ejections and solar flares, but disturbances may also be created by the “normal” solar wind.

Geomagnetic activity and the arrival of ICMEs at Earth are intrinsically linked (Gosling et al. [1991]). The derivation of the properties of an ICME from its associated CME is essential for any prediction of the ICME geoeffectiveness, and therefore for space weather forecasting. The intensity of geomagnetic activity is governed by the southward interplanetary magnetic field component (Tsurutani and Gonzalez [1997]), since magnetic reconnection between the solar magnetic field and the magnetosphere is more effective when the solar field is directed southwards, and because this is strongly enhanced within some ICMEs or the associated sheaths, the majority of major geomagnetic storms are ICME-related (Richardson et al. [2001]).

Space weather can influence the performance and reliability of space-borne and ground-based technological systems, and can have harmful effects on human health. Adverse conditions in the space environment can cause disruption of satellite operations, communications, navigation, and electric power distribution grids, leading to a variety of socio-economic losses. The causes of very intense storms that can lead to power outages and satellite losses are still not clear, but may be linked to high velocity CMEs, multiple ICMEs or multiple magnetic storms.

The work undertaken within this thesis builds on the current understanding of the structure and evolution of CMEs as they propagate into interplanetary space. Research of this nature can not only provide insights into why some CMEs are more geoeffective than others, but improve the accuracy of the process of identifying the eruption of Earth-directed CMEs on the Sun. Ultimately, we will be better able to predict both the time of arrival of a CME at Earth and its geoeffectiveness at a much earlier stage of propagation, allowing appropriate action to be taken to mitigate its effects on Earth.
1.7 Aim of Thesis

Understanding how and why CMEs erupt, and the subsequent evolution of the associated ICMEs during their expansion into interplanetary space is of great interest, given their potential geoeffectiveness and the socio-economic impacts of space weather at Earth. The research presented in this thesis combines remote observations of the Sun and in situ plasma and magnetic field measurements in interplanetary space. This work takes important steps towards improving our understanding of how and why CMEs evolve as they propagate through the heliosphere, and demonstrates the importance of a “cradle to grave” analysis in understanding the complex evolution of such an event, from its initiation at the Sun to its detection at 1 AU. This thesis aims to contribute new and original scientific research on the subjects of interplanetary coronal mass ejections and solar-heliospheric connections.

1.8 Outline of Following Chapters

Chapter 2 comprises a description of the various solar telescopes and in situ instruments that provided data used in this work. Chapter 3 comprehensively reviews the observational signatures of interplanetary coronal mass ejections, both at the Sun and in interplanetary space. Here, we also describe work on the process of locating the solar source of a magnetic cloud, demonstrating the complexities of tying together the Earth-end and Sun-end of an eruptive event. Chapter 4 presents our new results on the physical nature of the regions exhibiting unusual magnetic topology, indicative of internal substructure, observed within some magnetic clouds. Chapter 5 tackles the question of what causes magnetic cloud substructure, focusing on the quantitative evaluation of several possible explanations, including magnetic reconnection, multiple flux ropes, flux rope perturbation and MHD waves. Chapter 6 discusses the collective contribution of this work to the fields of study of interplanetary coronal mass ejections and solar-heliospheric connections. Possibilities for future work are also considered.
Chapter 2

Instrumentation and Mathematical Techniques

2.1 Instrumentation

Remote sensing observations of the Sun and in situ observations in interplanetary space are required to study solar influences in the heliosphere, allowing us to investigate many aspects of a coronal mass ejection prior to, during and post-eruption. The data used in the work presented in this thesis comes from solar instrumentation, which includes a magnetograph, extreme ultraviolet imagers and white-light coronagraphs and in situ instrumentation which includes fluxgate magnetometers and electrostatic plasma analysers. The wide range of data available from these instruments helps us to understand the connection between the low-coronal signatures of CMEs and their associated interplanetary counterparts, including their structure and evolution as they propagate into the heliosphere.

2.2 Remote Sensing Measurements

2.2.1 The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO)

The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO, Domingo et al., 1995) was launched in 1995 as a joint mission between the European Space Agency (ESA) and the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). From its orbit about the L1 libration point upstream of Earth, it has a continuous view of the Sun and is able to send back a near constant stream of data on the Sun and its environment,
uninhibited by Earth occultations and the moon’s shadow, which affect spacecraft observing from low Earth orbit.

SOHO has a suite of 12 instruments onboard, of which a number are used to observe the solar corona, and the data from these instruments is used extensively in this thesis.

2.2.1.1 SOHO/Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI)

The primary scientific goal of the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI, Scherrer et al. 1995) is to investigate the internal structure of the Sun through helioseismology, as part of the Solar Oscillations Investigation (SOI). MDI also makes associated non-helioseismology measurements and several times a day polarisers are inserted into the instrument to measure the full disk line-of-sight magnetic field at the photosphere. The resulting magnetograms are available every 96 minutes.

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of MDI’s light path and primary optical components. To make magnetic measurements, the polarisation analyser wheel moves between right circularly polarised (RCP) and left circularly polarised (LCP) positions between filtergrams. A longitudinal magnetogram is constructed by measuring the Doppler shift separately in RCP and LCP light, since the difference between these two is a measure of the Zeeman splitting. This is approximately proportional to the magnetic flux density, which corresponds to the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field averaged over the resolution element. In full disk mode, MDI has a field of view of 34’ × 34’ using an array of 1024 × 1024 pixels and a spatial resolution of 4”.

However, when the high-resolution path is selected, these measurements are magnified by a factor of 3.2 to provide 1.25” resolution over an 11’ × 11’ field of view.

2.2.1.2 SOHO/Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT)

The Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) Imaging Telescope (EIT, Delaboudinière et al. 1995) provides wide-field EUV images of the corona and the transition region on the solar disk and up to 1.5 $R_\odot$ above the solar limb, enabling the dynamics and evolution of coronal structures to be studied over a wide range of scales, sizes and temperatures. EIT is a normal incidence telescope with a 45’ × 45’ field of view, allowing it to obtain full disk solar images. A back-illuminated charge-coupled device (CCD) is used to record the images and is a 1024 × 1024 array of 2.6” square pixels, resulting in a spatial resolution of approximately 5”. Generally EIT observes with a
temporal cadence of several minutes between observations, limited by the telemetry allocated to the instrument. It is possible for a sub-array of pixels, each $32 \times 32$ in size, to be read out while the rest of the CCD field is discarded, allowing the limited EIT telemetry to be used for detailed study of small areas of the Sun with higher time resolution.

EIT is capable of imaging solar plasma over a temperature range of $6 \times 10^4$ K to $3 \times 10^6$ K using four spectral emission line bandpasses centred on the intense emission lines at: Fe IX (171 Å), Fe XII (195 Å), Fe XV (284 Å), He II (304 Å). Figure 2.2 shows that the main body of the telescope is comprised of two mirrors mounted at either end of an aluminium cylinder and makes use of multi-layer optics. By dividing the telescope mirrors into quadrants, the emissions from narrow temperature ranges can be isolated by “tuning” the coatings of each quadrant to the desired wavelength.

### 2.2.1.3 SOHO/Large Angle Spectroscopic Coronagraph (LASCO)

Historically, observations of the tenuous white-light corona could only be made during a solar eclipse when the intense photospheric light from the disk of the Sun...
was occulted by the moon lying along the Sun-Earth line. In 1930, Bernhard Lyot invented the coronagraph, a telescopic attachment that acts as an occulting disk, allowing the solar atmosphere to be observed without the need to wait for a solar eclipse, revolutionising scientists’ understanding of the solar corona.

The Large Angle Spectroscopic Coronagraph (LASCO, Brueckner et al., 1995) is a wide-field, white-light and spectrometric coronagraph consisting of three optical systems, C1, C2 and C3. These have nested fields of view that together observe the solar corona using very narrow visible wavelength bands from just above the limb at 1.1 $R_\odot$ out to very great elongations. The C1 coronagraph is a mirrored version of an internally occulted coronagraph observing the corona between 1.1 and 3 $R_\odot$, however due to technical problems following the temporary loss of contact with the SOHO spacecraft in June 1998, there is no data from C1 after this date. Data from C1 is not used in the work in this thesis. The C2 and C3 coronagraphs are externally occulted instruments, observing between 1.5 to 6 $R_\odot$ and 3.7 to 30 $R_\odot$, respectively.

Three coronagraphs with overlapping fields of view were required to overcome two limitations of an externally occulted coronagraph. The first is that for a given distance from the occulting disk to the first imaging element, the instrument can only provide images of the corona for distances >1.5 $R_\odot$, consequently the spatial resolution in the inner corona is small. Secondly, because of size limitations, the aperture cannot usually exceed a few centimetres. The design of the C2 coronagraph is shown in Figure 2.3. The suppression of scattered light within the instrument plays a key part in improving the image quality.
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Figure 2.3: The optical layout of the C2 coronagraph. Figure courtesy of Brueckner et al. (1995). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.

The spatial resolution of C2 and C3 are poor at small solar distances due to vignetting at the inner edge of the field of view, but this improves significantly for greater solar distances, as shown in Figure 2.4 for C2. C2 and C3 mostly operate in synoptic mode at a cadence of about 24 min. (C2) and 45 min. (C3).

Figure 2.4: Optical and pixel resolution of C2. Pixel resolution is the size of two pixels. Figure adapted from Brueckner et al. (1995). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.
2.2.2 Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE)

The Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE, Handy et al., 1999) is a single instrument NASA Small Explorer (SMEX), launched on 2 April 1998 to provide high temporal and spatial resolution images of the solar photosphere, transition region and corona. TRACE is located in a Sun-synchronous polar orbit allowing it to continuously observe the Sun. The TRACE orbit is such that it passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and observations are paused during the predicted times of the SAA.

The TRACE telescope is of a 30 cm Cassegrain design and makes use of multi-layer optics and a lumogen-coated CCD detector with 0.5” pixels, to measure 3 EUV wavelengths and several UV wavelengths, corresponding to a temperature range of 6000 K to $1 \times 10^7$ K. At $8.5' \times 8.5'$, TRACE’s field of view is significantly smaller than that of the full-disk field of view of SOHO/EIT, imaging approximately one-tenth of the solar disk, but this allows the instrument to image the Sun at the higher temporal resolution of typically < 1 min. and results in improved spatial resolution of 1”. This makes the TRACE instrument a useful tool for the detailed study of coronal dynamics and the evolution of coronal structures.

The designs of TRACE and EIT share many similarities, in particular the quadrant design of the TRACE telescope is much like that on EIT, with the use of similar EUV multi-layer coatings on the telescope mirrors, as shown in Figure 2.5. These optics are sensitive to the EUV wavelengths Fe IX (171 Å) (this line is actually centred slightly above 173 Å, but is referred to as 171 Å to be consistent with EIT), Fe XII (195 Å) and Fe XV (284 Å) and the UV wavelength range 1200 - 7000 Å. Four filters in a filter wheel are used in various combinations to image a variety of specific wavelengths, as detailed in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength (Å)</th>
<th>Emission</th>
<th>Bandwidth (Å)</th>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Fe IX/X</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.6 - 20 x 10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>Fe XII/XXIV</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.0 - 20 x 10^5, 1.1 - 2.6 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284</td>
<td>Fe XV</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>1.25 - 4.0 x 10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1216</td>
<td>H I Lα</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1.0 - 3.0 x 10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1550</td>
<td>C IV</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.0 - 25 x 10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>UV cont. C I Fe II</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>4.0 - 10 x 10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>Continuum</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.0 - 10 x 10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>White light</td>
<td>broad</td>
<td>4.0 - 6.4 x 10^3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table adapted from Handy et al. (1999). Permission to reproduce this table has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.
Figure 2.5: An isometric diagram of the TRACE telescope. Wavelength selection is determined by a quadrant selector located just behind the entrance filter chamber. The bandpass is determined by multi-layer coatings on the primary and secondary mirrors. Filters are mounted at the entrance of the telescope to reduce visible and stray light inside the telescope, and a pair of filter wheels are mounted behind the primary mirror to further filter the beam and provide wavelength selection in the UV channel. Figure adapted from Handy et al. (1999). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.

The CCD detector is an MDI flight spare and is a front-illuminated $1024 \times 1024$ array of 0.5" pixels. To make the CCD sensitive to the EUV and UV wavelengths detected by TRACE, the front surface was coated with lumogen, a coating that fluoresces at visible wavelengths when hit by UV and EUV photons. The decrease in sensitivity of the lumogen in orbit has been substantially less than expected, at the level of 5 - 10 % in the centre of the EUV channel fields of view.

After 12 years of successful operation, TRACE completed its final observing sequence on 21 June 2010 following the launch of the next generation of EUV imaging instrument, the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) on 11 February 2010. TRACE will be permanently switched off by the end of 2010 when cross-calibration with AIA is complete.

## 2.3 In Situ Instruments

### 2.3.1 The WIND spacecraft

The WIND spacecraft (Harten and Clark, 1995) is part of NASA's Global Geospace Science (GGS) mission and carries a suite of 8 instruments designed to study the regions near the magnetospheric bow shock and magnetopause and to study the properties of the solar wind. WIND was launched on 1 November 1994 and, over a
period of 2 years, was placed in a halo orbit about the L1 libration point, located $1.5 \times 10^6$ km upstream of Earth. It is a spinning spacecraft with its spin axis aligned with the ecliptic plane, pointing towards the Sun. WIND’s present orbit is a much more complex “petal” orbit that brings it as close as 10 $R_E$ and as far as 80 $R_E$ from the Earth, taking the spacecraft up to an angle of 60° from the ecliptic plane with respect to Earth. However, this orbit means that WIND does not continuously observe the solar wind, sometimes moving through the different plasma regimes of the magnetosheath and magnetosphere. In this thesis, we use measurements of field and particle distributions in the solar wind environment from the magnetic field and plasma instruments onboard WIND.

2.3.1.1 WIND/Magnetic Field Investigation (MFI)

The Magnetic Field Investigation (MFI, Lepping et al., 1995) instrument provides high temporal resolution three-dimensional measurements of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) at up to 92 ms intervals for standard analysis. This occasionally increases to 44 vectors s$^{-1}$ (one vector every 22 ms) to allow the instrument to measure very rapid fluctuations in the IMF when a pre-programmed “trigger” is observed. MFI enables large-scale structure and fluctuation characteristics of the IMF to be investigated through the use of a twin triaxial flux-gate magnetometer, which is mounted on a 12 m boom on the Wind spacecraft, so as to reduce the field of the spacecraft at the instrument to $\pm 0.1$ nT or less. The dual configuration of the magnetometer has two advantages, firstly it provides redundancy in case of hardware failure and secondly, it improves the accuracy of the calibration of the instruments by permitting accurate removal of the dipolar portion of the spacecraft magnetic field during data processing.

In the absence of an external magnetic field, the sensors are “balanced” and no signal is recorded. When an external field is applied, the sensor balance is disturbed and a signal appears at the output of the sensors. After amplification and filtering, this signal is applied to a synchronous detector and high gain integrating amplifier which is used to generate a current proportional to the magnitude of the applied field, this is then fed back to the sensor to “null” the effective magnetic field seen by it. The output of a single axis magnetometer is then a voltage proportional to the magnitude, direction and polarity of the ambient magnetic field, with respect to the sensor axis orientation. A triaxial magnetometer is created when three single axis magnetometers are positioned orthogonal to one another.

To ensure that MFI is able to measure the full range of magnetic field strengths it encounters in interplanetary space, it has 8 dynamic ranges spanning a wide range
of measurements, from $\pm 4$ nT to $\pm 65536$ nT per axis, with the high upper range chosen to allow comprehensive pre-flight testing of the instrument within the Earth’s magnetic field. The appropriate range for magnetic field measurement is selected automatically, using the following criteria: when the output of any magnetometer axis exceeds $7/8$’s of the full scale, the microprocessor generates a command to increase the magnetometer to the next, less sensitive range. When the output of all axes drops to below $1/8$th, then the magnetometer is commanded to step down to the next most sensitive range. The noise levels experienced by MFI are low ($\leq 0.006$ nT), with values several orders of magnitude lower than the lowest recorded levels of IMF fluctuations at 1 AU, allowing magnetic phenomena in the solar wind to be easily identified and studied.

2.3.1.2 WIND/3-D Plasma Analyser (3DP)

The three-dimensional plasma and energetic particle investigation (3DP, Lin et al., 1995) makes measurements of the full three-dimensional distribution of suprathermal electrons and ions from solar wind plasma down to low energy cosmic rays. The primary scientific goals of the instrument are to explore the suprathermal electron population in the solar wind and study particle acceleration and transport and wave-particle interactions, but it is its role as a solar wind monitor that we exploit in this thesis.

Although, 3DP is capable of measuring electrons and ions with energies up to the MeV range using detectors mounted on double-ended semi-conductor telescopes, the ions and electrons studied in this thesis have much lower energies and are measured by top-hat symmetrical spherical section electrostatic analysers with microchannel plate detectors (see Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.7 shows the proton energy flux in the interplanetary medium, highlighting some common features present in the solar wind and outer magnetosphere. The 3DP electrostatic analysers are sensitive to ions and electrons with $\approx 3$ eV to $30$ keV energies. All of these analysers have either $180^\circ$ or $360^\circ$ fields of view in a plane, an energy resolution of $\Delta E/E \approx 0.2$, and angular resolution varying from $5.6^\circ$ (near the ecliptic) to $22.5^\circ$. Full $4\pi$ steradian coverage can be obtained in one-half or one spin. Four analysers are required to comprehensively measure the solar wind plasma at these energies, measuring high and low energy ions (PESA - H and PESA - L) and high and low electron fluxes (EESA - H and EESA - L), and these are mounted on booms to minimise the effects of spacecraft potential. PESA and EESA analysers are swept over their energy range 32 or 64 times per spin. Moments of the electrons and ion distributions are computed onboard and include density, velocity, and the
pressure tensor, from which temperature is extracted. Full three-dimensional distributions with various angular and energy resolutions are also produced and pitch angle distributions (PADs) can also be calculated from the EESA data.

2.3.2 The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)

The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE, Stone et al., 1998) was launched on 25 August 1995 and carries a suite of instruments designed to measure and compare the elemental and isotopic composition of the solar corona, the nearby interstellar medium and the galaxy. It is also able to investigate particle acceleration processes that occur in these environments. To provide context for these ion composition studies, ACE also carries three instruments that provide information on the heliospheric conditions and it is observations from these instruments which we use extensively to investigate the plasma and magnetic field conditions in the near-Earth environment in this thesis. ACE orbits in a halo about the L1 libration point, 1.5 x 10⁶ km upstream of Earth and is a spinning spacecraft, with its spin axis directed towards the Sun. It is continuously exposed to the solar wind and other solar transients and provides real-time solar wind measurements.

2.3.2.1 ACE/Magnetometer (MAG)

The magnetic field experiment (MAG, Smith et al., 1998) measures the interplanetary magnetic field in three dimensions using the flight spare from the magnetometer instrument flown on WIND. Twin, triaxial flux-gate magnetometers are mounted on booms 4.19 m from the centre of the spacecraft and and provide standard and
Figure 2.7: Proton energy flux \( (E(dJ/DE)) \) in the interplanetary medium and outer magnetosphere, determined by the ISEE-3 mission. Counting rates per channel for the proton electrostatic analyser (PESA) and semi-conductor detector telescopes (SST) are indicated on the left and right axes, respectively. Figure adapted from Lin et al. (1995). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.

High resolution magnetic field measurements with between 3 and 6 vector \( s^{-1} \) resolution, corresponding to measurements at 33 s and 16 s intervals, and providing continuous coverage of the IMF. The sampling rate was decreased from that used on WIND/MFI to better meet the telemetry requirements of the ACE spacecraft. The only other modification made to the unit was to incorporate the ACE data bus. As a result, the instrument is very similar to WIND/MFI, described previously in §2.3.1.1.
2.3.2.2 ACE/Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM)

The Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM, McComas et al. [1998]) is designed to measure the three-dimensional characteristics of solar wind and suprathermal electrons from ≈ 1 - 900 eV and ions from 0.26 - 35 keV, and makes use of modified spare solar wind electron and ion sensors from the Ulysses mission. The SWEPAM instruments are electrostatic analysers, which operate very similarly to the WIND/3DP instrument described in § 2.3.1.2, with separate analysers required for ions and electrons. SWEPAM-I makes full 3-D plasma measurements of protons and alpha particles every 64 s and has an energy resolution \( \Delta E/E \approx 5\% \) with an angular resolution of 5° in the polar direction and 3° to 4.5° in the azimuthal direction. SWEPAM-E makes full 3-D plasma measurements of electrons every 64 s and has an energy resolution \( \Delta E/E \approx 12\% \) with an angular resolution of 21° in the polar direction and 9° to 28° in the azimuthal direction.

Suprathermal electron pitch angle distribution (PAD) functions in are available from SWEPAM, operating in the suprathermal electron angle scan (STEA) data mode. This mode utilises the 10 highest voltage levels, corresponding to electron energies centred at 84 through to 1377 eV. The energy channel is ≈ 12 % wide and each of the pitch angle bins is 9°, and spans from 0 to 180°. In STEA mode, a decrease in the number of energy levels measured (from 20 to 10) makes an increased angular resolution in the azimuthal direction possible (from 30 to 60 \( \phi \)-angles), allowing narrow electron beams to be resolved. Suprathermal electrons PADs are useful for understanding the connectivity of an interplanetary coronal mass ejection to the Sun, and we make much use of these measurements in this thesis.
2.4 Mathematical Techniques

2.4.1 Physical coordinates Systems

Many measured quantities in space physics are vectors e.g. position, velocity, magnetic field. They are usually represented numerically by three cartesian components $x$, $y$ and $z$ which depend on the coordinates system used. There are a number of coordinates systems that may be used in the study of the solar-heliospheric environment, in order to best interpret and understand the observations of various physical processes. One commonly used coordinates systems is the geocentric solar ecliptic system.

2.4.1.1 Geocentric Solar Ecliptic System

The geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) system is typically used in interplanetary space when considering the Sun-Earth system and is a right-handed system, centred at the Earth. The $x$ component of this system points along the Earth-Sun line, the $z$ component of this system is directed parallel to the ecliptic pole and points northwards and the $y$ component of this system is directed towards dusk (opposing planetary motion), such that it forms an orthogonal, right-handed set.

2.4.2 Minimum Variance Analysis

In situ observations of the magnetic field of a magnetic cloud in interplanetary space are often readily available in geocentric solar ecliptic coordinates. However, it is often useful to transform these magnetic field measurements to the local coordinates system of the flux rope, and minimum variance analysis (MVA) is a useful mathematical technique with which to do this.

Minimum variance analysis finds, from single spacecraft time-series data, an estimate for the normal to a boundary in space. It allows the direction, $\mathbf{n}$ in which the projection of a series of $N$ vectors has a minimum quadratic deviation to be determined, and also provides the directions of intermediate and maximum variance (e.g Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998). In the ideal, one-dimensional case, it is assumed that the boundary to be investigated evolves more slowly than the time-scale of a spacecraft crossing the structure and that the magnetic field component in the normal direction is independent of the distance from the boundary. Then, by considering measured magnetic field vectors either side of the boundary and near to its centre,
the direction in which the magnetic field variance is minimised is determined, and this approximates the normal to the boundary.

This method is useful to determine the orientation of structures that present three clearly distinguished variance directions. The output of this analysis, derived in Gulisano et al. (2007), is a matrix with real eigenvalues $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$, $\lambda_3$, which represent the degree of variance in each of those three orthogonal directions, and orthogonal eigenvectors ($\hat{X}_{MV}$, $\hat{Y}_{MV}$, $\hat{Z}_{MV}$), which represent the directions of minimum, maximum and intermediate variation of the magnetic field.

The eigenvalues provide the corresponding variance associated with each direction and the separation between these values indicates how well-defined the minimum variance analysis direction is. Siscoe and Suey (1972) proposed a significance criterion to determine if a set of 100 vectors presents significantly distinct spatial directions. They found that when the ratio between the minimum and intermediate eigenvalues ($\lambda_{\text{min}}/\lambda_{\text{int}}$) is $< 0.72$ and the ratio between the maximum and intermediate eigenvalues ($\lambda_{\text{max}}/\lambda_{\text{int}}$) is $> 1.37$, the information obtained about the direction of the normal to the boundary and the normal to the surface is sufficiently valid. If the eigenvalues corresponding to the minimum and intermediate directions are approximately equal, no information about the direction of the normal to the boundary can be obtained. If the separation between the eigenvalues corresponding to the intermediate and maximum variance directions is very small, then the normal to the surface can still be determined, but it is not possible to obtain any meaningful information on the components tangential to the surface.

From the eigenvectors it is possible to construct the rotation matrix, $T$ such that the components of the field in the minimum variance frame of reference can be written as:

$$B_{\text{MV}} = T \cdot B$$ (2.1)

where $B_{X_{\text{MV}}}$ is the field component that corresponds to $\hat{X}_{\text{MV}}$ (minimum variance direction), $B_{Y_{\text{MV}}}$ corresponds the maximum variance direction and $B_{Z_{\text{MV}}}$ corresponds to the intermediate variance.

In this thesis, MVA is used to determine the axis orientation of magnetic clouds observed in interplanetary space at 1 AU (Chapters 3 and 4). More on MVA and its application in the context of magnetic flux ropes is discussed in Chapter 3.
2.4.3 Cross-correlation

Cross-correlation is a measure of the similarity of two time-series as a function of a time-lag applied to one of them.

The correlation coefficient is calculated by firstly computing the covariance of two data series, which is a measure of how two variables, \(x\) and \(y\) change together,

\[
C_{xy}(r) = \frac{\text{sum}(x(i) - \bar{x})(y(i + r) - \bar{y})}{(n - r)} \quad (2.2)
\]

The value obtained for the covariance is divided by the standard deviations of \(x\) and \(y\) to produce a correlation coefficient in the range -1 to +1.

By considering the time delay corresponding to the maximum value of the cross-correlation function, cross-correlation can be used to determine the time delay of the observations made on one spacecraft with respect to those made on another spacecraft.

2.4.4 DeHoffmann-Teller Analysis

DeHoffmann-Teller Analysis is a means of identifying the frame of reference (HT frame) in which the electric field associated with an observed structure in a magnetised plasma is as small as possible (ideally zero), and in which the structure therefore appears as close as possible to being stationary. This concept was first used to analyse jump conditions across MHD shock waves (De Hoffmann and Teller, 1950), and is often employed now to identify the passage of a moving quasi-static structure, facilitating further analysis and interpretation of the data. This is possible since the existence of an HT frame indicates that a coherent quasi-stationary pattern of magnetic field and plasma velocity, such as a wave or current layer, is present.

The method of finding the HT frame, as derived in Khrabrov and Sonnerup (1998), fits the experimental data with a model in which the observed temporal variations and electric fields are caused entirely by the motion of the sampled structure with a velocity \(V = V_{HT}\) relative to the instruments. The HT velocity vector, \(V_{HT}\) that best agrees with the set of measured values of \(B\) and electric field \(E\) is determined, making use of a least squares fit technique to minimise the residual electric field. Alternatively, \(E\) may be replaced with the convection electric field \(-v \times B\) when appropriate, and measured values of the plasma bulk velocity, \(v\) may be
used instead.

The existence of the HT frame implies that the magnetic field structure sampled is stationary when viewed in that frame. Most one-dimensional, time-independent current layers, including shocks, rotational and tangential discontinuities, can be transformed to a frame of reference where the electric fields either side of the layer disappear. However, there are some exceptions in which an intrinsic electric field component along the normal to the layer may remain in its interior. Figure 2.8 shows a simple illustration, in the form of a tangential discontinuity, for each of these cases. When the electric field in the layer does not tend to zero, then a “true” HT frame is not obtained. However, the measurements acquired inside these layers comprise only a small proportion of the total data set and so should not strongly influence the result. The resulting HT frame is usually unique and is useful for observational and theoretical studies of the layer.

**Figure 2.8:** Magnetic field and velocity in the “proper” frame of a time-independent tangential discontinuity structure (a) when an intrinsic electric field $E'(3)$ exists in the interior of the layer; (b) when $E'(3) = 0$ so that the proper frame is also a true HT frame. Figure courtesy of Khrabrov and Sonnerup (1998). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the International Space Science Institute.

To practically determine $V_{HT}$ from experimental data, the residual electric field must be minimised, leading to the following linear equation for $V_{HT}$:
\[ V_{HT} = K_0^{-1} \langle K^{(m)} v^{(m)} \rangle \]  

(2.3)

where \( m \) is the number of measurements \((m = 1, 2...M)\). In these expressions, each \( K^m \) is the matrix of projection, \( P^{(m)} \), into a plane perpendicular to \( B^{(m)} \), multiplied by \( B^{(m)^2} \):

\[ K^{(m)}_{\mu\nu} = B^{(m)^2} \left( \partial_{\mu\nu} - \frac{B^{(m)}_\mu B^{(m)}_\nu}{B^{(m)^2}} \right) \equiv B^{(m)^2} P^{(m)}_{\mu\nu} \]  

(2.4)

The angle brackets \( \langle ... \rangle \) denote an average of an enclosed quantity over the set of \( M \) measurements, and \( K_0 \equiv \langle K^{(m)} \rangle \). Equation 2.3 gives \( V_{HT} \) in terms of the measured quantities, \( v^{(m)} \) and \( B^{(m)} \).

In this thesis, deHoffmann-Teller analysis is employed in Chapter 5 in the investigation of thin current sheets present within magnetic clouds in interplanetary space at 1 AU.

2.4.4.1 The Walén Relation

The Walén relation can be used to determine the normal component of the flow velocity and makes use of the determination of the deHoffmann-Teller frame, as described in § 2.4.4. It is used to examine the extent to which the plasma flow speed in the HT frame agrees with the Alfvén speed in a current layer.

A component-by-component scatter plot of these two velocities is referred to as a Walén plot. It is usual to expect that the plasma velocities remaining in the HT frame are very small relative to the calculated HT velocity and the Alfvén speed. When the flow velocity in the HT frame, \( v^{(m)} \), is observed to be proportional to the Alfvén velocity, \( V_A^{(m)} \), it is interpreted as an indication that the region studied has the structure of an Alfvén wave, for which \( \langle B^{(m)} \rangle \cdot \hat{n} \neq 0 \) and \( v^{(m)} = \pm V_A^{(m)} \), where the sign on the right-hand side is the same as the sign of the product \( \left( \langle v^{(m)} \rangle \cdot \hat{n} \right) \left( \langle B^{(m)} \rangle \cdot \hat{n} \right) \). The comparison of measured data to this predicted behaviour is known as the Walén test and this provides a useful indication of whether magnetic reconnection is taking place in the region that is under examination, since the outflowing plasma and magnetic field in reconnection exhaust jets typically propagates with speeds of the order of the Alfvén speed.

Additionally, this relation can be used to determine the velocity of motion of the layer along the normal, from which the thickness of the layer may be determined.
In this thesis, the Walén test is used to investigate the presence of magnetic reconnection in and around magnetic clouds in interplanetary space at 1 AU (Chapter 5).
Chapter 3

Magnetic Clouds and their Solar Origins

In this Chapter, we address the issue of associating magnetic clouds with their solar origins. Locating the solar source of a magnetic cloud allows to compare observations of a CME near the Sun and in interplanetary space, so we can better understand the evolution of the structure as it propagates into the heliosphere. In § 3.1.1, we describe the current understanding of the topology of magnetic clouds. The range of observational signatures that are now understood to be associated with magnetic clouds is vast, and in § 3.1.2, we describe many of the typical magnetic field and plasma parameters observed in situ. Similarly, there are a number of signatures of CME eruption evident in the low corona and these are described in § 3.1.4. In § 3.1.5, we examine the associations that can be made between observations of a magnetic cloud in interplanetary space and coronal observations of its associated CME.

A magnetic cloud was observed in situ at 1 AU on 13 April 2006, and in § 3.2 we describe the process of locating its solar origins. We determine that the magnetic cloud originates from an unusually small solar source. The associated CME eruption was observed to occur in a small, northern hemisphere active region on 11 April 2006 (see § 3.2.3). Its link with the magnetic cloud observed in situ is discussed in § 3.2.3.1 and was established by considering the location of the CME eruption on the Sun, transit time, its helicity sign, the magnetic flux contained within the magnetic structure and its orientation.
3.1 Introduction

Understanding CMEs is a complex process. The observations currently available allow us to sample ICMEs in interplanetary space with \textit{in situ} spacecraft, directly measuring the properties of the plasma and magnetic field within the structure. However, CMEs have often significantly evolved over the duration of their journey to a solar distance of 1 AU (e.g. Klein and Burlaga, 1982; Bothmer and Schwenn, 1994, 1998; Crooker and Horbury, 2006), and while coronagraph observations allow us to probe CMEs at an earlier stage of their outward propagation, and therefore nearer to their solar sources, they are unable to provide us with quantitative measurements of plasma and magnetic field parameters.

Combining remote observations from coronagraphs and \textit{in situ} observations of CMEs allows us to associate an ICME observed in interplanetary space with its near-Sun counterpart, but this process is far from simple. Since CMEs propagate away from the Sun approximately radially, those ICMEs which are readily observed near Earth are typically halo CMEs which, as discussed in §1.4.2, means that they surround the occulting disk in the coronagraph field of view, making their structure and radial velocity difficult to distinguish.

While coronagraph observations and \textit{in situ} measurements provide much information on a CME’s propagation and evolution from the Sun to 1 AU and beyond, there is a gap in the observations in the inner heliosphere between $\sim 30 \ R_\odot$ and 0.3 AU, and less is known about the structure and evolution of CMEs in this region. Although in recent years, observations from the Heliospheric Imager (HI) instruments onboard the STEREO spacecraft have begun to fill this gap, building on the work done to probe this region using Interplanetary Scintillation (IPS).

3.1.1 Magnetic Cloud Topology

The observed large-scale rotation of the magnetic field of magnetic clouds has led to the conclusion that they have a magnetic flux rope structure. The first ideas for the magnetic field configuration of magnetic clouds were proposed in the early 1980’s when Burlaga et al. (1981) and Klein and Burlaga (1982) suggested that the magnetic field lines could be a family of helices, centred about the magnetic cloud axis.

As discussed in §1.5.2.2, the force-free configuration of magnetic clouds, in which the electric current is parallel to the magnetic field, was considered by Goldstein (1983) and the equation $\nabla \times \mathbf{B} = \alpha \mathbf{B}$ obtained. Burlaga (1988) considered $\alpha =$
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1 and obtained the cylindrically symmetric solution proposed by Lundquist (1950). With this solution, magnetic clouds are described as magnetic flux ropes. These are cylindrical configurations in which the magnetic field is directed along the axis of the flux rope towards the centre of the cloud and azimuthally towards the boundaries of the flux rope (Forbes et al., 2006).

Flux rope fitting techniques can be an invaluable tool for describing in situ observations of magnetic clouds. However, it has proven difficult to assess their accuracy from single spacecraft data. The Lundquist (1950) magnetic cloud model often provides a fairly good fit to the experimental data and in many cases is more than sufficient to allow further analysis of the cloud. However, there are discrepancies, and in recent years other magnetic configurations have been proposed, such as spheromak solutions of the force-free equations (Ivanov and Kharshiladze, 1985; Vandas et al., 1991; Vandas et al., 1993) or toroidal solutions (Ivanov et al., 1989; Romashets and Ivanov, 1991).

The effects of expansion of magnetic clouds and their interactions with the surrounding solar wind have also been considered (Osherovich et al., 1993; Farrugia et al., 1995; Marubashi, 1997). Coronagraph observations of CMEs have revealed that near to the Sun their cross-section is approximately circular, and so it might be expected that an ICME at 1 AU might also be roughly circular. However, an ICME’s shape can become distorted as it propagates into the heliosphere, with the forces acting on the ICME in the direction of its motion different to those acting perpendicular to its motion (Forbes et al., 2006). It is therefore possible that the cross-section of an ICME may become elliptical as it propagates into the heliosphere, and several non-force-free models have been developed to fit clouds with elliptical cross-sections and expanding clouds (Hidalgo, 2003). These scenarios are supported by observations of pressure gradients inside magnetic clouds.

As discussed in § 1.4.2, CMEs are frequently observed by coronagraphs to have a three-part structure as they leave the Sun, but this structure is often less clear when the associated ICME is observed in situ. The compressed material observed ahead of an ICME and the ICME ejecta itself are interpreted as corresponding to the bright, dense leading edge and the low density cavity of the CME. The third part of the structure; the dense core, which is believed to be comprised of cool, dense prominence material, is only occasionally encountered, identified in situ as dense plasma with unusually low ion charge states. There appears to be considerable variation in the distribution of apparent prominence material between the events studied and this may be due to either its 3-D distribution inside the ICME or to true ICME variability (Schwenn et al., 1980; Burlaga et al., 1998; Wurz et al., 1998; Gloeckler et al., 1999).
Magnetic clouds can become disconnected from the Sun at one or both footpoints as the cloud propagates to large solar distances. A conceptual model of how the field lines of the magnetic cloud could become disconnected from the Sun was developed by Gosling et al. (1995a) based upon an MHD simulation of flux rope release in Earth’s magnetosphere (Hesse and Birn, 1991), in which reconnection between open and closed field lines progressively disconnects closed field lines. Observations of disconnected field lines in ICMEs are rare, and only the following two steps of the model are important for CMEs. The first step toward disconnection of a flux rope is partial disconnection, in which closed loops with sheared footpoints reconnect to form a flux rope that is still connected to the Sun at both ends. This is followed by the reconnection of an open field line with a field line in one of the legs of the flux rope to form an open coil in a process known as “interchange reconnection” (Crooker et al., 2002), as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.1](image)

**Figure 3.1:** Before \( t_1 \) and after \( t_2 \) interchange reconnection acts to partially disconnect an ICME from the Sun. Figure adapted from Crooker et al. (2002). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.

There are still many unanswered questions about the large-scale structure of magnetic clouds. Although observations have shown that they take the form of a magnetic flux rope, the distribution of the current density within the flux rope, and the overall structure along the axial magnetic field are not well known. Multi-spacecraft, *in situ* observations are needed to resolve these issues (Forbes et al., 2006).

### 3.1.2 *In situ* Signatures Associated with ICMEs

It is now well-established that ICMEs are the heliospheric counterparts of CMEs, with signatures that are clearly linked to the CME process. However, the event to event variability of ICME signatures is vast, making the association of a given magnetic cloud with its associated CME a complex and intricate process.
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Identifying ICMEs \textit{in situ} is far from straightforward and requires the study of a combination of different signatures to ensure correct identification of the ejecta. It is not yet clear why different identification methods yield different results, but possibilities include inhomogeneity of ICMEs, the variability of individual ICMEs depending on the solar source conditions, or the consequences of their evolution and propagation (Wimmer-Schweingruber \textit{et al.}, 2006).

There exists a vast resource of \textit{in situ} solar wind data, within which there are a great many observations of magnetic clouds. ICMEs have been studied at a number of locations in interplanetary space at a range of heliocentric distances. The Helios spacecraft have provided us with the closest measurements to the Sun to date, at distances of $\sim 0.3$ AU (e.g. Burlaga \textit{et al.} 1982, Webb and Jackson, 1990, Webb \textit{et al.} 1993), while large number of clouds have been identified near 1 AU in the last 15 years with the WIND and ACE missions (e.g. Cane and Richardson 2003a, Huttunen \textit{et al.} 2005, Wu and Lepping 2007). There is also a plethora of data available at larger heliocentric distances up to 5 AU from the Ulysses spacecraft, which continued to make measurements until June 2009, when it ceased operations after 18 years of monitoring the solar wind (Phillips \textit{et al.} 1992, Gosling \textit{et al.} 1995b, Riley \textit{et al.} 2000). Observations of ICMEs are also occasionally available from other spacecraft, such as Cluster and Geotail (e.g. Foullon \textit{et al.} 2005), whose primary objectives are not the study of the solar environment.

Before encountering the main body of an ejection, spacecraft located in the solar wind will often first observe a shock, followed by a region of shocked, compressed plasma and magnetic field known as the sheath (e.g. Tsurutani \textit{et al.} 1988), provided an ICME is travelling sufficiently quickly relative to the ambient solar wind. The nature of CME-driven shocks and the associated sheath regions are discussed in §3.1.2.1. Magnetic clouds are typically preliminarily identified by three main criteria: the magnetic field rotates smoothly over a large angle during an interval of the order of one day, the magnetic field strength is higher than in the typical solar wind, and the proton temperature is lower than in the typical solar wind (Burlaga \textit{et al.} 1981, Klein and Burlaga 1982, Burlaga 1995). However, there are also many other observational signatures associated with this kind of ejecta, and in §3.1.2.2 to §3.1.2.4 the magnetic field, plasma and particle signatures that are most commonly associated with the \textit{in situ} observations of ICMEs, and particularly magnetic clouds, are addressed. Although technically remote observations rather than \textit{in situ} measurements, radio emissions can also be used to probe ICMEs in interplanetary space, as described in §3.1.2.5.
3.1.2.1 Shocks and the associated sheath regions

Shock waves play an important role in both the solar corona and interplanetary space, since they are able to accelerate particles up to high energies (Forbes et al., 2006). Interplanetary shocks can occur ahead of CMEs when the material ejected from the Sun propagates through interplanetary space with a speed in excess of the fast-mode magnetosonic speed in the solar wind; a shock must form to allow the accommodation of these two flow regimes. The propagation of ICME-driven shocks in the heliosphere is observed in situ in interplanetary space. It is also evident in coronagraph observations, type II radio emissions and Doppler scintillation measurements of spacecraft radio signals along lines of sight passing close to the Sun.

In the inner heliosphere, most shocks are ICME-related (Lindsay et al., 1994) since most co-rotating interaction region shocks only form beyond 1 AU (Gosling et al., 1976). Spacecraft in the solar wind will first see the fast forward shock, then the region of shocked, compressed plasma and magnetic field called the sheath, and finally the ICME plasma itself. Thus, ICME-driven shocks, while not a true signature of the ICME proper, are useful indicators of the possible presence of a following ICME and can be used as such successfully. Roughly 50% of ICMEs are associated with interplanetary shocks (Marsden et al., 1987) and fast CMEs with velocities in excess of \(10^3\) km s\(^{-1}\) certainly drive a shock wave ahead of them. The strength of the shock may initially decrease before increasing beyond 4 R\(_{\odot}\) as the Alfvén speed decreases, then weakening as it expands out into the heliosphere. The shock is also generally stronger on the nose and weaker on the flanks (Forbes et al., 2006). Slower shocks have been found to originate from those CMEs that are associated with filament eruptions (Cane et al., 1986), and while all shocks generally decelerate in the inner heliosphere (Wu, 1988; Wu and Hada, 1991), slower shocks exhibit smaller variations in speed as they propagate to large solar distances than faster shocks. In situ data provides us with information on the shock normal and the shock speed that can help to determine which part of the ICME is observed. At the nose of the ICME, shock normals are expected to be radial, while they become less so towards the flanks (Szabo et al., 2001).

The spatial extent of an ICME-driven shock is often much greater than its associated ICME, with studies suggesting that shocks are typically quasi-spherical over at least \(\sim 100^\circ\) around the event longitude (Cane, 1988). Depending upon the location of the CME eruption on the solar disk relative to the in situ observing spacecraft, only the shock may be observed in some instances. When the CME source region is beyond \(\sim 50^\circ\) east relative to the observing spacecraft, only the western flank of the shock is detected. As the source region moves closer to, then crosses the longitude
of the spacecraft, the shock is detected followed by the ICME. Finally, the source region moves beyond $\sim 50^\circ$ west of the spacecraft and the eastern flank of the shock is detected, but not the ICME (Borrini et al. 1982b; Cane 1988; Richardson and Cane 1993). ICMEs from less energetic events may be narrower.

The internal pressure of high-latitude ICMEs is sometimes higher than that of the ambient solar wind, resulting in their “over-expansion” (Gosling et al. 1994) and the formation of forward-reverse shock pairs located on the leading and trailing edges of the ICME. Alternatively, Manchester and Zurbuchen (2006) propose that these shock pairs may form near solar minimum as a result of interactions between fast and slow solar wind streams deflected by the ICME. It is not typical for ICMEs bounded by forward and reverse shocks to be observed near Earth at 1 AU, since they are primarily observed in association with high latitude ICMEs.

The sheath is a region of shocked, compressed plasma sandwiched between the preceding shock and the body of the ejecta, which can last for many hours. Draping around the ICME may cause the magnetic field to be deflected out of the ecliptic (McComas et al. 1989). This can result in the formation of a “planar magnetic structure” (PMS), which are extended regions where magnetic field vectors lie within a common plane, despite their variable direction (Nakagawa et al. 1989) (see Figure 3.2). Draping of the magnetic field, together with the high density, compressed plasma in this region means these regions are often highly geoeffective (e.g. Huttunen et al. 2005). If the preceding shock is perpendicular, then the compression is particularly strong and there is an increased probability of the occurrence of an intense geomagnetic storm (e.g. Tsurutani et al. 1999; Jurac et al. 2002; Siscoe and Schwenn 2006).

Figure 3.2: A fast-moving ICME compresses the solar wind ahead of it, leading to magnetic fields draped along this surface. This is termed a planar magnetic structure (PMS). Figure courtesy of Jones et al. (2002). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.
propagation, but may also be due in part to the evolution of the structure with time by processes like reconnection. This can result in a flux rope that is peeled away at the front, but has an extended “back” part (e.g., Cargill and Schmidt 2002; Gosling et al. 2005a).

3.1.2.2 Magnetic field of ICMEs

The magnetic field signatures of magnetic clouds have been extensively studied, since single spacecraft measurements through an ICME yield much information about the magnetic field structure. The magnetic field within ICMEs is significantly smoother than the highly variable “sheath” region which travels ahead of a fast ICME, and in which a great deal of turbulence is observed. Magnetic clouds characteristically show enhanced magnetic fields (>10 nT) that rotate slowly through a large angle over a time-scale of the order of 1 day. However, the magnetic field configurations of non-cloud-like ICMEs may be more complicated. The mean magnetic field intensity decreases with radial distance from the Sun as \( R^{1.3} \) to \( R^{1.5} \). This rate of decrease is slower than for the interplanetary magnetic field, whose orientation is subject to the Parker spiral (Forsyth et al. 2006).

Large-scale, force-free, cylindrical models of magnetic flux ropes, like that of Lundquist (1950), suggest that the magnetic field in the axial direction is strongest towards the centre of the flux rope, whilst the azimuthal magnetic field direction displays a large-scale rotation. Observationally, it is usual to see a peak in the axial magnetic field near the centre of a magnetic cloud and it is expected that this component will tend to zero towards the boundaries of the magnetic cloud. A bipolar signature is often observed due to the reversal of the azimuthal magnetic field component of the flux rope, passing through zero towards the centre of the magnetic cloud. All these characteristics are guidelines to define the flux rope boundaries from the measured field components in, say, the GSE coordinate system. Boundaries need to be confirmed after rotating the magnetic data in the local MC coordinate system in order to fully separate the azimuthal and axial components. The process of identifying the boundaries of magnetic clouds is further discussed in § 3.1.3.

The direction of the magnetic field rotation within magnetic clouds has been found to be related to the solar cycle. A study by Bothmer and Schwenn (1998) of magnetic clouds observed by the Helios spacecraft between 1974 and 1980 revealed that 74% of the clouds exhibited south to north rotations of the magnetic field vector. They later showed that the dominance of magnetic clouds with south to north rotation in odd cycles and north to south rotation in even cycles was likely a consequence of the magnetic configuration of their solar source regions, which has a
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hemispheric dependence \cite{Bothmer and Rust, 1997}, as shown in Fig 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Solar cycle dependence of the magnetic structure of filaments at the Sun and of the corresponding magnetic clouds in interplanetary space. Figure courtesy of \cite{Wimmer-Schweingruber et al., 2006} and adapted from \cite{Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998}. Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.

3.1.2.3 Plasma dynamics of ICMEs

Studies of the behaviour of plasma within ICMEs has revealed an array of signatures from which not only are ICMEs in the solar wind identified, but the nature and evolution of these ejecta may be better understood.

The evolution of ICMEs in the solar wind is of great interest, and heavily dependent on the velocity of the ejecta. The velocity profile of the plasma within ICMEs is often observed to steadily decrease over the duration of the ejecta, and this is widely interpreted as a signature of expansion of the ICME in the rest frame of the solar wind, the details of which are discussed more fully in §4.1.1.2. However, not all ICMEs exhibit expansion signatures and similar signatures may be associated with fast solar wind streams originating from coronal holes, so one must be wary of false ICME identification.

As discussed in §1.3.6, plasma $\beta$ describes the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure. In ICMEs, plasma pressure is typically low and magnetic pressure dominates, leading to low values of plasma $\beta$. Consequently, the measurements of plasma $\beta$ in ICMEs are typically distinctly different to those in the ambient solar wind, where plasma $\beta$ is relatively high, with values approaching 1. Figure 3.4 shows
how plasma $\beta$ varies with solar distance, illustrating the transition from low beta values in the corona to high beta values in the solar wind.

Figure 3.4: A survey of coronal plasma $\beta$ as a function of height above the photosphere. Figure courtesy of Allen Gary [2001]. Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.

Extreme density decreases (to $<1 \text{ cm}^{-3}$) are typically observed in ICMEs (Richardson et al. [2000]). Following the study of 46 magnetic clouds observed by Helios between 0.3 and 1 AU, Bothmer and Schwenn [1998] concluded that the mean density within these clouds decreases with heliocentric distance slightly faster than in the solar wind, where $n = 6.1R^{-2.1} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ ($R$ is in AU) (Schwenn [1990]). It has been shown that the radial size of a magnetic cloud increases as it propagates into the heliosphere, indicating expansion of the flux rope structure. Calculations of the density of a cloud depending on its distance from the Sun, based on observations of magnetic cloud expansion rates, suggest that density decreases as $R^{-2.56}$, and this value is found to agree reasonably well with observations (Bothmer and Schwenn [1998]), assuming that clouds are cylindrical in shape, the length of the flux rope is proportional to $R$, and mass is conserved within the flux rope. Further discussion of magnetic cloud expansion can be found in § 4.1.1.2.
Similarly, low proton temperatures relative to the ambient solar wind are expected (Gosling, 1990; Richardson and Cane, 1995; Mulligan et al., 1999) as a result of expansion of an ICME in the solar wind. In the ambient solar wind there is an empirical correlation between the solar wind speed ($V_{SW}$) and plasma proton temperature ($T_p$) (Lopez, 1987). It was first noted by Gosling et al. (1973) that there are anomalous intervals of unusually low $T_p$ in the solar wind, which were later shown to be linked to ICMEs, and Richardson and Cane (1995) found that $T_p < T_{ex}/2$ can be used as a criterion for identifying ICME ejecta in interplanetary space, where $T_{ex}$ is the “expected $T_p$” determined from the empirical $V_{SW} - T_p$ correlation and the simultaneously observed solar wind speed. $T_p$ also shows a dependence on solar cycle; the fraction of the solar wind that has $T_p < T_{ex}/2$ increases from $\approx 4\%$ at solar minimum to $\approx 12\%$ around solar maximum.

Depressions of $T_p$ are one of the most reliable signatures of ICMEs, and are present in most cases of ejecta (Richardson and Cane, 1995; Mulligan et al., 1999). As with many of the signatures of ICMEs though, $T_p$ depressions are not exclusive to ICMEs and other solar wind structures such as the heliospheric current sheet, may also exhibit this signature, so it is important to consider the solar wind context. It might be expected that adiabatic cooling due to ICME expansion will lead to faster cooling of ICME plasma, but this is not the case and the rate at which the proton temperature decreases is found to be similar in the solar wind data at Helios and data from spacecraft located at 1 AU (Totten et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2005).

Enhancements in the plasma electron temperature, $T_e$, relative to $T_p$ are observed in some magnetic clouds (Osherovich et al., 1993; Fainberg et al., 1996; Sittler Jr. and Burlaga, 1998) and non-cloud ICMEs (Richardson, 1997), suggesting efficient transport of electron thermal energy along field lines connected to the corona (Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006). Richardson (1997) suggested that $T_e/T_p > 2$ can be used as a more reliable indicator of an ICME, than considering $T_e$ alone. As previously mentioned, magnetic clouds characteristically have low proton temperatures and low plasma $\beta$. When the threshold set by Richardson (1997) is exceeded, the plasma pressure becomes dominated by the electron component (Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006).

One of the most utilised and reliable ICME composition signatures is the enhanced ratio of the relative abundances of $\alpha$- particles (ionised helium) to hydrogen, $N_\alpha/N_p$ (Hirshberg et al., 1970, 1972). This ratio is typically $\sim 8\%$ in ICMEs, but it can reach $\sim 25\%$ or more (Neugebauer, 1981; Borrini et al., 1982b), compared to a value nearer to 3 - 5 $\%$ in the ambient solar wind (e.g. Neugebauer, 1981; Schwenn, 1990). The elevated value found in ICMEs compares well with the solar value of around 10 $\%$. The values observed in ICMEs are a result of fractionation of the
solar wind helium content, which appears to act in the chromosphere and/or low
corona \cite{LamingFeldman2001}. One possible mechanism is inefficient Coulomb
drag \cite{Geissetal1970}, in which helium experiences a smaller proton drag than
other heavy ions and is fractionated against the bulk solar wind protons, leading to
an enrichment in helium that cannot be lost to the photosphere and is ultimately
cleared out by CMEs. This unusual composition is only observed in $\sim 30\%$ of
ICMEs \cite{Zwickletal1983, Mulliganetal1999, RichardsonCane2004}, and
magnetic clouds are more likely to exhibit a helium enhancement than non-flux rope
ICMEs.

Detailed analysis of the composition of ICMEs, aside from enhanced $N_a/N_p$ sig-
natures, has only be possible since the 1990’s with the launch of the Ulysses and,
later, the ACE missions, but the charge-state composition of particles observed
within ICMEs can provide a useful way to relate in situ plasma and magnetic field
observations to their solar source (e.g. \cite{Hundhausenetal1968, Geissetal1995}).
ICMEs may include enhancements in heavy ion abundances \cite{Mitchelletal1983, Ipavichetal1986} and enhanced ion charge states \cite{Bameetal1979, Fenimore1980, Ipavichetal1986}. The thermal environment of ICMEs and their asso-
ciated CMEs can be better understood by considering the ionic charge state of
heavy ions \cite{Hundhausenetal1968, BuergiGeiss1986}, and the elevated ionic
charge states observed in many ICMEs are indicative of high temperature origins
and may well be a signature of magnetic fields reconnecting during CME eruption
(e.g. \cite{Galvin1997, WimmerSchweingruberetal2001, Henkeetal2001, Leprietal2001, Zurbuchenetal2003, RichardsonCane2004, Rodrigueasetal2004, LepriZurbuchen2004}). Enhanced iron (Fe) charge states have been identified
in roughly 50\% to 70\% of all ICMEs, while in a smaller fraction of ejecta and prefer-
entially associated with magnetic clouds, enhancements in oxygen charge states,
where $O^{7+}/O^{6+}>1$ are observed, though a relative enhancement of $O^{7+}/O^{6+}$ might
be a more reliable ICME indicator \cite{RichardsonCane2004}. The charge states
of these ions are frozen in to the plasma near the Sun at the very high tempera-
tures found in the corona; the exact temperatures are determined by the balance
between ionisation and recombination times and the expansion time for the solar
wind \cite{Hundhausenetal1968}. Unusually low charge states, like $He^+/He^{2+}$, are
also occasionally observed in ICMEs and imply low coronal temperatures and the
presence of prominence material of chromospheric origin, although observations of
low charge states in ICMEs is very rare (e.g. \cite{Schwennetal1980, Goslingetal1980}).

Observations of elemental composition in ICMEs can be used to probe the con-
ditions in the solar corona prior to a CME eruption, and may prove useful in dis-
tinguishing between CME initiation models. However, the range of variability of
elemental abundances in ICMEs is large, both from event to event as well as within an individual event. It ranges from no compositional signature at all relative to the ambient solar wind, to unusual events with compositions never seen in other contexts (Wimmer-Schweingruber et al., 2006).

3.1.2.4 Suprathermal electron signatures

Particles with energies higher than those that constitute the core of solar wind distributions serve as tracers of magnetic field lines. They gyrate about field lines, like core particles, but their considerably higher velocity components result not only in larger gyroradii but in high field-aligned speeds that create particle beams (Crooker and Horbury, 2006). At 1 AU, the contribution from the core population begins to significantly decrease and the electrons become suprathermal at around 70 eV. Electrons $> 250$ eV are well within the suprathermal range, and the distribution at this energy typically includes very little of the core electron population and the count rates are high; resulting in very few artefacts being introduced to the data at this energy.

Counterstreaming beams of suprathermal electrons, which normally focus into a single field-aligned “strahl” directed away from the Sun (Pilipp et al., 1987), are typically associated with ICMEs (Zwickl et al., 1983; Gosling et al., 1987) and tell us about the connectivity of magnetic field lines to the Sun. As tracers of magnetic field lines, suprathermal particles can help us to distinguish between the possible topologies of the magnetic structure. When a counterstreaming beam of suprathermal electrons is observed, it indicates the presence of closed field lines that are still connected to the Sun at both ends. These beams are physically interpreted as electrons flowing in opposite directions along magnetic field loops within ICMEs that are connected to the Sun. It is common for unidirectional beams to also be observed within an ICME, indicating that one of the footpoints is no longer connected to its solar source, while a lack of beams, termed a “heat flux dropout” in the observations of these electrons implies a mix of open and closed fields (e.g. Gosling et al., 1995a; Shodhan et al., 2000; Crooker et al., 2004; Crooker and Horbury, 2006) and suggests that some field lines are disconnected from the Sun at both ends, but this signature is not sufficient for an observer to be certain that this is the case (Crooker et al., 2002, 2003). Counterstreaming suprathermal electron beams are now one of the most widely-used signatures in ICME identification. Nearly all ICMEs observed within 5 AU of the Sun contain some closed field lines, and on average appear to contain more closed than open fields ($\sim 60\%$ in magnetic clouds at 1 AU) (Shodhan et al., 2000).
Counterstreaming electron flows have also been used to explore magnetic cloud field polarities. Electron flows are usually stronger in one direction. If the dominant electron flow is assumed to be from the footpoint closer to the spacecraft, the relative directions of the field and electron flow indicate the field polarity, which should be constant during the magnetic cloud encounter assuming a single flux rope configuration. However, Kahler et al. (1999) found changes in polarity which cannot be explained by a single flux rope.

When using suprathermal electron fluxes to investigate ICMEs, care must be taken to avoid confusing the bidirectional electron flows expected in association with ICMEs with similar signatures that can be exhibited by other solar wind events. Shocks may also exhibit counterstreaming electron signatures (Gosling et al., 1993), usually observed as a beam of electrons flowing opposite to the electron outflow from the Sun (Wimmer-Schweingruber et al., 2006). However, the short duration (< 1 hr) of shock-related beams allows them to be distinguished from ICME-associated beams, which are typically longer duration events. Mirroring on field lines connected to regions of elevated magnetic field magnitude can also result in counterstreaming on open field lines (Gosling et al., 2001), but electron fluxes on open fields can be distinguished from those on closed fields by careful examination of the shape of the pitch angle distribution.

Other particle signatures of ICMEs include short-term depressions in the cosmic ray intensity on the time-scale of a few days, bidirectional energetic particle flows, and unusual flow directions during solar energetic particle onsets (Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006).

Table 3.1 provides a summary of the known in situ signatures of ICMEs at ∼ 1 AU.

3.1.2.5 Radio observations

Although technically remote observations rather than in situ measurements, radio emissions are also used to probe ICMEs in interplanetary space.

Type II radio emissions are a signature of shocks generated both in the corona, where metric type II bursts are produced, and ahead of ICMEs (Cane et al., 1987), which produce hectometric-kilometric type II bursts during their propagation in the interplanetary medium. They are generated at the plasma frequency and its harmonic by electrons accelerated at the shock front (Lengyel-Frey et al., 1985), and while the observed frequency is directly related to the plasma density near
Table 3.1: In situ signatures of ICMEs (description applies to ~1 AU heliospheric distance) in the magnetic field (B), plasma dynamics (P), plasma composition (C), plasma waves (W), and suprathermal particles (S).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Selected references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1: θ Rotation</td>
<td>θ &gt; 30°; smooth</td>
<td>Klein and Burlaga (1982)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3: B variance decrease</td>
<td></td>
<td>Schwenn et al. (1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4: Discontinuity at ICME boundaries</td>
<td></td>
<td>Habbal et al. (1981)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5: Field line draping around ICME</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gosling et al. (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6: Magnetic clouds</td>
<td>(B1, B2 and β) &lt; 1/2 B0/Bnet &lt; 1</td>
<td>Klein and Burlaga (1982)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1: Declining velocity profile/expansion</td>
<td>Monotonic decrease</td>
<td>Lepping et al. (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2: Extreme density decrease</td>
<td>≤ 1 cm−3</td>
<td>Lepping et al. (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3: Proton temperature decrease</td>
<td>Tp &lt; 0.5 Texp</td>
<td>Lepping et al. (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4: Electron temperature decrease</td>
<td>Te &lt; 6 × 105 K</td>
<td>Montgomery et al. (1974)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5: Electron temperature increase</td>
<td>Te &gt; Tp</td>
<td>Sturrock et al. and Burlaga (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6: Upstream forward shock/“Bow Wave”</td>
<td>Rankine-Hugoniot relations</td>
<td>Parker (1963)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1: Enhanced α/proton ratio</td>
<td>He2+/H+ &gt; 8 %</td>
<td>Hirshberg et al. (1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2: Elevated oxygen charge states</td>
<td>O7+/O6+ &gt; 1</td>
<td>Lamy et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3: Unusually high Fe charge states</td>
<td>(Q)Fe &gt; 12; QFe &gt; 12+ &gt; 0.01</td>
<td>Home et al. (1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4: Occurrence of He+</td>
<td>He+/He2+ &gt; 0.01</td>
<td>Schwenn et al. (1979); Lepping et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5: Enhancements of Fe+/O</td>
<td>(Fe+/O)exp &gt; 5</td>
<td>Richardson et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6: Unusually high 3He+/He</td>
<td>U(He+3)/U(He) &gt; 2</td>
<td>He et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1: Ion acoustic waves</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pahill et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1: Bidirectional strahl electrons</td>
<td>2nd harmonic &gt; 1st harmonic</td>
<td>Pinnell et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2: Bidirectional ~ MeV ions</td>
<td>2nd harmonic &gt; 1st harmonic</td>
<td>Marsden et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3: Cosmic ray depletions</td>
<td>Few % at ~ 1 GeV</td>
<td>Formis et al. (1987); Cane et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4: Bidirectional cosmic rays</td>
<td>Few % at ~ 1 GeV</td>
<td>Richardson et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table adapted from Zurbuchen and Richardson (2006). Permission to reproduce this table has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.

As discussed in §3.1.2.1 only when the discrepancy between the speed of a CME and the ambient solar wind is sufficiently high will a shock be generated, and this
typically means that only fast CMEs drive a shock ahead of them. Whilst tracking the radio emissions from CME-driven shocks is considered a relatively accurate means of determining the velocity profile of ICMEs during their propagation in interplanetary space, this is only feasible when a strong shock is generated. There are many instances of ICMEs with no associated shock or only a weak shock and these events do not typically exhibit signatures that can be detected in radio observations.

### 3.1.3 Identifying Magnetic Cloud Boundaries

The exact locations of ICME boundaries are often difficult to ascertain with absolute certainty (Goldstein et al., 1998; Wei et al., 2003), since the various ICME signatures evident in the magnetic field, plasma and particle observations do not define precisely the same regions of the solar wind (Zwickl et al., 1983; Crooker et al., 1990; Richardson and Cane, 1995; Neugebauer et al., 1997; Mulligan et al., 1999). This is not unexpected given that the various signatures all arise from different physical phenomenon. The internal structure of ICMEs is also sometimes highly inhomogenous, increasing the difficulty of locating the boundaries with different ICME signatures. It is not unusual for a number of possible boundaries to be identified in the data, however rather than clarifying the situation, the inclusion of additional observations, like those of ion and electron beams and solar wind composition data, often results in the identification of more possible boundaries (e.g. Zwickl et al., 1983; Crooker et al., 1990; Neugebauer et al., 1997; Richardson et al., 2003).

At the boundary of a magnetic flux rope, a current sheet is generally expected since there is a change of connectivity of magnetic field lines (from twisted field...
lines inside the flux rope to solar wind-like field lines outside). Then, the in- and out-bound boundaries in in situ data are typically expected where magnetic discontinuities are present (e.g., Dasso et al., 2006). While in some cases such discontinuities can be identified with little ambiguity, in other cases the boundaries are less distinct and may include complex structures, perhaps indicative of waves or field line reconnection (Vasquez et al., 2001).

Dasso et al. (2006) report that reconnection can be forced in front of an MC when a flux rope is overtaking the magnetic field ahead of it. The consequence of this reconnection is a flux tube that is peeled away at the front, but has an extended back part. This “back” region is expected to exhibit different behaviour to both the main body of the ejecta and the solar wind, but its presence increases the complexity of accurately identifying the rear boundary of a magnetic cloud.

Minimum variance analysis (see §2.4.2) can also prove useful in determining the location of magnetic cloud boundaries. When the magnetic field data are transformed to the local coordinates of the magnetic cloud, using MVA, the interval exhibiting the clearest rotation defines the region of the magnetic cloud. In addition, the eigenvalue separation is largest when the minimum variance direction is well-defined and the flux rope boundaries may be further refined by considering this criterion.

3.1.3.1 Limitations of single spacecraft observations

Several theoretical models have been proposed for the topology of magnetic clouds, but a comparison of theoretical predictions with physical observations is complicated. Although magnetic clouds are three-dimensional objects, the experimental data are limited to observations along a line that traces the trajectory of a spacecraft through the cloud as it propagates into interplanetary space (Forbes et al., 2006). This means that while models must include the magnetic field topology, consideration should also be given to the position inside the cloud where experimental data are obtained.

Minimum variance analysis (see §2.4.2) can be utilised to estimate the trajectory of a spacecraft through a magnetic cloud. The magnetic field components obtained from MVA are used to provide an approximation of the impact parameter, $p$, defined as the minimum distance from spacecraft to the cloud axis. A small impact parameter indicates that the spacecraft passes close to the magnetic cloud axis and near to the “nose” of the flux rope, while larger impact parameters suggest that the spacecraft is more likely to be passing through a “leg” of the flux rope.
The technique employed to estimate the impact parameter from MVA used in this thesis was developed by Gulisano et al. (2007) and is valid for the force-free Lundquist (1950) model. The deviation from zero of the mean value of the $B_{x,\text{cloud}}$ component of the magnetic field (in the direction of minimum variance) can be used to obtain an estimation of $p$:

\[
p \approx R \sqrt{\frac{\langle B_{x,\text{cloud}} \rangle}{1.6 B_0}}
\]  

(3.1)

where $R$ is the radius of the MC and $B_0$ is the magnetic field strength at the centre of the magnetic cloud determined from the results of the minimum variance analysis.

Multi-spacecraft observations of individual ICMEs provide unique information on their structure and boundaries. The vast spatial extent of CMEs means that it is possible for multiple, widely-separated spacecraft to sample an ICME at different points. It also provides the potential for ICMEs to be observed at multiple locations simultaneously. Such observations are rare, but the availability of in situ measurements over a significant period of time means that there are now a number of events for which multi-spacecraft observations from missions like Helios 1 and 2, WIND, ACE and Cluster are available. Observations at different spacecraft may vary depending upon the event under study and the spacecraft separation. When considering observations of ICMEs at different spacecraft, it is important to establish if the ICMEs at different locations are related and not just assume that they are part of the same event (e.g. Cane et al., 1991).

3.1.4 On Disk Solar Signatures Associated with CMEs

Morphological changes in the corona often provide evidence of a CME eruption. The development in the low corona of large CMEs is often fast and is accompanied by an opening of the magnetic field over a large region. In this section, we discuss disappearing filaments (§ 3.1.4.1), large-scale dimmings observed in EUV and soft X-rays (§ 3.1.4.2), coronal waves (§ 3.1.4.3) and coronal loop structures (§ 3.1.4.4), which are all signatures of the opening of the magnetic field.
3.1.4.1 Disappearing filaments

Ground-based emission line observations can be used to look at the conditions on the Sun prior to eruption, allowing the chain of events leading up to the eruption of a CME to be studied. Features associated with solar activity such as flares and filaments are best observed in the H$\alpha$ line. Filaments, or eruptive prominences, frequently accompany CMEs (Hundhausen, 1993; Hanaoka et al., 1994; Gopalswamy et al., 1996). When a filament begins to rise in the course of a CME, the H$\alpha$ emission is Doppler shifted and may no longer be visible in narrow band images. These are termed “Disappearing Filaments”. Figure 3.6 shows H$\alpha$ observations of a disappearing filament associated with a halo CME on 5 January 2005.

Figure 3.6: A disappearing filament associated with a halo CME was observed in H$\alpha$ by the HASTA-telescope on 5 January 2005. Figure courtesy of Schwenn et al. (2006). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.

Yang and Wang (2002) showed that the connection between filament disappearances observed in the H$\alpha$ spectral line and CMEs is weak, ranging from 10 % to 30 %, but a study by Jing et al. (2004) has suggested that this figure might be nearer to 56 %, since they distinguished between filament disappearances and eruptions, excluding those that did not erupt and filaments $< 2000$ arcsec$^2$ in size. Filament disappearance does not always imply filament eruptions. Depending on their physi-
Mouradian et al. (1995) proposed two possible processes by which filaments could “disappear”, the first is by dynamic sudden disappearance (DSD), due to the restructuring of the magnetic field, ultimately leading to the disappearance of a filament through eruption and the second possibility is thermal disappearance (THD), due to heating of the plasma in the filament so that it is no longer visible in the Hα spectral line. The filament may then re-appear as it cools. It can be difficult to distinguish between these two processes, but looking for ascending motion using EUV observations and evolution of its geometrical shape help to establish if a filament is erupting.

3.1.4.2 Coronal dimmings

Following a CME eruption, large-scale transient dimming features, known as “coronal dimmings” (Hudson et al. 2003), are often observed in the vicinity of the eruption and are most conspicuously observed by EUV imaging instruments such as SDO/AIA, its predecessor TRACE and SOHO/EIT. Dimming regions are also visible at soft X-ray wavelengths (Sterling and Hudson 1997); most recently observed by Hinode/XRT, which is now building on the observations made in the past by Yohkoh/SXT. Dimmings are often detected as a relative deficit of coronal emission, compared with pre-CME conditions and appear suddenly like transient coronal holes on the Sun’s disk (Rust 1983), persisting for many hours. In the conventional 2-D picture of field-line opening followed by magnetic reconnection, the transient coronal holes represent the opened field; in 3-D they would represent the footpoints of a large-scale flux rope, and coronal dimmings generally map out the apparent footpoints of CMEs observed in white-light (Thompson et al. 2000).

Coronal dimmings have been interpreted as the opening of the closed field lines during the initial phase of a CME, resulting in the rapid evacuation of coronal material and indicating mass loss of the order of $10^{14}$ g (Hudson et al. 1996). This is an order of magnitude smaller than the mass loss in a typical CME, inferred from coronagraph observations, but it suggests that at least part of the mass loss can be detected by observing dimmings. Spectroscopic measurements in dimming regions have indicated significant outflow velocities, confirming that plasma is indeed being expelled (Harra and Sterling 2001).

Dimmings can be most clearly depicted in coronal images by taking difference images. In the case of “running difference” images, each image has the previous frame subtracted, while “base difference” images involve the subtraction of a pre-event “base” image from all subsequent images. This technique allows changes in the intensity in the corona to be more clearly observed, allowing the boundaries of
the dimming regions to be defined. Figure 3.7 is a base difference image showing the dimmings (darker regions of lower intensity) associated with a CME eruption on 12 May 1997 (brighter region of increased intensity). Observations of dimmings often demonstrate that plasma removal is on a global scale. In many cases the dimmings are trans-equatorial, and are observed to spread to large distances from the initial erupting site (Cargill and Harra, 2007). By progressive stepping reconnection with the surrounding bipoles, the erupting configuration becomes large-scale even in the low corona (Attrill et al., 2007).

Figure 3.7: A base difference image showing the maximum spatial extent of the coronal dimming regions (darker regions of lower intensity) associated with a CME eruption on 12 May 1997 (brighter region of increased intensity). Figure adapted from Attrill (2008b). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.

The post-CME recovery appears in the low corona as the disappearance of the newly-formed dimmings. It seems reasonable to believe that magnetic reconnection, either on a large-scale or by reconnection interchange on smaller spatial scales, could contribute to the replenishment of the lost coronal mass by providing closed flux tubes capable of trapping charged particles (Attrill et al., 2007). Reconnection with closed loops will “step” the “open” magnetic field out of the dimming (dispersing the “open” flux), whilst reconnection with “open” magnetic field will physically disconnect the magnetic field line from the Sun.

It was believed that when the intensity of the dimming recovers to pre-event levels, this indicates that the CME is disconnected from the Sun, however it has re-
cently been shown by Attrill et al. (2008a) that this is not necessarily the case. Uni-
directional/bidirectional suprathermal electron flows observed at 1 AU provide an
indication of an ICME’s connectivity to the Sun. Given the detection of suprather-
mal electron flows at 1 AU after the associated dimmings are expected to recover,
reconnection with closed magnetic field appears to be dominant and acts to disperse
the “open” magnetic field out into regions of quiet Sun, thus recovering the intensity
of the dimmings whilst maintaining the magnetic connectivity to the Sun.

3.1.4.3 Coronal waves

Coronal waves are large disturbances that travel across the disk of the Sun (Moses
et al. 1997; Thompson et al. 1998), and are often colloquially referred to as “EIT
waves”, since this phenomenon was first observed by the EUV Imaging Telescope
(EIT) onboard the SOHO spacecraft. These waves appear as a bright front of
enhanced EUV emission, propagating quasi-radially away from a source region over
a hemisphere of the Sun at speeds of 200 to 300 km s$^{-1}$. Processed images are used
to study coronal waves because they are too subtle to easily detect in raw data.
“Running difference” images may be used to show the extent of a disturbance, whilst
“base difference” images must be used to show real enhancements (brightenings)
and depletions (dimmings) in intensity (Attrill 2008b). Figure 3.8 shows running
difference images of an EIT wave propagating across the solar disk on 24 September
1997.

Figure 3.8: Running difference images of an EIT wave that propagated across the solar disk on
24 September 1997. The arrows indicate the EIT wave-front. Figure adapted from Biesecker et al.
(2002). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Institute of Physics Publishing.

The exact nature of these waves is not fully understood, and it is not yet clear if
they are a coronal manifestation of the well known Moreton waves seen in Hα. These
waves have been identified as the chromospheric trace of a shock wave emanating
from a flare site and typically propagate more quickly than EIT waves at speeds
ranging from 440 to 1125 km s$^{-1}$, with a mean value of 650 km s$^{-1}$ (Smith and
Harvey [1971]. Alternatively, it has been suggested by Delannée (2000) that the coronal wave is actually a CME lifting off the disk, with the wave being the stretching or opening of closed magnetic field lines in response to an erupting filament. EIT waves have a strong association with CMEs (Biesecker et al., 2002) and often with EUV dimmings, which are usually restricted to the region traced by the transit of Moreton waves and trail the bright front.

3.1.4.4 Post-eruption coronal loop structures

Long duration flares observed at soft X-ray wavelengths are closely associated with CMEs (Sheeley et al., 1983; Webb and Hundhausen, 1987). These are observed as the appearance of large-scale loop systems, also called eruptive arcades or post-eruptive arcades, which often form and evolve in the aftermath of coronal eruptions and are observed to occur in the lower corona close to the onset site of the eruption. Their detection depends on their temperature, therefore on the wavelength in which the observations are made. Post-eruptive arcades observed at 195 Å by SOHO/EIT have almost one-to-one correlation with CMEs (Tripathi et al., 2004). Figure 3.9 shows an example of EUV observations of a post-eruption arcade.

Figure 3.9: EUV observations from TRACE at 195 Å of a post-eruption arcade associated with flare activity during the Bastille day event on 14 July 2000. The field of view is 2.3 × 10^5 by 1.7 × 10^5 km. Figure courtesy of Schwenn et al. (2006). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by Springer Science + Business Media.

The global response of the corona to a CME eruption is evident in large-scale loop structures. Trans-equatorial loops are present in a significant fraction of all active regions. The overall structure of the large trans-equatorial loop changes as a result of reconnection between two active regions (Tsuneta, 1996b), and a trans-
equatorial loop has been observed to disappear, forming part of a CME (Khan and Hudson, 2000). In fact, front-side halo events may start with the disappearance of trans-equatorial loops, observed in X-rays (Pohjolainen et al., 2001). Further evidence of reconnection in coronal loop structures include observations of rising loops, a cusp-shaped loop structure and cool loops lying underneath hot loops.

Cusp-shaped features are evident in soft X-ray images during the late phase of a CME-related flare. The cusp may have an elevated temperature (Tsuneta et al., 1992) and this morphology points to an energy source in the solar corona, which many models suggest indicates large-scale reconnection (Pick et al., 2006).

3.1.5 Linking Magnetic Clouds and their Solar Sources

Linking magnetic clouds with their associated coronal eruptions can be far from simple and requires consideration of a number of physical characteristics that can provide quantitative links between a CME observed near the Sun and subsequently in the interplanetary environment. There are a number of constraints that must be placed on the association between CMEs and their associated MCs: the relative location of the solar source and the spacecraft detecting the ICME in situ, the transit time for the ejecta to travel from the Sun to where it is observed in situ in interplanetary space, and the measure of physical parameters, such as orientation, magnetic flux and helicity. It is important to note that it is the combination of physical characteristics and signatures that is the key to successfully tying together the interplanetary-end and the Sun-end of an eruptive event. Combining observations of the same event at both the Sun and in situ near Earth helps us to investigate the magnetic topology of the erupting structure directly, which in turn is crucial to the understanding of how and why an eruption occurred.

3.1.5.1 Location on the Sun

As discussed in § 1.4.2, CMEs typically propagate away from the Sun in a radial direction, as confirmed by both coronagraph and in situ observations. This means that we expect that a CME that is observed from the vicinity of Earth is a halo, or at least a partial halo, CME and its source region is expected to be close to disk centre (typically within a distance of $R_\odot/2$ of disk centre).

When the source region of a CME lies far from disk centre, then it is likely that the ICME will not be detected by in situ spacecraft located at 1 AU. However, the spatial extent of CME-driven shocks significantly exceeds the size of the following
ICME, as discussed in §3.1.2.1 and a shock may still be detected at its flanks (Borrini et al. 1982b; Cané 1988; Richardson and Cané 1993).

On rare occasions, some Earth-directed CMEs originate at the limb or even behind it. These extreme cases have proved themselves to be particularly geoeffective, resulting in major geomagnetic storms (Zhang et al. 2003). Very large-scale CMEs (some involve half of the corona) may also originate far from disk centre (Zhukov and Veselovsky 2007). CMEs may also be deflected away from their radial path by streamers (e.g. Gopalswamy et al. 2000a). So, while our search for a CME source region often begins near disk centre, it is not limited to it.

3.1.5.2 Estimating CME transit speeds

The accuracy with which the speed of a CME may be determined near to the Sun is heavily dependent on the location of the eruption on the Sun, with respect to the observer. CMEs are most easily observed using white-light coronagraph observations, but the structure of a CME erupting on the limb can be much more easily resolved than a halo CME erupting on the disk and propagating towards an observer, since it is observed in the plane of the sky. As discussed in §2.2.1.3, the limitations of coronagraph observations mean it is not possible to track every step of a CME eruption from the low corona, where EUV observations are employed, out into the heliosphere, since the occulting disk of the coronagraph makes white-light observations below 1.4 R⊙ impossible. CME onset time is often determined by measuring the height of a feature as it propagates through the field of view of the white-light observations and then extrapolating back to the solar surface to determine the launch time, but this is not a very accurate process, particularly in the case of halo and partial halo CMEs, for which radial speeds are often vastly overestimated. Schwenn et al. (2005) have shown that the leading edge expansion velocity of a CME (the speed at the position angle of the fastest moving front, measured in the direction orthogonal to the main expansion direction) gives a better proxy to the radial velocity, as well as to the transit time for a CME to reach 1 AU, than the velocity measured in the direction of the largest expansion. Often the velocity measured in the direction of the largest expansion is a combination of the expansion and radial velocity with a projection on the plane of sky. As discussed in §3.1.2.5 the speed of a CME can also be determined from the change in frequency of the associated type II radio burst, but the use of this signature is limited since interplanetary type II radio bursts are usually only observed for particularly fast CMEs.

CME cone models have been developed to provide a way of determining the
angular width, central position angle and the radial speed and acceleration for halo CMEs \cite{Zhao2002}. Cone models are so named, since the boundary of emission observed by LASCO for halo CMEs should form a cone of constant angular spread and the apex (the point the cone narrows to from a round cross-section) of the cone is located at the centre of the Sun. As such, cone models make the following assumptions: (1) the central positions of halo CMEs observed by LASCO is located near to both the CME source region and the centre of the solar disk, (2) their bulk velocities are directed radially and (3) the angular width of a CME remains constant as it propagates into interplanetary space, which was shown to be the case in observations \cite{Webb1990,Webb1997}. Not all CMEs can be reproduced with the cone model, and the success of this technique is limited by the assumptions made.

Determining the transit time of a CME from the Sun to its \textit{in situ} observation at \(\sim 1\) AU is not straightforward, since a CME may accelerate or decelerate as it propagates into interplanetary space. CMEs observed below the average solar wind speed are typically accelerated, while those above this velocity are decelerated \cite{Lindsay1999,Schwenn2005}. Typical CME acceleration speeds of 200 m s\(^{-2}\) have been estimated from statistical analysis by \cite{Zhang2005}, with the duration of the acceleration in the region of 40 minutes. These values yield an acceleration distance of 0.82 R\(_{\odot}\), by which a CME has reached a speed of around 480 km s\(^{-1}\). However, the acceleration experienced by a CME is extremely variable between events, ranging from a few m s\(^{-2}\) to > 1000 m s\(^{-2}\) \cite{Gopalswamy2000a}. However, these values are obtained from measuring the plane-of-sky speeds, which may vary significantly from the radial CME speed.

In some cases, an eruption may be observed on the Sun and its interplanetary counterpart subsequently identified near Earth. Alternatively, following the \textit{in situ} detection of an ICME near Earth, it may be extrapolated back to the Sun to locate its solar source. One major advantage of \textit{in situ} observations of ICMEs is the ability to directly measure the velocity of the propagating structure, making estimates of CME transit times starting from the interplanetary observations usually more precise than when starting from the solar observations. Although it is possible to produce reasonable estimations of CME transit time from solar observations, for example correlation has been found between the transit time and the CME velocity measured close to the outward edge of the coronagraph field of view \cite{Gopalswamy2000a,2001b,Zhang2003}, these are less reliable since this leading velocity is a combination of the global and expansion motion. This is not the case \textit{in situ} where the global motion of the ICME and the expansion velocity of the ICME may be determined separately. The \textit{in situ} velocity measurements are also considered more representative of the mean speed of the ejecta since the acceleration
or deceleration of a CME predominantly takes place close to the Sun ($< 1 \text{R}_\odot$).

A probable “launch window” for a CME can be estimated from the measured bulk proton speed of the magnetic cloud at its centre and by anticipating that the CME may have accelerated or decelerated as it propagated away from the Sun. Selecting the time of arrival of the centre of the cloud, rather than that of the shock front, reduces the likelihood of mixing up the expansion of the structure and its global motion in the solar wind. Considering a typical magnetic cloud, travelling at $450 \pm 50$ km s$^{-1}$, an estimate for the time of its eruption is $3.6 \pm 0.4$ days earlier than it is observed at 1 AU (Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998).

### 3.1.5.3 Orientation of the magnetic structure

The orientation of a CME is directly observable in the corona. Filaments are aligned with polarity inversion lines and provide a good indication of the orientation of the erupting magnetic structure, allowing predictions to be made about the magnetic topology of the CME. In interplanetary space, the orientation of the flux rope can be deduced from the vector observations of the magnetic field using a minimum variance analysis (see §2.4.2). The intermediate variance direction determined from this method corresponds with the axial direction of the cloud, $z_{\text{cloud}}$. Improvements on the orientation can be realised by fitting flux rope models to the data. The comparison between various models gives an estimation of the uncertainty of the orientation (typically $\pm 10^\circ$, see Dasso et al. (2005) for a review).

When comparing the direction of the MC axis with the orientation of the erupting structure, rough alignment between the MC axis and disappearing filaments (Bothmer and Schwenn 1994, 1998; Marubashi 1997; Zhao and Hoeksema 1998; Yurchyshyn et al. 2001, 2005; Ruzmaikin et al. 2003), and X-ray sigmoids (Watari et al., 2001) is often observed. However, the orientation of the axis of some MCs does undergo significant rotation compared to its pre-eruption magnetic configuration. Rotations larger than $30^\circ$ are not unusual, with some rare cases exhibiting rotation up to $160^\circ$ (Dasso et al. 2007; Harra et al. 2007). This rotation is interpreted as the consequence of the writhing of the magnetic flux tube. Nevertheless, a comparison of the orientation of the magnetic structure observed in situ with the orientation of the erupting structure can be a useful tool in the process of associating a magnetic cloud with its solar source.

Given the large scale of many ICMEs it is not unusual for the passage of the in situ spacecraft to be through one of the “legs” of the flux rope rather than the apex of an ICME loop. In this case, the “polarity” of the ICME leg can be determined
from local magnetic fields, but these can turn back on themselves. A more reliable indicator is the direction of the strongest counterstreaming suprathermal electron beam relative to the magnetic field direction (Kahler et al., 1999). The fact that one beam is usually stronger supports the assumption that passage is through one leg, since the stronger beam is presumed to come from the nearest solar connection point (Pilipp et al., 1987). A comparison of the in situ observations of suprathermal electron beams provides an indication of the probable magnetic configuration of the solar source region of the magnetic cloud, as well as a clue to its location during the eruption, i.e. whether the CME originates from in either the western or eastern solar hemispheres.

3.1.5.4 Magnetic flux

Since the magnetic field is only measured along the trajectory of the spacecraft as it passes through the observed magnetic cloud, it is only possible to directly derive the axial and azimuthal magnetic fluxes of the magnetic cloud if it is assumed that the flux rope has symmetrical, cylindrical geometry and the spacecraft passes only a small radial distance from the flux rope axis (i.e. the impact parameter is small) (Dasso et al., 2006). However, when this cannot be assumed to be the case, it is usually still possible to obtain estimates of the magnetic flux in a magnetic cloud by fitting a model to the data (see Dasso et al., 2005, for a review). Precise determination of the magnetic flux is dependent upon assumptions of the shape of the flux rope cross-section, particularly in the case of the axial magnetic flux, and the location of the MC boundaries, the length of the flux rope and the invariance of the orientation of the MC axis. It is expected that the magnetic flux estimations may vary by 10 % between those obtained from a model and those obtained directly from the data (Démoulin, 2008).

Dasso et al. (2006) report that reconnection can be forced in front of an MC when a flux rope is overtaking the magnetic field ahead of it. The consequence of this reconnection is a flux tube that is peeled away at the front, but has an extended back part, comprised of magnetic field that was originally part of the flux rope. In this way, the magnetic cloud’s flux may be diminished as it propagates through the heliosphere, with reports suggesting that up to ~ 60 % of a magnetic cloud’s flux may be lost (Dasso et al., 2006), although this value is typically much smaller (< 25 %) (Dasso et al., 2007; Mandrini et al., 2007).

Measurements of magnetic flux in the photosphere may be obtained from line-of-sight magnetograms, but when linking a magnetic cloud with its solar source it is specifically the flux involved in a CME that is important. CMEs originating on the
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Disk are often associated with observations of coronal dimmings; regions of intensity decreases observed in association with CMEs (Thompson et al., 2000) (see §3.1.4.2). Double dimmings are present on either side of the magnetic configuration and are believed to mark the position of the ejected flux rope footpoints, since the magnetic flux found in the dimming regions corresponds approximately to the axial magnetic flux of the associated MC (Lepping et al., 1997; Webb et al., 2000; Qiu et al., 2007). Dimmings are not always observed following a CME eruption, however this does not necessarily mean that they are not present, simply that they cannot be easily resolved. This may be the case when considering CME eruptions from very small source regions, or if the emission from an associated flare “masks” the underlying dimming regions. Partly due to the difficulties in defining the maximum extension of dimmings, the relationship between the magnetic flux present in dimmings and in the related MC is not entirely clear.

The presence of dimmings does not imply that a CME is simply launched from the corona, since in situ observations of MCs show that they are highly twisted flux tubes (typically with more than 10 turns (Gulisano et al., 2005)), while evidence of such a high twist has never been found in the corona. It is more probable that most of the flux rope is rapidly formed by reconnection of a sheared arcade (before the arcade height becomes larger than the plasma scale height, ≈ 100 Mm). Alternatively, the ejected flux rope may be formed by successive reconnections in a sheared arcade during the eruption process (e.g. Amari et al., 2003; Gosling, 1990). Evidence supporting the latter interpretation has been found by Mandrini et al. (2005) and Attrill et al. (2006), who computed the magnetic flux in the dimming regions associated with eruptions occurring in two isolated bipolar ARs and found that this was comparable with the azimuthal flux of the associated MCs (when assuming a length compatible with both solar and interplanetary observations).

For those CME eruptions in which associated dimmings are difficult to observe, comparisons may still be made between the amount of flux available in a prospective source region and the axial flux in an observed magnetic cloud, to strengthen the identification of the solar origins of an event. Following the in situ observation of an MC, there may be a number of candidate regions on the Sun from which the associated CME may have erupted and since the amount of flux in a MC cannot exceed the amount of flux in its source region prior to eruption, measurements of the active region magnetic flux can be used to further deduce the most likely source region.
3.1.5.5 Magnetic helicity

Magnetic helicity, $H$, is a measure of the topological structure of the magnetic field, and is particularly suited to characterising twisted and sheared field lines. Magnetic helicity is an approximately conserved quantity in resistive MHD with low resistivity (Berger, 1984) because it is almost preserved on a time-scale less than the global diffusion time-scale. Therefore this provides a quantitative link between eruptions from the corona and corresponding CMEs observed in situ at 1 AU. Thus, the erupting structure in the solar corona is expected to have the same helicity sign as the ICME (Bothmer and Rust, 1997). Magnetic helicity quantifies how the magnetic field is sheared and twisted, compared to a potential field in which it would be in its lowest energy state. For a magnetic flux rope, the helicity is given by

$$H = \Phi^2 (T_w + W_r)$$

(3.2)

where $\Phi$ is the axial magnetic flux within the rope, $T_w$ is the twist or number of windings of the field lines around the axis, and $W_r$ is the writhe; which is a measure of the distortion of the flux rope axis.

Even when a flux rope is in a stable configuration, magnetohydrodynamic simulations have shown that there is moderate writhe of the twisted flux rope (Toeroek and Kliem, 2003; Aulanier et al., 2005). However, when the flux rope becomes kink unstable (see §1.4.2.2), the writhe becomes large (Gibson et al., 2004; Toeroek and Kliem, 2005). For a cylindrical flux rope with little or no writhe, the sign of helicity of the rope equals the sign of twist. Positive helicity corresponds to positive (right-handed) twist and negative helicity to negative (left-handed) twist. It is possible to determine the sign of helicity of the coronal source region of a cloud by examining the chirality (handedness) of the magnetic structure prior to, during and post-eruption (Martin, 2003). There are several ways to determine chirality in the coronal field (Démoulin, 2008).

The most direct way to determine the dominant chirality of an active region is by investigating the sign of magnetic shear (angle between the observed and computed magnetic field) using vector magnetograms (Démoulin, 2008). Vector magnetograms allow both the longitudinal and transverse components of the magnetic field to be measured, using the circular and linear polarisation of magnetically sensitive spectral lines in the solar photosphere and chromosphere. Knowledge of the full magnetic vector allows one to determine the size and nature of any currents in the system, as well as obtain measures of twist and helicity. The “$\alpha$best” method (Pevtsov et al., 1997) involves the fitting of the vector magnetic field with a linear force-free field,
$j = \alpha \mathbf{B}$, yielding a single value, $\alpha_{\text{best}}$, which represents the global shear of the region.

Magnetic tongues of newly emerged flux provide another way of directly determining the helicity of the coronal field. When the apex of a flux rope emerges across the photosphere, the presence of twist produces a contribution of the azimuthal field projected onto the line-of-sight component. This is observed in longitudinal magnetogram data as two elongated “tongues” of opposite polarities in the active region field (López Fuentes et al., 2000) (lower left panel, Figure 3.10). For a positive twist, the leading polarity appears elongated and extends southward of the following polarity. The situation is the mirror image for a negative sign of twist. Even with a lack of magnetic data, it is possible to infer the sign of helicity from the sheared orientation of chromospheric fibrils or coronal loops, relative to the direction given by a potential field.

The chirality of prominences/filaments is most easily determined from the fine structure, known as “barbs”, observed along both sides of a prominence. In a prominence, the “spine” is the long axis running along the length of the top of the structure and it is from here that the barbs originate. The direction of the barbs provides an indication of the chirality of the region in which it is formed. When barbs curve from the spine to the right and downward to the chromosphere, this indicates that a filament is formed in a region of negative (left-handed) chirality, while the opposite is true for filaments formed in a region of positive (right-handed) chirality (Martin, 2003) (upper right panel, Figure 3.10).

Overlying a filament are coronal loops and this coronal arcade also has a chirality, such that if a filament is dextral, the overlying arcade is skewed to the left. Again, the opposite is true for sinistral filaments. Between the top of the filament structure and the coronal arcade, X-ray features known as sigmoids are often found, which take the shape of a “S” or “reverse S” (upper left panel, Figure 3.10). Sigmoids are associated with enhanced dissipation in a layer of steepened current density, which forms under a dynamic flux rope, and is threaded by sigmoidal field lines (Titov and Démoulin, 1999). These X-ray features have the same chirality as the overlying coronal field with S-shaped (reverse S-shaped) ones associated with right skewed (left skewed) coronal arcades and sinistral (dextral) filaments.

The signs of chirality of sigmoids and coronal arcades are unambiguously interpreted as having a direct relationship with their sign of helicity. S (reverse-S) shaped sigmoids and right-skewed (left-skewed) coronal arcades have a positive (negative) sign of helicity (Figure 3.10). However, a clear relationship between the chirality of a filament and its sign of helicity has not been established, and Martin (2003) raise the open question of whether a filament does have a net sign of helicity or whether
there is a balance of opposing signs of helicity within filaments.

Although the chirality of a stable filament is not a reliable indication of the sign of helicity of the magnetic structure, this is not necessarily the case during the eruption of a filament. During eruption, the apex of a filament may rotate and Green et al. (2007) show that the direction of rotation of the filament is consistent with the conversion of twist into writhe under the ideal MHD constraint of helicity conservation, providing an indication of the sign of helicity of the erupting structure. They found that for a positive (negative) sign of helicity the filament apex rotates clockwise (counter-clockwise), consistent with the flux rope taking on a reverse (forward) S-shape, which is opposite to that observed for the associated sigmoid. This may be simply expressed as:

\[
\text{sign(rotation)} \cdot \text{sign(helicity)} > 0 \quad \text{(3.3)}
\]

where the rotation is considered positive (negative) in the clockwise (counter-clockwise) direction.

Flare ribbons observed following an eruption may also be used to infer the sign of helicity in the erupting region. In a sheared field, the flare ribbon locations are separated along the magnetic polarity inversion line (PIL). In some cases, they also have a characteristic J-shape if the twist is of the order or above one turn (Moore et al., 1995; Démoulin et al., 1996) that can be identified in Hα and UV wavelengths. A forward J-shape implies the region has a positive sign of helicity, while a reverse J-shape implies the region has a negative sign of helicity (lower right panel, Figure 3.10).

The curvature of the fibrils that make up the penumbral region surrounding a sunspot may also be used as an indicator of the sign of helicity of the region, since the direction of the fibrils is related to the twist of the sunspot magnetic field (Nakagawa et al., 1971; Rust and Martin, 1994; Chae, 2001). A sunspot in which the fibrils are curved in a counter-clockwise direction implies that a region has a negative sign of helicity, since it results from the clockwise rotation of the sunspot during its formation. The opposite is true of sunspots in which the fibrils are curved in the clockwise direction.

The sign of helicity of a magnetic cloud can be investigated directly, using in situ observations. As with magnetic structures on the Sun, the chirality of a magnetic cloud can be used to infer its sign of helicity. As discussed in §3.1.1, the magnetic topology of a magnetic cloud is characterised by large scale rotation of the azimuthal
component of the magnetic field. The direction of rotation of the azimuthal component of the MC’s magnetic field relative to the direction of the axial magnetic field is directly related to the sign of helicity of an MC. \cite{Bothmer:1994, Bothmer:1998}. Figure 3.11 illustrates that when the rotation of a magnetic cloud indicates that it is left-handed (right-handed), this implies that its sign of helicity is negative (positive).

\cite{Rust:1994} and \cite{Bothmer:1994, Bothmer:1998} found that most MCs have the same sign of helicity as the associated CME eruption. The sign of helicity of the magnetic structure also exhibits some dependence on the solar hemisphere from which it originates. In the northern hemisphere, the sign of helicity is preferentially negative, while a positive sign of helicity is expected in the southern hemisphere. \(\sim 70\%\) of the observed ejecta conform to these hemispheric chirality rules \cite{Pevtsov:2003}.

Theoretical work undertaken by \cite{Berger:1984} to determine the magnitude of magnetic helicity at the Sun significantly preceded developments in techniques to estimate helicity from the data, and it is only in recent years that this has been
### Figure 3.11: Sketch showing the different magnetic configurations of MCs and their magnetic helicity sign based on the concept of the magnetic flux rope geometry for magnetic clouds and the field rotation that a spacecraft would observed during a cloud’s passage. Figure courtesy of Bothmer and Schwenn (1998). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the European Geosciences Union.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MC Type</th>
<th>Magnetic helicity</th>
<th>Variation of magnetic field vector</th>
<th>Direction of magnetic field on flux tube axis</th>
<th>Rotation of magnetic field vector in $B_x$-$B_y$-plane $\rightarrow B_z$-plane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEN</td>
<td>Left-handed</td>
<td>South ($-B_z$) → north ($+B_z$)</td>
<td>East ($+B_y$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWN</td>
<td>Right-handed</td>
<td>South ($-B_z$) → north ($+B_z$)</td>
<td>West ($-B_y$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NES</td>
<td>Right-handed</td>
<td>North ($+B_z$) → south ($-B_z$)</td>
<td>East ($+B_y$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWS</td>
<td>Left-handed</td>
<td>North ($+B_z$) → south ($-B_z$)</td>
<td>West ($-B_y$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orientations for high inclinations to the ecliptic: SEN, NWS, SWN, NES

- East ($+B_y$) → west ($-B_y$)
- West ($-B_y$) → east ($+B_y$)
- North ($+B_z$) → south ($-B_z$)
- South ($-B_z$) → north ($+B_z$)

Rotations in $B_y$-$B_z$ ($B_x$-$B_z$-plane) plane

employed when linking a magnetic cloud with its associated CME. The magnitude of the magnetic helicity can be determined in magnetic clouds in interplanetary space just as for the estimation of magnetic fluxes; both directly from the data if it can be assumed that the impact parameter is small and has cylindrical, symmetrical geometry (Dasso et al., 2006) or by fitting a model to the magnetic cloud data (Dasso et al., 2003).

In the solar corona, the evolution of longitudinal magnetograms tells us about the flux of magnetic helicity. By considering magnetograms prior to and after the eruptive event, the decrease in the coronal helicity during a CME can be estimated. The value obtained in the corona is expected to be approximately comparable with
the value estimated in the magnetic cloud, with results from the few events that have been studied in this way indicating that a difference of a factor of 2 is reasonable (Mandrini et al., 2005).

3.2 Locating the Solar Source of the 13 April 2006 Magnetic Cloud

The work described in this section of the thesis can be found in the following published article:


3.2.1 Event Context

Using in situ data from the ACE spacecraft, we identify and describe an interplanetary magnetic cloud observed near Earth on 13 April 2006. Combining these observations with multi-instrument and multi-wavelength observations from SOHO, TRACE and ground-based solar observatories, the solar source of this magnetic cloud is determined.

During the estimated “launch window” of the CME, a number of large active regions were present on the Sun, which were initially considered to be the most likely candidate source regions of the observed magnetic cloud. However, this is shown to not be the case and the CME associated with the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is now believed to originate from a small, spotless active region that emerged in the northern hemisphere. Evidence of an eruption in this region is observed on 11 April 2006, 59 hours before the associated magnetic cloud is observed at 1 AU.

The link between this eruption and the interplanetary magnetic cloud is supported by a number of pieces of evidence. During the eruption the solar source region is located near to the centre of the solar disk, while its position slightly to the east of the central meridian from the perspective of the observing spacecraft is in approximate agreement with the trajectory of the in situ spacecraft through the western leg of the magnetic cloud. The transit time of the ejecta is in agreement with estimations made from the observed radial velocity of the magnetic cloud at 1 AU and estimates of the axial flux within the magnetic cloud do not exceed the
amount of available flux in the associated active region. The sign of helicity of the magnetic cloud is in agreement with the sign of helicity in the erupting active region, which differs from the sign of helicity of all of the other candidate source regions on the Sun at this time. In addition, the active region is located on the boundary of a coronal hole, and a high-speed solar wind stream originating from this region is observed near Earth shortly after the passage of the magnetic cloud. This study is the first to use this kind of signature to associate a magnetic cloud with its solar source.

3.2.2 Overview of the 13 April 2006 Magnetic Cloud

3.2.2.1 Identifying the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud

We analysed 16 second resolution data from the Magnetometer Instrument (MAG, Smith et al., 1998) and 64 second resolution data from the Solar Wind Electron Proton and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM, McComas et al., 1998), both onboard the ACE spacecraft located in the vicinity of the Lagrangian point, L1, over the 3 day interval 12:00 UT on 12 April 2006 to 12:00 UT on 15 April 2006. The magnetic field intensity and its components in geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinates, proton number density, the plasma, magnetic and total pressures, solar wind speed and proton temperature as a function of time are shown in Figure 3.12, and are used to describe and characterise the magnetic cloud arriving at ∼1 AU on 13 April 2006.
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Figure 3.12: Interplanetary magnetic field and plasma data obtained from the ACE spacecraft during the passage of the ICME ejecta. This plot shows (a) the magnetic field intensity, (b), (c) and (d) the B_x, B_y and B_z components of the magnetic field in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates, respectively, (e) proton number density, (f) plasma (blue trace), magnetic (red trace) and total (black trace) pressures, (g) solar wind bulk speed and (h) proton temperature as a function of time. Vertical lines indicate the arrival of a shock (red) at \(\sim 11:00\) UT 13 April 2006 and the boundaries, A and B, (blue) of the magnetic cloud at \(\sim 16:00\) UT 13 April 2006 and \(\sim 01:15\) UT 14 April 2006, respectively. The duration over which counterstreaming, suprathermal electrons are observed is indicated by the horizontal green line between \(\sim 14:30\) UT and \(\sim 22:00\) UT 13 April 2006.
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Travelling ahead of the magnetic cloud is a weak, forward fast shock and this was the first component of the ejection to be observed in situ, at ∼11:00 UT on 13 April 2006. This was identified in the data by simultaneous observations of discontinuities in the magnetic field intensity, proton density, solar wind bulk speed, and proton temperature, all of which increased. This CME-driven shock was produced because the speed of the leading edge boundary of the cloud relative to the solar wind was greater than the magneto-acoustic speed ([Lepping et al. 1997]). The time of the shock is highlighted in Figure 3.12 by a vertical red line. Following the shock is a region of compressed, high density plasma. Between ∼11:00 UT and ∼16:00 UT on 13 April 2006, the magnetic field exhibits increased variability, during which it fluctuates over very small time-scales. Peaks are also observed in observations of both the proton density and temperature. The combination of these signatures indicates the passage of the hot, dense pile-up of the shocked “sheath” plasma, which immediately precedes the arrival of the body of the magnetic cloud.

A number of magnetic field and plasma signatures that are considered to be typical of a magnetic flux rope were used to identify the 13 April magnetic cloud. Magnetic clouds are widely modelled as large-scale, force-free, cylindrical magnetic flux ropes (e.g. [Lepping et al. 1990; Marubashi 1997; Lynch et al. 2003; Dasso et al. 2005]). In this scenario, the magnetic field is helical, such that it is in the axial direction towards the centre of the flux rope and in the azimuthal direction at the flux rope boundary. As a magnetic cloud passes over a spacecraft located in the solar wind, a bipolar signature, observed in the azimuthal magnetic field component, is anticipated. This is indicative of the large-scale rotation of the magnetic field within the structure. A smooth, coherent rotation of the $B_x,GSE$, $B_y,GSE$, and $B_z,GSE$ components of the interplanetary magnetic field is observed, with a clear bipolar signature evident in the $B_y,GSE$ component. The magnitude of the magnetic field in magnetic clouds is also typically elevated relative to values in the surrounding solar wind, exhibiting little variability. The magnetic field strength of the 13 April 2006 cloud is observed to increase from a pre-event value of ∼5 nT to a maximum value of ∼20 nT toward the trailing edge of the cloud. Within the ejecta, the proton temperature remains predominantly low and the combination of these magnetic field and plasma signatures suggests that the leading boundary of the magnetic cloud passed the spacecraft at ∼16:00 UT on 13 April 2006 and the trailing boundary at ∼01:15 UT on 14 April 2006. This implies that the duration of this magnetic cloud is ∼9 hrs, which is significantly shorter than the typical duration of ∼1 day.

Counterstreaming beams of suprathermal electrons are typically associated with ICMEs ([Zwickl et al. 1983; Gosling et al. 1987]) and tell us about the connectivity of magnetic field lines to the Sun. When a counterstreaming beam of suprathermal electrons is observed, it indicates the presence of closed field lines that are
still connected to the Sun at both ends. It is common for unidirectional beams to also be observed within an ICME, indicating that one of the footpoints is no longer connected to its solar source, while complete drop-outs in the observations of these electrons can indicate that the magnetic structure has become completely disconnected from the Sun. Counterstreaming beams of electrons at suprathermal energies are observed within the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud between \( \sim14:30 \) UT and \( \sim22:00 \) UT on 13 April 2006, and this interval is highlighted in Figure 3.12 by a horizontal green line in panel (a) (For pitch angle distribution data for suprathermal electrons at 272 eV within the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud, see Figure 4.3).

### 3.2.2.2 Geometry of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud

As mentioned previously, magnetic clouds are widely modelled as force-free, large-scale, cylindrical magnetic flux ropes (e.g., Lepping et al., 1990; Lynch et al., 2003; Marubashi, 1997). The lines of force of the magnetic field given by the solution for a cylindrically symmetric force-free field with constant \( \alpha \) are a family of helices with pitch angle increasing from the axis of the magnetic cloud (where the magnetic field is a straight line), to the boundary (where the lines of force are circles) (Burlaga, 1988). The orientation of the observed magnetic structure can be determined using a minimum variance analysis (MVA) of the magnetic observations (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967). This method can be used to find the natural coordinate system of a flux rope, allowing us to better see the nature of the fluctuations in the azimuthal and axial magnetic fields of the flux rope, and is discussed further in § 2.4.2. Figure 3.13 shows the magnetic field components of the magnetic cloud in local magnetic coordinates obtained from the minimum variance analysis.
Minimum variance analysis can be used to confirm the boundaries of the magnetic cloud by considering the interval over which the maximum rotation is observed. In the case of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud, the results of the minimum variance analysis confirm the boundaries determined by visual inspection of data in GSE coordinates. The MV analysis gives a ratio between the intermediate and the minimum eigen-values of $\sim 17$ (which implies that the minimum variance direction is well-defined [Siscoe and Suey 1972]) and a low mean value and no large-scale trend for the $B_{x,\text{cloud}}$ series inside the MC, which are arguments in favour of having
a well-defined MC axis (Gulisano et al. (2007)).

The trajectory of the ACE spacecraft through the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud can be estimated using a technique developed by Gulisano et al. (2007), which is valid for the force-free Lundquist (1950) model, and in which the magnetic field components obtained from MVA are used to provide an approximation of the impact parameter, $p$, defined as the minimum radial distance from the spacecraft to the cloud axis. The deviation from zero of the mean value of the $B_{x,\text{cloud}}$ component of the magnetic field (in the direction of the minimum variance) can be used to obtain an estimation of $p$ (see Figure 5, upper panel in Gulisano et al. (2007)), as:

$$p \approx R\sqrt{\frac{\langle B_{x,\text{cloud}} \rangle}{1.6B_0}} \quad (3.4)$$

where $R$ is the radius of the magnetic cloud and $B_0$ is the central magnetic field strength.

The magnetic field in the $x,\text{cloud}$ direction is expected to be zero when the spacecraft passes through the centre of a magnetic cloud, i.e. when $p = 0$. The mean value of $B_{x,\text{cloud}}$ in the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is $\sim 3$ nT and the magnetic field at the cloud axis, $B_0$, can be estimated as the maximum observed field because at this position the magnetic field is practically axial ($B_{z,\text{cloud}}$ is the largest field component by a factor $\approx 6$); thus $B_0 \sim 18$ nT. A value for $p/R$ of $\sim 30$% was obtained.

From the measured velocity of the cloud at 1 AU, the spacecraft trajectory through the cloud and the time period over which ACE observes the cloud, we estimate a radius, $R \sim 5.7 \times 10^{-2}$ AU, which implies a small magnetic cloud ($\sim 3$ times smaller than average (Lepping et al. 1990)).

Once the magnetic field has been transformed to the local coordinate system of the magnetic cloud using MVA, the orientation of the axis of the magnetic cloud can be determined. The maximum variance direction is in the $y,\text{cloud}$ direction and represents the rotation of the azimuthal magnetic field, whilst the intermediate direction is in the $z,\text{cloud}$ direction and represents the magnetic field at the axis of the cloud (when the impact parameter is small).

The MV analysis suggests that in GSE coordinates, the axial magnetic field of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud lies predominantly in the $z_{\text{GSE}}$ direction, while the rotation of its magnetic field is mostly contained within the $y_{\text{GSE}}$ direction, rotating from positive to negative. Figure 3.14 illustrates the orientation of the magnetic
cloud in the $y$-$z$ plane of the geocentric solar ecliptic co-ordinate system.
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**Figure 3.14:** The orientation of the magnetic cloud obtained from performing a minimum variance analysis over the cloud duration is illustrated in the $y$-$z$ GSE plane. The axial field is mainly in the positive $z_{GSE}$ (northward) direction, whilst the rotation of the MC is mainly in the $y_{GSE}$ direction, rotating positive to negative (east to west). This indicates that the MC is left-handed and the sign of helicity of the MC is negative. Adapted from Bothmer and Schwenn (1998). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the European Geosciences Union.

The MC axis orientation is described by $\theta$ and $\phi$, where $\theta$ is the angle between the ecliptic plane and the MC axis, and $\phi$ is the angle between the direction of $x_{GSE}$ and the projection of the MC axis onto the ecliptic plane (measured positive when anticlockwise). We find that $\theta \sim 68^\circ$ and $\phi \sim 294^\circ$, so the projection of the axis of the cloud on the ecliptic plane points predominantly towards the solar west (negative $y_{GSE}$ direction) with a positive $x_{GSE}$ component. The chirality of the magnetic flux rope can be determined directly from the observations by considering the rotation of the magnetic field. In the case of this magnetic cloud, the field rotation implies that the chirality of the magnetic cloud is left-handed, which corresponds with a negative sign of helicity.

The rear boundary of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is not clearly defined in the magnetic field and plasma data. To further confirm the location of the rear boundary, we consider that the magnetic flux in closed structures, such as flux ropes, is expected to be conserved (Dasso et al., 2006). By fixing the start time of the magnetic cloud in the ACE observations at 16:00 UT on 13 April, it can be
seen that in order for the flux within the magnetic cloud to be conserved, the rear boundary must lie in the vicinity of 01:15 UT on 14 April 2006. At the boundary of a magnetic flux rope, a current sheet is generally expected since there is a change of connectivity of magnetic field lines (from twisted field lines inside the flux rope to solar wind-like field lines outside). Then, the in- and out-boundary in \textit{in situ} data are typically expected where magnetic discontinuities are present (e.g. Dasso \textit{et al.} 2006). As expected, a discontinuity is observed in the $B_{x,GSE}$ component of the magnetic field at 01:15 UT on 14 April 2006.

A number of locations for the rear boundary were explored before the boundary at $\sim$ 01:15 UT on 14 April 2006 was selected. For each of the preliminarily identified boundaries we performed an MV analysis over the MC duration and found that changes in the rear boundary location of the magnetic cloud between $\sim$ 01:15 UT and $\sim$ 11:00 UT 14 April 2006 do not result in major changes in the orientation of the magnetic cloud axis.

A physical interpretation of the magnetic field and plasma observations towards the rear of this magnetic cloud is far from simple. It is noted that beyond the rear boundary at 01:15 UT on 14 April 2006, the magnetic field strength remains elevated and the magnetic field continues to rotate. Low proton temperatures also persist until 05:47 UT, and it is at this latter point in time that the observations deviate sufficiently from those expected within a magnetic cloud, that we can be fairly confident that we are no longer observing this particular flux rope structure. However, continued study of the behaviour of the magnetic field and plasma beyond this point reveals the possible presence of a second structure, observed between 13:24 and 19:37 UT on 14 April 2006. Here, we again observe a decrease in the variability of the magnetic field, while measurements of the magnetic and plasma pressures show a region where magnetic pressure dominates. However, we cannot conclude that this is a second flux rope, since the characteristic rotation of the magnetic field is absent, and so too are low proton temperatures. It is possible that we are observing a region associated with the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud that results from its interaction with the solar wind as it propagates through interplanetary space, and this scenario is discussed further in \S 4.2.2.

3.2.3 Solar Observations of the Associated CME

Estimates of the transit time of the CME from the Sun to 1 AU allow us to identify a “launch window”; a period of time within which the CME is likely to have erupted. This information provides us with a starting point when searching solar observations for evidence of the CME associated with the magnetic cloud observed \textit{in situ}. The
radial speed of a magnetic cloud can be directly measured in interplanetary space, and is believed to represent the average propagation speed of the ejecta, since acceleration and deceleration of CMEs has been shown to only take place near to the Sun. The mean speed of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud at 1 AU is \( \sim 520 \text{ km s}^{-1} \). Assuming that the speed remains relatively constant as the magnetic cloud propagates into interplanetary space, this corresponds to a transit time from the corona to 1 AU of 80 hrs, calculated from the arrival time of the centre of the magnetic cloud. Selecting the time of arrival of the centre of the cloud, rather than that of the shock front, reduces the likelihood of mixing up the expansion of the structure and its global motion in the solar wind. This suggests that the CME is likely to have originated at the Sun at \( \sim 12:00 \text{ UT on 10 April 2006} \). To allow for possible changes in the CME speed during its propagation into interplanetary space, a suitable launch window for the magnetic cloud is determined to be between 9 April 2006 and 11 April 2006.

As discussed in §3.1.4, the coronal response to a CME eruption is associated with a range of signatures evident in solar observations. These range from coronal waves and dimmings to disappearing filaments and coronal loop structures. An initial survey of the entire solar disk during the identified launch window revealed none of the more obvious CME signatures that might be expected. During this period no large, eruptive flares and no dimmings or coronal waves were observed. The lack of obvious evidence of a CME eruption makes the source region of the magnetic cloud difficult to determine.

The majority of CMEs originate from active regions, where the magnetic field configuration is more complex than in the quiet Sun. At \( \sim 12:00 \text{ UT on 10 April 2006} \), the middle of the estimated launch window, four active regions were observed on the Sun at EUV wavelengths. AR10871 was located on the east limb, AR10866 and AR10867 were located on the west limb, and AR10869 was located slightly south-west of the centre of the disk. There was also a region of emerging flux east of disk centre, which later developed into AR10870. A small active region north-east of disk centre emerged on 10 April 2006, but did not become sufficiently large to develop sunspots or be allocated a NOAA active region number. The active regions on the limbs were much larger than those on the disk, but any CMEs erupting from these regions were considered unlikely to be directed towards the Earth, since a CME is expected to propagate away from the Sun approximately radially (Hundhausen et al. 1994; St. Cyr et al. 1999, 2000).

The Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT, Delaboudinière et al. 1995) onboard the SOHO spacecraft, which observes the full Sun regularly with four different filters and with a pixel size of 2.6 arcsec, was initially used to look for any
evidence of eruptive activity in the active regions present on and around 10 April 2006, focusing on the region close to the centre of the solar disk. At 05:47 UT on 10 April 2006, an EUV brightening was observed at 195 Å, corresponding to a GOES B4.4 class X-ray flare in active region 10869 with an onset time of 05:42 UT (peaking at 05:48 UT), indicating possible reconnection following an eruption in this region. The EIT observations of the ejecta, combined with the location of the active region near to the disk centre and the good agreement of the time of the eruption with the estimated CME transit time suggest that this CME might be the solar source of the magnetic cloud observed near Earth on 13 April 2006. However, it is necessary to check other association criteria and investigate other solar regions for evidence of a CME eruption before concluding.

As discussed in §3.1.5.3, magnetic helicity is an approximately conserved quantity in resistive MHD with low resistivity (Berger, 1984) and provides a quantitative link between CMEs and their interplanetary counterparts. The erupting structure in the solar corona is expected to have the same helicity sign as the associated ICME (Bothmer and Rust, 1997). There are a range of signatures from which the sign of helicity of a magnetic structure can be determined. However, in the case of active region 10869, there is only one way to determine the sign of helicity from the available data.

Magnetic tongues of newly-emerged flux provide a way of directly determining the helicity of the coronal field. When the apex of a flux rope emerges across the photosphere, the presence of twist produces a contribution of the azimuthal field projected onto the line-of-sight component. This is observed in longitudinal magnetogram data as two elongated “tongues” of opposite polarities in the active region field (López Fuentes et al., 2000). For a positive twist, the leading polarity appears elongated and extends southward of the following polarity. The situation is the mirror image for a negative sign of twist. A positive twist is expected in southern hemisphere active regions, whilst the opposite is true in the northern hemisphere, according to the hemispheric chirality rules (Pevtsov and Balasubramaniam, 2003). Observations of the longitudinal magnetic field of AR10869 from the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI, Scherrer et al., 1995) onboard the SOHO spacecraft allow us to study the evolution of the magnetic configuration of this region. This active region emerges only days before the eruptive activity is observed and observations of “magnetic tongues” during the emergence of flux in this region allows us to infer its sign of helicity. These observations indicate that the sign of helicity in AR10869 is positive, as expected given its southern hemisphere location, and is not in agreement with the negative sign of helicity of the magnetic cloud. We conclude that it is highly improbable that AR10869 is the solar source of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud.
Next, we turn to the active regions located on the solar limbs during the CME launch window, AR10866, AR10867 and AR10871. Despite the decreased likelihood of a CME observed near Earth originating from a source region far from the centre of the solar disk, cases of such a scenario have been reported. We first consider whether these active regions could be the source of the CME associated with the magnetic cloud observed in situ by investigating their helicity signs, using “magnetic tongues” as in the case of AR10869. These active regions are well-established and despite the east limb location of AR10871, it is possible to observe flux emergence in this region during a previous solar rotation. Inspection of the helicity signs of all of these active regions on the Sun indicates that they all have a positive sign of helicity, the opposite sign to that of the cloud. We are thus able to rule out these regions as possible source regions of the associated CME with some confidence.

The same process was also employed in the investigation of the areas of emerging flux observed on the solar disk within the estimated launch window. We found that while the southern hemisphere active region, AR10870 also appears to have a positive sign of helicity, it seems that the small, northern hemisphere active region has a negative sign of helicity; in agreement with the helicity sign of the magnetic cloud. The schematic included in Figure 3.15 illustrates the relative positions of the elongated “tongues” of opposite polarity emerging flux in the small, northern hemisphere active region. The leading polarity positive flux extends to the north of the following polarity negative flux, and this chirality indicates that the region has a negative sign of helicity.
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At 09:24 UT on 11 April 2006, a cusp-shaped feature was observed in this active region by EIT at 195 Å. This feature is accompanied by the formation of post-eruption loops observed by the Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE, Handy et al., 1999) at 171 Å. Figure 3.16 highlights the location of this active region during the eruption, together with the locations of all of the other active regions on the visible disk at this time, while Figure 3.17 shows the coronal evolution of the erupting active region in EUV with EIT and TRACE. Highlighted are cusp-shaped coronal loops that are thought to be produced as a result of the reconnection of field lines previously opened by an eruption, so provide a signature of eruption (Sturrock, 1968). While the presence of a solar eruption in this active region suggests that the source region of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud has been identified, the evidence is not conclusive and we must eliminate all other possible sources.
Figure 3.16: The locations of all of the active regions on the visible disk of the Sun at the time at which the CME associated with the magnetic cloud erupted. At 09:24 UT on 11 April 2006, there are four active regions on the Sun observed by SOHO/EIT at 195 Å and observed a short time later by SOHO/MDI. The eruption originates from a small, spotless active region located slightly north east of disk centre (shown within the boxes). AR10869 is located towards the west limb, and AR10870 and AR10871 are both located east of the central meridian. All of the active regions that have been allocated NOAA active region numbers are situated in the southern solar hemisphere. Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the European Geosciences Union.
Figure 3.17: Coronal evolution of the small, northern hemisphere active region prior to and following the eruption that occurred in this region at ~ 09:24 UT on 11 April 2006. The left column shows data from SOHO/EIT at 195 Å. A cusp-shaped coronal loop is observed at 09:24 UT (red dashed line) providing evidence of an eruption in this region. The right column shows data from TRACE at 171 Å, in which post-eruption loops are observed coinciding with the time of the eruption estimated from the SOHO/EIT observations. The field of view of these images is 120 x 120 arcsec (2.62 arcsec per pixel). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the European Geosciences Union.
We consider that the source of the CME may be located in the quiet Sun. Filaments, or eruptive prominences frequently accompany CMEs (e.g., [Hundhausen, 1993; Hanaoka et al., 1994; Gopalswamy et al., 1996]). When a filament begins to rise during the eruption of a CME, the Hα emission is Doppler shifted and may no longer be visible in narrow band images. These are known as “disappearing filaments” [Pick et al., 2006]. Hα observations, obtained from a number of solar observatories, show several quiescent filaments present on the solar disk during the launch window of the magnetic cloud, located in both the northern and southern hemispheres. Observations of the evolution of the only quiescent filament clearly visible in the northern hemisphere (which is expected to have a negative sign of helicity) reveal that it shows no evidence of erupting within the CME launch window. We also studied the small, northern hemisphere active region for evidence of a filament eruption, which might further suggest that the CME originated from this region. However, given the small size of the region, the spatial resolution of the available Hα data was not sufficient to resolve any filaments or filament eruptions in the observations.

Earth-directed, halo CMEs appear to surround the occulting disk in white-light coronagraph observations. In the case of a partial halo CME, which does not originate exactly at the centre of the solar disk, the location of the CME in the coronagraph field of view can tell us about the location of its solar source. A very faint, partial halo CME was observed at ~ 06:00 UT on 10 April 2006 by the Large Angle Spectroscopic Coronagraph (LASCO, Brueckner et al., 1995) onboard the SOHO spacecraft. This is the only partial halo CME recorded in the LASCO CME catalog during the launch window of the magnetic cloud, and this was verified by a visual inspection of the LASCO data. The first observation of this CME was by the C2 coronagraph at 06:06 UT, and at 11:18 UT the CME became visible in the C3 coronagraph. The linear speed and the estimated onset time of this CME recorded in the LASCO CME catalog are 183 km s⁻¹ and ~ 04:00 UT respectively. However, projection effects mean that the plane of sky speed may not be representative of the actual radial speed of the ejecta. The CME extends into the south west quadrant of the coronagraph field of view, and it is expected that the source region of the ejecta should be located south west of the disk centre. However, a lack of eruption signatures on the solar disk corresponding to this CME have led us to conclude that this was a back-sided event; a conclusion that was also reached by the scientists who compile the LASCO CME catalog.

Detailed study of the Sun indicates that the small, northern hemisphere active region is the most likely source of the CME associated with the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud. Next, the evidence that links the eruption of a CME in this active region with the in situ observations of the magnetic cloud observed at 1 AU is
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3.2.3.1 Linking the magnetic cloud with its solar source

CMEs predominantly propagate away from the Sun in a radial direction. When a CME originates within $R_\odot/2$ of the centre of the solar disk, it is expected that its interplanetary counterpart will be observed in situ near Earth. When evidence of an eruption was observed at 09:24 UT on 11 April 2006 in the small, northern hemisphere active region, this active region was located slightly north-east of disk centre. Its location implies that this CME is likely to be classified as a halo or partial halo and would be observed by the ACE spacecraft at 1 AU.

This active region is situated on the boundary of a coronal hole. While active regions contain mainly closed magnetic field lines, coronal holes are regions of low emission dominated by “open” magnetic field lines (Kopp and Holzer, 1976a). Despite the small size of this active region, its location means that it might be expected to erupt more readily than if it were situated in the quiet Sun (Bravo et al., 1999). Reconnection between the active region field and the coronal hole field leads to closed active region fields being opened. This removes field overlying the core of the AR and leads to the rapid decrease of the field strength with respect to height, and increases the ease of the escape of the ejecta (Baker et al., 2007; Toeroek and Kliem, 1997).

Liu (2007) showed observationally that CME source regions in coronal holes produce fast ejecta (with speeds of up to 2000 km s$^{-1}$). This suggests that the speed of this eruption may be faster than might be expected for a region of this size. Measurements of the velocity of the magnetic cloud near Earth show that it was propagating at a mean velocity of 520 km s$^{-1}$. However, for this CME to travel to 1 AU in only 59 hrs, it must have had a substantially faster initial velocity, which decreased as it propagated away from the Sun. These observations suggest that the mean velocity of this ejecta, during its transit from the Sun to 1 AU, should have been nearer to 710 km s$^{-1}$.

Moreover, an association can be made between the fast solar wind stream observed following the cloud, and its solar origins. The location of the source region near to the central meridian at the time of the eruption, together with its close proximity to a coronal hole that is situated to the east of this active region explains the presence of the high speed stream following the cloud. Prior to the arrival of the magnetic cloud, the solar wind speed is representative of the average speed of the slow solar wind, propagating at $\sim$ 400 km s$^{-1}$. The propagation speed of the
magnetic cloud is faster than this solar wind flow, consequently resulting in the formation of a forward fast shock. Shortly after the eruption in the small northern hemisphere active region, the coronal hole crosses the central meridian of the Sun. Following the passage of the magnetic cloud at 1 AU, a high speed solar wind stream originating from this region is observed near Earth with speeds reaching up to $\sim 700$ km s$^{-1}$. These observations provide further evidence of the correct association between the source region identified and the observed magnetic cloud.

The conserved nature of magnetic helicity means that a magnetic cloud and its associated CME must share the same sign of helicity. Observations of the chirality of the 13 April 2006 cloud directly from $in situ$ measurements indicated that it is left-handed, corresponding to a negative sign of helicity. By considering “magnetic tongues” of emerging flux in the active regions present on the Sun during the CME launch window, we found that only one, the small, northern hemisphere active region, has a negative helicity sign, in agreement with the cloud.

The magnitude of the magnetic flux within the magnetic cloud cannot exceed the amount of magnetic flux available in the source region of the associated CME. From the value obtained for the radius of the cloud and an estimate of the magnetic field at the cloud axis, $B_0$, the classical, linear, force-free model of Lundquist (1950), $\nabla \times \mathbf{B} = \alpha \mathbf{B}$, with constant $\alpha$ (e.g., Burlaga et al. 1981, Burlaga 1988, Lepping et al. 1990) can be used to estimate the flux within the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud. The axial flux, $F_z$, is $\sim 2.0 \times 10^{20}$ Mx and the azimuthal flux, $F_\phi$ per unit length, is $\sim 1.1 \times 10^{21}$ Mx/AU. The azimuthal flux within the magnetic cloud is greater than the axial flux, as is expected for a highly twisted flux rope.

In the corona, the flux involved in a CME eruption is often estimated by considering the spatial extent of the associated coronal dimmings. In the case of the eruption on the 11 April 2006, studies of difference images constructed from EIT data have not revealed any evidence of coronal dimmings in the CME source region. However, this does not necessarily mean that they are not present. Given the small size of this active region it is likely that the spatial resolution of the EUV observations is not sufficient for us to resolve these dimmings.

In these circumstances, we instead compare the amount of flux in the entire active region with estimates of the flux in the magnetic cloud. MDI returns the longitudinal flux density, averaged over the pixel field of view. Multiplying the flux density by a given area then gives the total flux contained within this area. To measure the magnetic flux within an active region a polygonal contour, defined by visual inspection, is fitted around the region and the flux is summed within it. The MDI instrument requires some corrections, and for this we follow the method of
In our data, the flux values must be corrected by a factor of 1.45 which gives the magnetic flux of the active region (the average between values obtained for the positive and negative fluxes) to be $7(\pm0.4) \times 10^{20}$ Mx. We can show therefore that the flux in the magnetic cloud does not exceed the amount of flux in the northern hemisphere active region, despite its small size.

Comparisons can often be made between the orientation of the magnetic structure in interplanetary space and its magnetic configuration in the corona. In this particular case, the lack of clear observations of the erupting structure in the corona means the association with its interplanetary counterpart is not straightforward. The orientation of the magnetic cloud can be determined directly from the \textit{in situ} data. Using a minimum variance analysis, we determined that the orientation of the cloud axis is described by $\theta \sim 68^\circ$ and $\phi \sim 294^\circ$. The orientation of the cloud implies that the ACE spacecraft crossed the western “leg” of the magnetic cloud and this is in agreement with the eastern position of the source region, with respect to the central meridian.

### 3.2.4 Discussion and Conclusions

A magnetic cloud was identified on 13 April 2006 in \textit{in situ} observations of the solar wind at 1 AU. The reasons for selecting this event for further study were twofold. Firstly, at the time that this study was commenced the \textit{in situ} magnetic field and plasma observations from April 2006 were some of the most current data available. Secondly, the event exhibited a significant number of the known magnetic cloud signatures, and the relative lack of complexity of this event meant it was particularly well-suited for further study of its solar origins. Detailed analysis of this magnetic structure revealed that the magnetic field undergoes smooth rotation, the magnetic field strength is elevated and the proton temperature is low, and these signatures were observed over a period of $\sim 9$ hours, implying a small magnetic cloud. The geometry of the cloud, inferred directly from observations, implies that the axis is predominantly in the $z_{GSE}$ direction and the rotation is predominantly contained in the $y_{GSE}$ direction. It exhibits left-handed chirality, corresponding with a negative sign of helicity.

The associated CME is believed to originate from a small, northern hemisphere active region, in which evidence of eruptive activity is observed on 11 April 2006. There are a number of pieces of evidence that link this eruption with the observed magnetic cloud, including the location of the active region close to disk centre, the transit time of the CME, and unique agreement between the helicity signs of the active region and the cloud. Estimates of the flux in the magnetic cloud do not
exceed the flux in the active region, the orientation of the cloud is in agreement with the eastern hemisphere location of the active region during eruption and the fast solar wind stream observed following the cloud has been associated with the coronal hole bordering this active region.

Here, we consider several possible eruption scenarios for this event:

1. Simple expansion of coronal loops or pre-existing flux rope.

In this scenario, the axial flux of the magnetic cloud should match the longitudinal flux in the coronal dimmings, which are thought to reveal the footpoints of the expanding and erupting magnetic structure. However, the eruption studied in this event showed no dimming signature. In this case, the longitudinal flux contained within the active region sets an upper limit for what is expected to be detected in the MC. In our case this holds, as we find that the active region flux is a factor of 3.5 larger than the axial flux of the MC.

2. Flux rope formation during the eruption.

In this scenario, the flux rope was not present before the eruption, but instead was formed through successive reconnection as the eruption proceeded. This means that the azimuthal field of the magnetic cloud comes purely from reconnection, which not only produces the ejected flux rope, but also produces the flare loops below. As a result of this Qiu et al. (2007) propose that in this case the azimuthal flux is approximately equal to the reconnection flux observed in the flare ribbons. In our case no flare ribbons were produced so we cannot further investigate this scenario.

3. Eruption of a flux rope with reconnection proceeding underneath.

In this scenario (also known as the CSHKP scenario [Carmichael 1964 Sturrock 1966 Hirayama 1974 Kopp and Pneuman 1976], see § 1.4.1), as the flux rope rises reconnection proceeds below it. This reconnected flux closes down to form flare loops and up to add azimuthal flux to the pre-existing flux rope. In this case, Qiu et al. (2007) propose that the azimuthal flux is greater than the reconnected flux. Again, the absence of flare ribbons means that this scenario cannot be tested.

Unfortunately, the observational evidence available is not sufficient for us to conclude with any certainty which of these eruption scenarios is most like to have
occurred for this event. This is likely due, in part, to the small size of the CME source region and the limited spatial resolution of the observations available when this event occurred. However, EUV observations of cusp-shaped coronal loops are an indication of the presence of magnetic reconnection in this region, even though it is not energetic enough to produce a solar flare. The presence of reconnection, together with the measurements of the magnetic flux in the active region and magnetic cloud leads us to favour the second or third scenarios.

The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) provides full disk observations of the Sun at 10 different wavelengths, 6 of which are in the EUV, at a vastly improved spatial resolution and with a cadence of only 10 seconds. These observations will, no doubt, revolutionise the study of CMEs from small solar sources, like those from very small active regions and X-ray bright points, allowing the nature of these regions to be probed in unprecedented detail.

This study does not present the first example of a well-defined magnetic cloud observed \textit{in situ} originating from an unusually small solar source. Mandrini \textit{et al.} (2005) studied an eruption from an X-ray bright point situated within a coronal hole; which formed the smallest magnetic cloud observed to that point in time. Although there are similarities between our event and that studied by Mandrini \textit{et al.} (2005), there are also some interesting differences. The eruption in Mandrini \textit{et al.} (2005) produces a transition from sigmoid to cusp in the structure of the X-ray bright point, and twin dimmings. These can be used to investigate the erupting field, and Mandrini \textit{et al.} (2005) propose that the longitudinal flux in the dimmings (60 \% of the X-ray bright point’s flux) is well correlated with the azimuthal flux in the magnetic cloud. In our case, the observational signatures of the eruption are far more subtle and we are unable to investigate this aspect. Also, there is a factor of 2 difference between the source region flux in these two case studies, yet a factor of 10 difference in the axial field and the azimuthal field per unit length between the studied magnetic clouds, with the MC cloud in this work being the larger in all cases.

This study highlights the complexities associated with locating the solar source of a magnetic cloud observed \textit{in situ} near Earth, and serves to emphasise that it is the combination of physical signatures evident in the magnetic field and plasma observations, both in interplanetary space and at the Sun, that is important for successfully tying together the Earth-end and the Sun-end of an event.
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On the Structure and Evolution of Magnetic Clouds

The magnetic topology of ICMEs arriving at Earth is an important factor in determining how geoeffective they are, but the structure observed in situ at 1 AU can be very different to the corresponding erupting structure observed on the Sun. In this chapter, we investigate the evolution of the structure of magnetic clouds as they propagate into the heliosphere, furthering our study of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud discussed in Chapter 3.

In §4.1.1 we discuss the current understanding of the nature of CME propagation and in §4.1.2 we consider the evidence that suggests that the topology of a magnetic cloud does not always conform to the expected flux rope geometry. The magnetic cloud observed near Earth on 13 April 2006 exhibits substructure towards its centre, and in §4.2.2 we describe the behaviours of the magnetic field and plasma within this ejecta, comparing observations from multiple spacecraft (§4.2.2.3). Several other cases of substructure within magnetic clouds have also been identified, and we discuss the similarities and differences between these events in §4.2.3 before briefly evaluating the possible causes of such topological anomalies in their magnetic structure in §4.3. Further consideration is given to the processes that give rise to internal structure in magnetic clouds in Chapter 5.
4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 The Propagation of ICMEs

Both simulations of ICME propagation and in situ observations of their complex signatures indicate that they evolve substantially as they move out into the heliosphere (e.g. Crooker et al., 1990; Gosling, 1996). Since many ICMEs do not travel at the same speed as the surrounding solar wind, compressions and rarefactions develop at the edges of the events (Crooker and Horbury, 2006). Possible consequences of ICME-solar wind interactions include shocks, acceleration or deceleration of ICMEs and distortion of the ICME shape (e.g. Gosling and Riley, 1996).

Numerical simulations of ICME interactions with the ambient solar wind have shown that CMEs evolve very differently, depending on the speed of the ambient solar wind flow (Riley et al., 1997). Results also suggest that a single interplanetary disturbance can have radically different appearances at various locations, with their appearance also depending heavily on the launch location of the CME with respect to the streamer belt flow (Odstrcil and Pizzo, 1999a,b). Odstrcil et al. (2004) found that even relatively small-scale structures in the background solar wind may play an important role in the interplanetary evolution of transient disturbances.

4.1.1.1 CME speed

Following the eruption of a CME, minor acceleration or deceleration (± 20 m s$^{-2}$) (Moon et al., 2002; Yashiro et al., 2004) of the magnetic structure takes place in the inner heliosphere below 2 R$_\odot$ (Schwenn et al., 2006), with faster CMEs exhibiting a tendency to decelerate, while slower CMEs accelerate (Gopalswamy et al., 2000a; Schwenn et al., 2005). This change in speed is apparent in discrepancies between the transit speeds of CMEs measured using white-light observations from coronagraphs and their measured in situ speeds (e.g. Schwenn, 1986; Cliver et al., 1990; Lindsay et al., 1999). However, beyond solar distances of 0.3 AU, average ICME speeds show little radial variation out to 1 AU. Here, the ICME is primarily subject to drag forces (Forbes et al., 2006).

There are several factors that could influence the transit times of CMEs. As discussed in § 1.4.2, due to projection effects the plane of sky speed of a CME measured using remote observations is not a direct measure of its radial speed. This effect becomes more pronounced the closer to the Sun-Earth line a CME propagates; hence it is most difficult to accurately determine the radial speeds of halo CMEs,
which are propagating towards the observing spacecraft. Burkepile et al. (2004) studied the role of projection effects in CMEs observed by the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM). They found that the speeds of around 50% of CMEs originating at the limb, where projection effects are minimal, are lower than 400 km s$^{-1}$, the nominal solar wind speed. Remote observations suggest that average halo CME speeds are in the region of 1000 km s$^{-1}$, more than twice the average speed of all CMEs. There is no indication that CMEs originating on the solar disk are physically any different from those originating on the limb, and these elevated speeds are most likely the result of both projection effects and the increased difficulty in detecting CMEs directed towards the observing spacecraft, of which only the strongest events are easily seen (Yashiro et al., 2004; Tripathi et al., 2004).

Correlations between the plane of sky speeds of CMEs and their radial speeds have been established, for example it is estimated that the radial expansion speeds of CMEs are typically $\sim 88\%$ of the lateral expansion speeds (Dal Lago et al., 2003; Schwenn et al., 2005). This relation is independent of both the speed and angular extent of the CME. While Gopalswamy et al. (2001b) concluded that in the case of halo CMEs, the plane of sky speed seems a reasonable representation of the CME initial speed. Transit times also depend upon which feature of the CME is used to time its arrival at the in situ spacecraft. Selecting the time of arrival of the centre of the cloud, rather than that of the shock front (Schwenn et al., 2005) or the first detection of ICME material (Gopalswamy et al., 2000a, 2001b), reduces the likelihood of mixing up the expansion of the structure and its global motion in the solar wind.

It is generally agreed that CMEs take, on average, $\sim 4$ days to propagate from the corona to 1 AU, with the fastest CMEs traversing this distance in $< 1$ day. Figure 4.1 shows the apparent speeds of all the CMEs observed by SOHO/LASCO from 1996 to the end of 2004. The variability of individual CME speeds, together with the variability in transit speeds for similar CME speeds (e.g. Cane and Richardson, 2003b; Schwenn et al., 2005) is highlighted by the range of transit times reported in the literature. CME transit time is also influenced by the limitations of the methods used to determine the arrival time of ICMEs from remote observations of halo CME speeds. Estimations of transit time by Cane and Richardson (2003a), measured from observations of the first ICME-related disturbance, lie in the range $\sim 1.1$ to 2.9 days for CMEs travelling at 1500 km s$^{-1}$, while the assumption that CME speed is constant leads to an estimated transit time of 1.16 days (Schwenn et al., 2005) and the Gopalswamy et al. (2000a) model suggests a value of $\sim 1.4$ days. For ICMEs associated with geomagnetic storms, Zhang et al. (2003) estimate that transit time $= 96 - V_{CME}/21$ hours, though in the case of exceptionally fast CMEs, $\geq 2016$ km s$^{-1}$, the transit time tends to zero and this relation cannot hold.
Figure 4.1: Speeds of all CMEs observed by SOHO/LASCO from 1996 to the end of 2004. The speed could not be measured for all the detected CMEs. The average of the distribution is shown on the plot. Figure adapted from Gopalswamy et al. (2005b). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by N. Gopalswamy.

4.1.1.2 Magnetic cloud expansion

*In situ* observations of the velocity profiles of magnetic clouds and the increase in their size with solar distance show that they typically expand as they propagate through the heliosphere, with the decrease in total solar wind pressure with solar distance playing a significant role in driving this expansion (Démoulin and Dasso, 2009).

The change in the translational velocity over the duration of a magnetic cloud can be used to calculate its expansion rate. However, the difference, $\Delta V_x$ between the leading and trailing edges is not a direct indicator of the expansion rate of a plasma element, since in particular, $\Delta V_x$ depends on the size of the magnetic cloud, so that larger magnetic clouds have typically larger $\Delta V_x$ values. A better measure of the expansion rate of the magnetic cloud is given by the non-dimensional expansion rate, $\zeta$ defined from theoretical considerations by Démoulin et al. (2008) and from data analysis by Gulisano et al. (2010), which allows an expansion speed with respect to the cloud centre to be computed,

$$\zeta = \frac{\Delta V_x \ D}{\Delta t \ V_c^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $\Delta t$ is the time difference between the observations of the in- and out-bound boundaries, $V_c$ is the velocity of the magnetic cloud centre and $D$ is the distance.
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to the Sun. A simple interpretation of $\zeta$ is obtained when it is independent of the distance, $D$ to the Sun. Then the size, $S$ of the magnetic cloud is simply evolving with distance, $D$ as:

$$S = S_0(D/D_0)^\zeta$$

(4.2)

where $S_0$ is the reference size at the distance $D_0$. More generally, $\zeta$ measures the proportion by which the magnetic cloud is changing its size with solar distance during the spacecraft crossing (independently of its size, $S_0$).

Gulisano et al. (2010) showed that those magnetic clouds that exhibit the expected linear velocity profile expand with almost the same non-dimensional expansion rate, $\zeta = 0.91 \pm 0.23$. Departures from this general rule occur when the magnetic cloud is significantly perturbed from the linear profile. This is likely a consequence of local and strong perturbation by fast solar wind streams affecting the internal structure of the magnetic cloud, in addition to the direct interaction region between the solar wind and the magnetic cloud. For perturbed magnetic clouds, $\zeta = 0.48 \pm 0.79$.

CMEs usually undergo “self-similar” expansion as they propagate into the heliosphere, which means that the ratio between lateral expansion and radial propagation appears to be constant for most CMEs (Plunkett et al., 1998). The shape of the cross-section of the vast majority of CMEs appears to be nearly perfectly circular (Cremades and Bothmer, 2005), in keeping with the concept of magnetic clouds as cylindrical magnetic flux ropes, and this shape appears to be maintained in halo CMEs propagating along the Sun-Earth line. This observation is rather surprising in that CMEs are usually associated with the eruption of 2-D elongated filament structures (Schwenn et al., 2006).

4.1.2 Unusual Magnetic Cloud Topology

Magnetic clouds have been widely modelled as large-scale, force-free, cylindrical magnetic flux ropes (e.g. Lepping et al., 1990; Marubashi, 1997; Lynch et al., 2003; Dasso et al., 2005). In this scenario, the magnetic field is helical, such that it is in the axial direction towards the centre of the flux rope and in the azimuthal direction at the flux rope boundary. As a magnetic cloud passes over a spacecraft located in the solar wind, a bipolar signature, observed in the azimuthal magnetic field component, is anticipated. This is indicative of the large-scale rotation of the magnetic field within the structure. However, this rotation is not always smooth, and often exhibits both small- and large-scale fluctuations of the magnetic field within the cloud (Crooker et al., 1990). Various physical processes have been proposed that may
influence the topology of a magnetic cloud, both near to the Sun and further out in the heliosphere, including magnetic reconnection \cite{Gosling2007}, interaction between multiple magnetic flux ropes \cite{Fainberg1996, Lepping1997, Osherovich1999, Farrugia2001}, spontaneous formation of current sheets \cite{Owens2009}, or interaction with dust trails originating from comets \cite{Russell2009}. The possible causes of internal structure in magnetic clouds is the subject of further investigation in Chapter 5.

In a case study by \cite{Crooker1990}, they identified 11 magnetic field discontinuities within a magnetic cloud previously identified by \cite{Zhang1988}, leading to ambiguity over which discontinuities represent the ICME boundaries. Figure 4.2 highlights the identified discontinuities in that cloud. Discontinuities 5 and 8 were the first reported boundaries of this magnetic cloud, but following the determination of discontinuity 1 as the ICME-driven shock, this still leaves several discontinuities that may provide a better approximation of the boundaries of this ICME. Discontinuities 2, 4, 5 and 7 were determined to be tangential discontinuities, aligned nearly parallel to one another. A temperature decrease occurs at discontinuity 2, near the leading edge of the ICME and this may, in fact, represent the true ICME boundary and discontinuity 5 may be interpreted as an unusual boundary structure within the flux rope, rather than the ICME leading edge. It appears that discontinuities 3 and 4 bound a “magnetic hole”; these are complex, pressure-balanced structures that are sometimes found near the leading edges of ICMEs \cite{Burlaga1995, Farrugia2001}. \cite{Crooker1990} interpreted discontinuities 6 and 7 as defining the core of the magnetic cloud, since there is minimal twisting of magnetic field lines, while the proton temperature recovers at discontinuity 9, perhaps indicating that this is the true rear boundary of the ICME, rather than discontinuity 8, where the magnetic field observations suggest the magnetic cloud signatures end.

It has previously been suggested that boundaries within ICMEs may be associated with substructures of the ICME. For example, \cite{Osherovich1999} discuss a magnetic cloud, observed by Ulysses, which may be modelled as two intertwined helical flux tubes separated by a region of enhanced plasma pressure. Other case studies of the plasma and magnetic field structures within ICMEs show similar complications. These studies include analysis of the magnetic clouds of 18-20 October 1995 \cite{Lepping1997, Janoo1998}, and within this Chapter we investigate the internal structure of this, and other similar events, further.

In those events where multiple flux ropes are identified, \cite{Vasquez2001} showed that the boundaries between the ejecta can contain many tangential discontinuities, which raise interesting questions about the resulting large-scale structure
Figure 4.2: Discontinuities, identified by Crooker et al. (1990), within the magnetic field observations in the vicinity of a magnetic cloud in October 1978 (top). Interpretation in the meridional plane of the structures identified in the magnetic field data and their relationship to intervals of counterstreaming ions (dotted region) and electrons (black) (bottom). Figure adapted from Crooker et al. (1990). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.
of these ICMEs, since they form boundaries between different plasma regimes within the ejecta. In a small handful of magnetic clouds, multiple reversals of the main gradient of the azimuthal magnetic field component are observed towards the centre of the cloud (Dasso et al., 2007). These authors suggest that in a magnetic flux rope structure, the magnetic flux surfaces of a magnetic cloud could become “warped” as a result of its fast evolution and interaction with the ambient solar wind, giving rise to the observed magnetic field fluctuations. This scenario, together with other possible causes of this kind of substructure, are investigated further in Chapter 5.

These events illustrate the complexities associated with the structure of some magnetic clouds. Discontinuities are increasingly being noted within the larger-scale magnetic flux rope structure of magnetic clouds, but the implications for the topology of these clouds is not always clear.

4.2 Investigating the Observational Signatures of Magnetic Cloud Substructure

The work described in this section of the thesis can be found in the following published article:


4.2.1 Event Context

Magnetic clouds represent a subset of ICMEs that exhibit a magnetic flux rope structure. They are primarily identified by smooth, large-scale rotations of the magnetic field. However, both small- and large-scale fluctuations of the magnetic field are observed within some magnetic clouds. We analysed the magnetic field in the frame of the flux rope, approximated using a minimum variance analysis, and have identified a small number of magnetic clouds within which multiple reversals of the gradient of the azimuthal magnetic field are observed. We herein use the term “substructure” to refer to regions that exhibit this signature.

We examine, in detail, one such magnetic cloud observed on 13 April 2006 by the ACE and WIND spacecraft at 1 AU (see Chapter 3) and show that substructure has distinct signatures in both the in situ magnetic field and plasma observations. We
identify two thin current sheets within the substructure region of this event and find that they bound the region in which the observations deviate most significantly from those typically expected in MCs. A comparison of the properties of this magnetic cloud with 5 similar events exhibiting substructure reveals that these clouds have lower non-dimensional expansion rates than non-overtaken magnetic clouds, and that the majority of these clouds are followed by fast solar wind streams.

4.2.2  *In situ* Observations of Substructure in the 13 April 2006 Magnetic Cloud

Figure 4.3 shows data taken of the magnetic cloud encountered by the ACE and WIND spacecraft on 13 April 2006. This MC displays many of the typical characteristics used to identify a magnetic cloud (Steed *et al.*, 2008), and also exhibits the clearest example of substructure towards its centre that we have found. Magnetic field data from the Magnetic Field Investigation (MFI, Lepping *et al.*, 1995) and plasma data from the 3-D Plasma and Energetic Particle Experiment (3DP, Lin *et al.*, 1995) on the WIND spacecraft, located upstream of Earth, are shown at 3 second resolution. Panels (a) and (b) show the total and $B_x$, $B_y$ and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates, respectively. Panel (c) shows the bulk flow speed of the protons, panel (d) shows the proton number density and panel (e) shows the radial proton temperature. Panel (f) shows the pitch angle velocity distributions of suprathermal electrons at 272 eV observed by the Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor/STEA (SWEPAM, McComas *et al.*, 1998) on the ACE spacecraft, which has been temporally aligned with observations of the substructure region at WIND (see § 4.2.2.3). Counterstreaming beams of suprathermal electrons are typically associated with ICMEs (Zwickl *et al.*, 1983; Gosling *et al.*, 1987) and tell us about the connectivity of magnetic field lines to the Sun (see § 3.1.2.4). Figure 4.3(f) shows that counterstreaming suprathermal electron beams at $\sim 272$ eV are observed throughout much of this magnetic cloud, indicating that it is still connected to the Sun when it is observed at ACE. However, the onset of these bidirectional beams is $\sim 1$ hr prior to the onset of the magnetic cloud, as determined from the magnetic field observations, suggesting the presence of closed magnetic field lines propagating ahead of the magnetic cloud. We suggest that this may indicate that overlying coronal loops were also pushed out and ejected when this magnetic cloud erupted. We also note that the observations show that the beam is unidirectional as the spacecraft emerges from the substructure region and moves into the back part of the magnetic cloud, indicating that the magnetic structure is partially disconnected from the Sun at one of its footpoints in this region.
Figure 4.3: Interplanetary magnetic field and plasma data from the WIND spacecraft during the passage of the ICME ejecta in GSE coordinates. Vertical dot-dashed black lines indicate the boundaries of the magnetic cloud and vertical dashed red lines indicate the boundaries of the substructure region. This plot shows (a) the total and (b) the $B_x$, $B_y$ and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field, (c) proton bulk flow speed, (d) proton number density, (e) radial proton temperature and (f) the pitch angle velocity distributions $f(\alpha)$ of the suprathermal electrons at 272 eV, in units of $s^3 \text{ cm}^{-6}$ (observed by ACE and temporally aligned with observations of the substructure region observed by WIND, see Fig. 4.6). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.
In the 13 April 2006 MC, $B_z$ is dominated by the axial field component, while $B_x$ and $B_y$ have a dominant contribution from the azimuthal component (Figure 4.3(b)). However, these boundaries need to be confirmed after rotating the magnetic data in the local MC coordinate system in order to fully separate the azimuthal and axial components. We confirm the boundaries shown in Figure 4.3 by using a minimum variance analysis (MVA) (see §2.4.2 and §4.2.2.1) to rotate the data to the MC frame, selecting the interval that shows the clearest rotation (Figure 4.4). The MV analysis gives a ratio between the intermediate and the minimum eigenvalues of $\sim 12$, which implies that the minimum variance direction is well defined (Siscoe and Suey, 1972). The MC axis orientation was also determined using MVA by Steed et al. (2008) (see §3.2.2.2), and is described by $\theta$ and $\phi$, where $\theta$ is the angle between the ecliptic plane and the MC axis and $\phi$ is the angle between $x_{GSE}$ and the projection of the MC axis on the ecliptic plane (measured positive when anti-clockwise). They found that $\theta \sim 68^\circ$ and $\phi \sim 294^\circ$.

Vertical dot-dashed black lines in Figure 4.3 indicate the boundaries of the magnetic cloud at WIND, which are found to be very similar to those determined by Steed et al. (2008) and described in Chapter 3, using data from the ACE spacecraft. Unusual magnetic field and plasma observations persist beyond the identified rear boundary of this magnetic cloud and we suggest that this may be the result of interaction between the magnetic cloud flux rope and the solar wind (see also Chapter 5). Dasso et al. (2006) reported that magnetic reconnection can be forced in front of an MC when a flux rope is overtaking the magnetic field ahead of it. The consequence of this reconnection is a flux tube that is peeled away at the front, but has an extended back part. This “back” region is expected to exhibit different behaviour to both the main body of the ejecta and the solar wind. Steed et al. (2008) investigated several locations for the rear boundary of this MC and, despite the complexity of the observations towards the rear of the ejecta, they found that changes in the rear boundary location over a time interval spanning almost 10 hours did not result in major changes in the orientation of the MC axis. Within this magnetic cloud the rotation of the magnetic field evident in $B_y$ is not smooth, and vertical dashed red lines bound the region where the $B_y$ magnetic field observations deviate from the larger scale trend bipolar signature, exhibiting multiple reversals of the gradient of this magnetic field component towards the centre of the cloud. Associated changes in the other magnetic field directions and the plasma measurements are also observed in this region.
4.2.2.1 Magnetic field observations

Figure 4.4 shows 3 second resolution data from the MFI instrument on the WIND spacecraft over the interval of the magnetic cloud, rotated to a local co-ordinate system defined using a minimum variance analysis (MVA) (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967) on the magnetic field. The maximum variance ($B_{y,\text{cloud}}$) direction contains the effects of the rotation of the azimuthal magnetic field, and shows that the large-scale rotation over the duration of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is positive to negative. However, a number of reversals of the gradient of this magnetic field component are observed between 19:03 UT and 22:38 UT on 13 April 2006. We have identified these signatures as substructure within the magnetic cloud. The boundaries of this substructure are again highlighted by vertical short-dashed red lines. Within the substructure region, relatively sharp discontinuities are observed at 20:23 UT and 21:02 UT, indicating the presence of thin current sheets, labelled CS1 and CS2 respectively, and highlighted by vertical long-dashed green lines. Detailed analysis of the nature of these current sheets is undertaken in Chapter 5. The unusual substructure signatures observed in the $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$ magnetic field component of this magnetic cloud persisted for approximately 3.5 hours.
Figure 4.4: Magnetic field components in local magnetic coordinates obtained from a minimum variance analysis performed over the duration of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud. The panels show the magnitude of the magnetic field and the evolution of the magnetic field components in the minimum ($B_{x,\text{cloud}}$), maximum ($B_{y,\text{cloud}}$) and intermediate ($B_{z,\text{cloud}}$) variance directions. Vertical short-dashed red lines indicate the boundaries of the substructure region, within which reversals of the azimuthal magnetic field ($B_{y,\text{cloud}}$) gradient are observed. Discontinuities consistent with the presence of thin current sheets are also observed at 20:23 UT (CS1) and 21:02 UT (CS2), indicated by the vertical long-dashed green lines, coincident with an observed decrease in the axial magnetic field ($B_{z,\text{cloud}}$) component and its subsequent recovery. Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.
The axial magnetic field is contained in the intermediate direction ($B_{z,\text{cloud}}$) in our local co-ordinate system. It also departs from what is expected from a force-free, cylindrical flux rope model. Observations of $B_{z,\text{cloud}}$ show that towards the centre of the MC, where it is expected that the magnetic field is strongest, the magnetic field begins to decrease where $B_{z,\text{cloud}}$ has a discontinuity at 20:23 UT, coinciding with the time at which we observe CS1. The decrease of $B_{z,\text{cloud}}$ is large, since it changes from 19 nT to 6 nT between 20:23 UT and 21:02 UT. At 21:02 UT when CS2 is observed, a sharp discontinuity is also observed in $B_{z,\text{cloud}}$, resulting in the rapid recovery of this magnetic field component to pre-disturbance levels. It is interesting to note that the onset of the substructure signatures in the azimuthal magnetic field occurs approximately 70 minutes before there are any notable changes observed in the axial magnetic field, and that the observed reduction in the $B_{z,\text{cloud}}$ component of the magnetic field is mostly confined between CS1 and CS2. The observed large fluctuations in the axial and azimuthal components of the magnetic field are weakly reflected in the magnetic field magnitude, since there are only some small changes observed during this period of time when the surrounding magnetic field is very smooth.

4.2.2.2 Corresponding plasma observations

The changes in the magnetic cloud, evident in the magnetic field observations, are accompanied by associated changes in the physical properties of the plasma in this region. Figure 4.5 shows 3 second resolution plasma measurements from the 3dp instrument on the WIND spacecraft, in GSE coordinates. Panels (a) and (b) show translational proton velocity, $V_x$, and proton density, $N_p$, respectively. The expected temperature, $T_{ex}$ is typical of the plasma proton temperature found in the ambient solar wind, and is determined by an empirical correlation with the observed solar wind speed, $V_{sw}$ (Lopez, 1987, and references therein). Figure 4.5(c) shows the observed proton temperature, $T_p$ (black trace) and the expected temperature, $T_{ex}$ (red trace) calculated using the relation from Neugebauer et al. (2003), based on 3 years of measurements from ACE. We also show $T_{ex}/2$ (blue trace). Panel (d) shows the proton beta, panel (e) shows the ratio of the relative abundances of helium to hydrogen, $N_\alpha/N_p$ and panel (f) shows the magnitude, $B_x$, $B_y$ and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field in GSE coordinates, for ease of comparison with the plasma observations. The boundaries of the substructure region and the locations of the current sheets, as determined from the magnetic field observations, are highlighted by vertical short-dashed red lines, and vertical long-dashed green lines, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Plasma observations from WIND over the duration of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud. The plot shows (a) the translational proton velocity, $V_x$ in GSE coordinates, (b) the proton number density, (c) the radial proton temperature (black trace), the expected temperature, $T_{ex}$ (red trace) calculated from the observed solar wind speed and $T_{ex}/2$ (blue trace), (d) the proton beta, (e) the ratio of the relative abundances of helium to hydrogen and (f) the magnetic field observations in GSE, provided for context. Vertical short-dashed red lines indicate the boundaries of the substructure region and vertical long-dashed green lines indicate the locations of the current sheets (CS1 and CS2). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.
Observations of the translational proton velocity, $V_x$ in GSE coordinates, within the magnetic cloud (Figure 4.5(a)), show that the change in speed of the cloud as it passes over the WIND spacecraft, determined from observations of the translational velocity at its leading and trailing edges, is small ($\sim 40$ km s$^{-1}$). The non-dimensional expansion rate $\zeta$, provides a measure of the expansion rate of a magnetic cloud, independent of its size, as discussed in §4.1.1.2. We find that $\zeta = 0.57$ for the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud.

Increases in both the proton density and temperature are observed within the substructure region. Extreme density decreases ($\leq 1$ cm$^{-3}$) are typically observed in ICMEs (Richardson et al., 2000) and similarly, for the same bulk flow speed, low proton temperatures relative to the ambient solar wind are expected (Gosling, 1990; Richardson and Cane, 1995; Mulligan et al., 1999), as a result of expansion of the ICME in the solar wind. Richardson and Cane (1995) showed that $T_p < T_{ex}/2$ can be used as a criterion for identifying ICME ejecta in interplanetary space and Figure 4.5(c) shows that while much of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud meets this criterion, $T_p$ significantly exceeds the threshold set by $T_{ex}/2$ within the substructure region and here tends towards temperatures expected in the ambient solar wind at this $V_{sw}$.

Magnetic pressure usually dominates within magnetic cloud structures, resulting in low values of plasma beta. Figure 4.5(d) shows that this is also the case for this magnetic cloud, with a value of 0.01 calculated for proton beta in the main body of the cloud. However, between CS1 and CS2 the magnetic pressure undergoes a small decrease while the plasma pressure undergoes a small increase, leading to slightly elevated proton beta values of 0.08 in this region, higher than the value of 0.03 calculated in the surrounding substructure region. Despite this, these values are still very low relative to the value of 0.2 obtained in the surrounding solar wind. The observed changes in the plasma and magnetic pressure are not reflected in calculations of the total pressure, in which no notable changes are observed throughout the substructure region.

Elevated $\alpha$ (doubly ionised helium) abundances are often observed in solar ejecta (Hirshberg et al., 1972; Zwickl et al., 1983; Mulligan et al., 1999; Richardson and Cane, 2004). $N_{\alpha}/N_p$, the ratio of the relative abundances of He$^{2+}$ to hydrogen, is typically $\sim 8\%$ in ICMEs, compared to a value nearer to 3 - 5% in the ambient solar wind. Figure 4.5(e) shows that the abundance of helium within the pre-substructure part of the cloud is lower than is typically observed within an ICME, approaching 3%, but this is still slightly higher than the value of 2% observed in the surrounding solar wind. We show that at 19:03 UT, corresponding with the onset of the substructure region, the abundance of helium decreases rapidly to a mean value of 0.3
% and is sustained at this level throughout the substructure region. Notably, as the spacecraft moves through the substructure region and back into the main structure of the magnetic cloud the helium abundance remains very low.

4.2.2.3 A comparison of multiple spacecraft observations

The 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is observed by both the ACE and WIND spacecraft, allowing us to compare observations of this event, in particular its substructure, from two spacecraft. In GSE coordinates, the position of the ACE spacecraft is $x = 240 \ R_E$, $y = 25 \ R_E$, $z = -25 \ R_E$. At this time, the position of the WIND spacecraft is $x = 200 \ R_E$, $y = 30 \ R_E$, $z = -15 \ R_E$. Both ACE and WIND were located close to the Sun-Earth line, with ACE observing the magnetic cloud first.

Figure 4.6 shows magnetic field observations from ACE and WIND over the duration of the magnetic cloud. Cross-correlation (see §2.4.3) is used to compare these datasets within the substructure region and returns a maximum correlation coefficient $> 0.9$ when the WIND observations lag the ACE observations by approximately 528 s ($\sim 9$ mins). Therefore, in order to obtain a direct comparison of the magnetic cloud observations from each spacecraft, the ACE data has been time-shifted by 528 s. The boundaries of the substructure region are highlighted by vertical dashed red lines, as before. We find that the ACE and WIND observations of the magnetic field are very similar.
Figure 4.6: Magnetic field observations in GSE coordinates over the duration of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud by WIND (black trace) and ACE (red trace). Vertical dashed red lines indicate the boundaries of the substructure region. The ACE data has been time-shifted by 528 seconds (~ 9 mins.) so that the WIND and ACE observations may be directly compared. This shows that the observations of the magnetic structure from both spacecraft are very similar. Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.
4.2.3 The Prevalence of Substructure Within Magnetic Clouds

We have surveyed all 48 of the magnetic clouds observed between March 2001 and November 2007 recorded in the WIND magnetic cloud catalog (http://lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov/mfi/mag_cloud_pub1.html). To ascertain what proportion of the magnetic clouds observed near-Earth exhibit substructure, magnetic field observations of each MC from the MFI instrument onboard the WIND spacecraft were visually inspected for evidence of substructure, and a subset of magnetic clouds containing these features was identified. A minimum variance analysis was then performed on the magnetic field measurements of each of the clouds in this subset to further enhance the observational signatures of substructure, by rotating the magnetic field vector to the eigen-vector frame given by the minimum variance (an approximation of the magnetic cloud frame).

We have found that in around 60% of these magnetic clouds, the magnetic field does not rotate entirely smoothly, often exhibiting both small- and large-scale fluctuations. However, we have identified only 5 magnetic clouds, in addition to the 13 April 2006 cloud, that exhibit the multiple reversals in the gradient of the azimuthal magnetic field in which we are interested. For those magnetic clouds that have already been the subject of study by other researchers, we use the most recently discussed boundaries, whilst the remainder of the magnetic cloud boundaries are as stated in the WIND magnetic cloud catalog (estimated using the Lepping et al. (1990) magnetic field model). Figure 4.7 shows the evolution of the $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$ component of the magnetic field, corresponding to the maximum variance direction obtained from the minimum variance analysis, over the duration of all 6 of the substructure magnetic clouds identified. Vertical dashed red lines indicate the approximate boundaries of the substructure regions, within which reversals of the azimuthal magnetic field ($B_{y,\text{cloud}}$) gradient are observed.
Figure 4.7: The evolution of the $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$ magnetic field component (maximum variance direction) is shown over the duration of all 6 of the magnetic clouds exhibiting substructure. Vertical dashed red lines indicate the boundaries of the substructure regions, within which reversals of the azimuthal magnetic field ($B_{y,\text{cloud}}$) gradient are observed. Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.
Here, we compare some of the properties of these magnetic clouds, allowing us to build a general picture of the characteristics of these types of solar ejecta. We estimate the trajectories of the WIND spacecraft through this subset of magnetic clouds using a technique developed by Gulisano et al. (2007), which is valid for the force-free (Lundquist, 1950) model, and in which the magnetic field components obtained from MVA are used to provide an approximation of the impact parameter, $p$, defined as the minimum distance from the spacecraft to the cloud axis. The deviation from zero of the mean value of the $B_{x,\text{cloud}}$ component of the magnetic field (in the direction of the minimum variance) can be used to obtain an estimation of $p$ (see Figure 5, upper panel in Gulisano et al. (2007)), as:

$$\frac{<B_{x,\text{cloud}}>}{B_0} \approx 1.6 \left(\frac{p}{r}\right)^2 + 0.077 \left(\frac{p}{r}\right) + 0.053 \quad (4.3)$$

Including the higher order terms in this relation increases the precision with which we are able to estimate the impact parameter within these perturbed clouds. The resulting impact parameter of the ACE spacecraft for the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is 15%, which is smaller than the estimate provided in (Steed et al., 2008), and reported in §3.2.2.2.

In addition, we compare the spatial extent of each substructure region relative to the size of its parent magnetic cloud and look for similarities between the overall sizes and durations of the magnetic clouds. We also calculate the average magnetic field strength over the duration of each magnetic cloud and compare the values obtained for each event.

Magnetic clouds often exhibit a linear velocity profile. By considering $\Delta V_x$ over the duration of each cloud, we calculate the non-dimensional expansion rate, $\zeta$ with respect to the cloud centre, for each of these clouds. By observing the solar wind behind each magnetic cloud, we also determine whether the cloud was being followed, and ultimately overtaken, by a solar wind stream propagating faster than the ejecta. This was shown to be the case for the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud in Chapter 3.

Table 4.1 shows that the size and duration of each magnetic cloud varies significantly between events, and that the same can be said of the size and duration of the substructure regions, both between the events and relative to the size of their parent magnetic clouds. We also find that there are no clear similarities between the trajectories of the WIND spacecraft through each of these magnetic clouds, determined from the estimated impact parameter of the spacecraft in each case, with some clouds observed closer to their axes than others. Despite the lack of similarities between many of the cloud parameters, we show in Figure 4.7 that the regions in
which substructure are observed all lie towards the centre of their respective parent clouds. In this context, the centre of a magnetic cloud is defined as the point at which the $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$ component of the magnetic field tends to zero. Calculations of the average magnetic field strength over the duration of each cloud reveal that it is comparable ($\sim 17$ nT) in all but one of these events ($\sim 32$ nT), and the values obtained are within the range expected for a typical magnetic cloud (Lepping et al., 2003). We find that $\zeta$ is smaller than the mean value obtained for the non-perturbed (not overtaken) magnetic clouds analysed by Démoulin et al. (2008) at 1 AU ($\zeta = 0.8 \pm 0.2$), and those analysed by Gulisano et al. (2010) between 0.3 and 1 AU ($\zeta = 0.9 \pm 0.2$). This is coherent with the presence of an overtaking solar wind stream behind these magnetic clouds, as the lowest values of $\zeta$ are found for overtaken clouds. There is also one case where the value obtained for $\zeta$ is negative, implying that when this cloud is observed by WIND it is actually compressing, rather than expanding.

4.3 Discussion

In this chapter, we have investigated the properties of a subset of magnetic clouds within which substructure, in the form of multiple reversals of the gradient of the azimuthal magnetic field, is observed towards the centre of the magnetic flux rope structure. A particularly clear example of substructure in a magnetic cloud was observed in situ by the WIND spacecraft on 13 April 2006, and we show that substructure is evident in both the magnetic field observations and the corresponding plasma observations. In addition to the reversals of the azimuthal magnetic field gradient and the depression of the axial magnetic field, several thin current sheets are identified within the substructure region.

One of the most recent explanations for the presence of current sheets within magnetic clouds is a scenario proposed by Owens (2009), who demonstrated how current sheets can form simply as a result of a magnetic cloud’s kinematic propagation from the Sun to the Earth. This model of a kinematically distorted flux rope was able to reproduce an observed discontinuity present in the magnetic structure of some magnetic clouds, and demonstrate that these current sheets thin, and thus increase in intensity, as the angular width of the flux rope increases and the radial expansion speed decreases. We have shown that the rate of radial expansion of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is small at 1 AU. However, unlike the examples studied by Owens (2009), the angular width of this magnetic cloud is believed to be quite small, because despite originating close to disk centre, this CME is not observed by the Large Angle Spectroscopic Coronagraph (LASCO, Brueckner et al., 1995).
onboard the SoHO spacecraft (Steed et al. 2008) (as discussed in § 3.2.3). Owens (2009) also hypothesise that magnetic reconnection occurring across such current sheets in magnetic clouds may result in a single flux rope being fragmented into multiple, smaller flux ropes.

The idea of multiple flux ropes giving rise to observations of unusual ICME signatures is not a new one (e.g. Osherovich et al. 1999). Wang et al. (2002), and many of the scenarios proposed in recent years, do not require magnetic reconnection as a driving force. For example, it has been suggested that some events observed near Earth are a result of CME-CME interaction, and Gopalswamy et al. (2001a) described a scenario where a faster CME ploughs into a slower CME travelling ahead of it. In some cases, both MCs even travel consecutively and the flux rope signatures are preserved (Dasso et al. 2009). On the other hand, Dasso et al. (2007) also considered whether the substructure could be explained by a small twisted flux tube with opposite helicity sign in the centre of the flux rope, and concluded that the formation of such a structure is not possible in the corona. It is, however, possible for two flux ropes with the same sign of helicity to interact in interplanetary space, but the symmetrical nature of the 13 April 2006 flux rope signature in $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$ implies that the flux ropes would have to be very similar to reproduce the observed substructure signatures, and it is very improbable that this is the case.

Dasso et al. (2007) also suggested the simplest interpretation of the observed substructure may be spatial oscillations of the magnetic field, introduced as a result of interactions between a magnetic cloud and the ambient solar wind as the cloud propagates into interplanetary space. They proposed that close to the minimum approach of the magnetic cloud centre, the spacecraft trajectory would be nearly tangential to the magnetic flux surfaces of the flux rope. Here, the azimuthal magnetic field tends to zero and any warping of the flux surfaces would give a clear signal in the $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$ component. This could potentially give rise to a signature within the magnetic field of a flux rope that resembles the observations of substructure in $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$ identified in this study, but does not explain the observed decrease in $B_{z,\text{cloud}}$ towards the centre of the flux rope. However, there are several events in this study for which “warping” is a possible explanation for the observed signatures, since a depression of $B_{z,\text{cloud}}$ is not common to all of these events, unlike the multiple reversals of the gradient of $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$.

It is also possible that MHD waves may be perturbing the magnetic field on the flanks of the flux rope. For example, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Dungey 1955; Drazin and Reid 1985) may be invoked when two fluids are in motion with respect to one another. In this case, the stability of the interface between the magnetic cloud and the solar wind is dependent on the magnitude of the velocity
shear. The fast flowing plasma in the magnetic cloud moving past slower solar wind plasma may create the necessary velocity shear across the boundary between them to invoke the instability. However, if this were the case it is not obvious how these boundary waves would result in the internal substructure signatures we observe. We consider the processes that might explain how substructure arises in magnetic clouds in more detail in Chapter 5.

Similar observations of the magnetic field from the ACE and WIND spacecraft suggest that the 13 April 2006 magnetic structure does not undergo significant temporal or spatial evolution as the magnetic cloud propagates from ACE to WIND. This may be because the magnetic cloud is evolving more slowly than we are able to detect. The close proximity of the ACE and WIND spacecraft to one another results in a time-scale of only a few minutes between the respective observations, which is very small compared to typical time-scales of magnetic cloud evolution, usually of the order of hours. We estimate the trajectories of the ACE and WIND spacecraft through this magnetic cloud by considering the impact parameters of the spacecraft determined from flux rope modelling, as before. We find that the values obtained for the impact parameter are very similar, as expected given the relative spacecraft positions, with a value of $p/R$ of approximately 15% for both ACE and WIND, where $R$ is the radius of the magnetic cloud.

We are unable to determine from the available observations of this event when the substructure develops, but it is possible that substructure is present, or introduced, as the CME erupts. However, it is also plausible that substructure forms within an ICME as it propagates through the heliosphere. Further study of the solar sources of these types of ejecta would assist with narrowing down the point at which substructure begins to develop within an ICME.

In addition to the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud, we have identified and studied 5 other magnetic cloud events within which substructure is observed. We initially surveyed 48 magnetic clouds and have found that around 60% of the clouds in the WIND magnetic cloud catalog do not rotate entirely smoothly, exhibiting varying degrees of internal fluctuations of the magnetic field. However, only a very small proportion of these exhibit clear substructure signatures. These findings suggest that substructure events are rare, but we must also consider that the boundaries of the magnetic clouds included in this study, particularly those determined from the WIND magnetic cloud catalog, may not be entirely accurate. Much progress has been made in recent years in identifying the boundaries of solar ejecta by applying new methods and techniques, in making quantitative comparisons with their solar sources (e.g. Démoulin, 2008) and in using MHD invariants in space (e.g. Dasso, 2009). Accurate identification of magnetic cloud boundaries is particularly difficult.
for complex events, like those in which we identify substructure. There has been much discussion and speculation about whether all ICMEs in fact contain flux ropes. However, the presence of a flux rope may not be evident in the \textit{in situ} observations of many events due to the limitations of single spacecraft measurements, and particularly the trajectory of the spacecraft through the ejecta (e.g. Marubashi 2000; Jian et al. 2006). Similarly, we suggest that the same observational constraints, in particular the lack of availability of multi-spacecraft measurements for each event, mean that we cannot rule out the possibility that substructure may be present in more magnetic clouds than we are able to identify with the available \textit{in situ} observations. All of the magnetic clouds associated with substructure identified in this study were observed during the late declining phase of the solar activity cycle, but given the small sample size of magnetic clouds, there is not yet sufficient evidence to determine if there is any dependence of the formation of substructure within MCs on the phase of the solar cycle.

A comparison of the physical parameters of these magnetic clouds has revealed that they have little in common. Since the solar wind pressure decreases with increasing heliocentric distance, MCs typically expand as they propagate into interplanetary space. A signature of this expansion is observed in the plasma bulk flow velocity in the Sun-Earth direction, which is expected to decrease approximately linearly between the leading and trailing boundaries of the cloud. Conversely, magnetic clouds may become perturbed as a result of their interaction with the solar wind. In a perturbed cloud, the majority of the velocity profile of a cloud is nonlinear. Nearly all of the clouds in this study are followed by fast solar wind streams. We have found that the non-dimensional expansion rates of these MCs are low, with values of $\zeta < 0.8$, indicating that these magnetic clouds are perturbed (Gulisano et al. 2010). As a fast stream overtakes a magnetic cloud, it is expected to compress the flux rope and so decrease its expansion rate, as shown in MHD simulations (Xiong et al. 2006) and in \textit{in situ} observations (Gulisano et al. 2010).

### 4.4 Summary and Conclusions

Substructure is observed within some magnetic clouds, identified by multiple reversals of the gradient of the azimuthal magnetic field of the magnetic flux rope structure. One such event was observed by the ACE and WIND spacecraft, located upstream of Earth, on 13 April 2006. We have shown that substructure is evident in both the azimuthal and axial magnetic field components and the associated plasma observations. In total, we have identified 6 magnetic clouds clearly exhibiting such substructure signatures and a comparison of the properties of these clouds has re-
revealed that they vary significantly from event to event. However, these clouds all exhibit low non-dimensional expansion rates, suggesting that they are perturbed by the surrounding solar wind conditions, and fast solar wind streams are observed overtaking 4 of the 6 events studied.

It is not yet understood when and where substructure develops within magnetic clouds. Further study is necessary to investigate whether substructure is present during CME initiation and/or eruption, or if it develops as a result of the evolution of the magnetic structure as it propagates into the heliosphere. Understanding the driving forces behind the topological changes in a magnetic flux rope that give rise to substructure is the subject of Chapter 5, where we will explore possible scenarios that might lead to the formation of substructure within a magnetic cloud.
Table 4.1: Properties of magnetic clouds exhibiting substructure.

| MC Start, UT  | MC End, UT  | MC Duration, hrs | MC Size, AU | Substructure Duration, hrs | Substructure Size, AU | Spatial extent\(^b\) | Impact Parameter, \(p/R\) (WIND) | \(< |B| >\), nT | \(< V_{x,GSE} >\), km s\(^{-1}\) | Expansion Rate, \(\zeta\) | Fast stream behind MC? |
|---------------|-------------|------------------|-------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------|---------------------|-------------------------------|----------------|-----------------|------------------|------------------|
| 18 Oct 95     | 19 Oct 95   | 22.7             | 0.23        | 1.8                         | 0.019                 | 8 %                 | 15 %                         | 20             | -120            | 0.25             | Yes              |
| 18:58(D06)    | 17:37       |                  |             |                             |                       |                     |                               |                 |                 |                  |                  |
| 04 Apr 04     | 05 Apr 04   | 36.0             | 0.38        | 14.3                        | 0.150                 | 40 %                | 55 %                         | 16             | -441            | 0.77             | No               |
| 02:48         | 14:48       |                  |             |                             |                       |                     |                               |                 |                 |                  |                  |
| 09 Nov 04     | 10 Nov 04   | 12.5             | 0.24        | 3.6                         | 0.070                 | 30 %                | 25 %                         | 32             | -796            | 0.64             | No               |
| 20:30(D07)    | 09:00       |                  |             |                             |                       |                     |                               |                 |                 |                  |                  |
| 13 Apr 06     | 14 Apr 06   | 10.3             | 0.13        | 3.6                         | 0.046                 | 35 %                | 15 %                         | 19             | -530            | 0.57             | Yes              |
| 15:50(S08)    | 02:05       |                  |             |                             |                       |                     |                               |                 |                 |                  |                  |
| 30 Sept 06    | 30 Sept 06  | 13.0             | 0.13        | 1.4                         | 0.014                 | 10 %                | 25 %                         | 16             | -404            | 0.61             | Yes              |
| 08:36         | 21:36       |                  |             |                             |                       |                     |                               |                 |                 |                  |                  |
| 19 Nov 07     | 20 Nov 07   | 13.5             | 0.15        | 2.4                         | 0.023                 | 20 %                | 0 %                          | 17             | -474            | -0.26            | Yes              |
| 23:24         | 12:54       |                  |             |                             |                       |                     |                               |                 |                 |                  |                  |

\(^a\)(D06), (D07) and (S08) denote magnetic cloud boundaries identified by Dasso et al., 2006, Dasso et al., 2007 and Steed et al., 2008, respectively. All other MC boundaries are as recorded in the WIND MC catalog.

\(^b\)Spatial extent of the substructure region as a percentage of total MC size.

Permission to reproduce this table has been granted by the American Geophysical Union.
Chapter 5

Investigating the Causes of Magnetic Cloud Substructure

The external and internal processes that influence the evolution of ICMEs and magnetic clouds as they propagate into interplanetary space is not currently well understood. Following the identification of internal structure within magnetic clouds in Chapter 4, in this chapter we investigate possible explanations for how this substructure may arise.

In § 5.2 we discuss some of the external processes that may influence the magnetic structure of ICMEs and magnetic clouds as they propagate into interplanetary space, before investigating some of these processes in detail in § 5.2. In § 5.2.1 we discuss whether there is any evidence of magnetic reconnection proceeding within the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud substructure region in the in situ magnetic cloud and plasma observations. A different approach to investigating the causes of substructure is employed in § 5.2.2 and § 5.2.3. Here, numerical simulations are used to consider whether multiple flux ropes could explain the observed substructure magnetic field signatures, and also the consequences of introducing spatial oscillations to the magnetic field of a flux rope, allowing us to consider the effects of “warping”. Finally, we determine whether the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability may be invoked at the magnetic cloud boundaries in § 5.2.4 before evaluating our findings in § 5.3.
5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Possible Causes of Magnetic Cloud Substructure: An Overview

5.1.1.1 Magnetic reconnection in interplanetary space

As discussed in §1.3.7, magnetic reconnection describes a process in which the frozen-in field condition of ideal magnetohydrodynamics is violated such that pairs of magnetic field lines merge to produce topological changes in the field. One characteristic feature of the reconnection process is the acceleration of plasma away from the reconnection site in a pair of oppositely directed exhaust regions. Observations of such exhausts within the Earth’s magnetopause current layer has provided the strongest direct evidence for the reconnection process in space plasmas (e.g. Paschmann et al., 1979, 1986; Sonnerup et al., 1981; Gosling et al., 1982, 1990a, 1991a; Phan et al., 1996, 2000).

Magnetic reconnection also occurs at tangential discontinuities in the solar wind, such as extensive interfaces separating ICMEs and the ambient solar wind plasma, at interfaces between open and closed field lines within ICMEs and, very occasionally, near the Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS); which separates regions of opposite magnetic polarity. When the Alfvén mach number of the solar wind flow is > 2, as is usually the case in the solar wind near 1 AU, the reconnection site and the field and plasma in both exhausts are carried away from the Sun by the solar wind flow.

The presence of magnetic reconnection in ICMEs was predicted by simulations, in which it was shown that reconnection can occur on the flanks of ICMEs (Cargill and Schmidt, 2002). Schmidt and Cargill (2001) suggested that reconnection within ICMEs might occur as a result of shearing of the ICME by the surrounding solar wind. If the orientations are favourable, the large compression observed ahead of some ICMEs may also trigger reconnection between ICME and sheath magnetic fields.

Early studies suggested that magnetic reconnection in the solar wind was quite rare near 1 AU, with only 6 events identified in nearly 7 years of ACE data (Gosling et al., 2005a). Since then, better techniques for recognising the exhausts and the use of instruments with a higher temporal resolution mean that current estimates of the frequency of reconnection in the solar wind are significantly higher. Using 3 second resolution WIND data, it is estimated that an average of ~ 2 reconnection exhausts per day can be identified in slow wind and ~ 0.6 exhausts per day can
be identified in high speed wind [Gosling et al., 2007a]. These authors conclude that reconnection is almost certainly more prevalent in the solar wind than can be detected by instruments with a $\geq 3$ second cadence.

Prior to the identification of any reconnection exhausts in the interplanetary medium, it was suggested that turbulence should drive reconnection in the solar wind, but while turbulence is most pronounced in high speed streams, all of the reconnection exhausts identified prior to 2007 were found to arise in slow solar wind conditions. Magnetic reconnection in the solar wind has since been shown to occur in plasma with low proton $\beta$ (0.01 - 0.15) and high Alfvén speed (50 - 200 km s$^{-1}$). The average values of $\beta$ external to exhausts in the fast wind are considerably higher than $\beta$ in the slow wind and in association with ICMEs. However, improvements in the techniques used to identify exhausts have since led to the identification of a limited number of exhausts in high speed solar wind data also. The majority of events observed in both the fast and slow solar wind occur at times of decreasing or nearly constant solar wind speed.

Some of the earliest reconnection exhausts identified in interplanetary space, and a significant proportion of the exhausts identified more recently, have been found to be associated with ICMEs. No correlation has been found between exhaust occurrence and magnetic field strength, so while the magnetic field within ICMEs is characteristically elevated relative to the ambient solar wind, this does not appear to be a contributing factor to the relatively high occurrence rates in and around interplanetary ejecta. Multi-spacecraft observations of reconnection exhausts in the solar wind have revealed evidence of prolonged reconnection along a continuous X-line, indicating that reconnection in interplanetary space is not patchy in both space and time.

Observations have shown that field lines need not be anti-parallel for reconnection to occur in the solar wind. Sonnerup (1974) concluded that: “When the field strengths on opposite sides of a thin current sheet are comparable (as is usually the case in the solar wind), reconnection is geometrically possible for a wide range of field shear angles, including very small field shear angles.” Some of the early studies reported that field shear angles were typically found to range from 70° to 180°, with a median close to 135° [Gosling et al., 2005a]. Since many more exhausts have been identified, it has been found that reconnection in the solar wind occurs most frequently at field shear angles less than 90°. The rate of reconnection is dependent on the shear angle between the reconnecting fields, decreasing as the shear angles get smaller. Assuming a uniform solar wind, a dimensionless reconnection rate of 0.033 has been estimated by Phan et al. (2006) and Davis et al. (2006).
A weak correlation between field shear angle and the exhaust width has also been found, with wider exhausts, which are largely associated with local magnetic shears $\gg 90^\circ$, typically associated with ICMEs. Early identification of reconnection exhausts in the solar wind indicated that typical exhaust widths were in the region of $\sim 2 \times 10^5$ km \cite{gosling2006}. It has since been found that most reconnection exhausts in the solar wind are $< 4 \times 10^4$ km, which corresponds to a crossing duration of $< 100$ seconds \cite{gosling2007b}.

\textit{In situ} observational signatures of magnetic reconnection

Reconnection exhausts that can be identified by a number of signatures evident in the \textit{in situ} observations of the plasma and magnetic field \cite{gosling2005a,gosling2005b,gosling2005c}.

Key signatures include:

- Changes in the magnetic field orientation occurring in two distinct steps; one at the leading edge of an exhaust and one at the trailing edge. Observations show that within an exhaust the field orientation is intermediate between values observed at each of the exhaust boundaries. This field reversal is associated with a bifurcated current sheet.

This type of magnetic field signature is a common characteristic of reconnection exhausts in the solar wind, but by itself it is insufficient to identify an exhaust.

- One of the most distinguishing features of an exhaust is accelerated or decelerated plasma flow within a bifurcated current sheet. An increase (decrease) in bulk flow speed should be observed when a spacecraft encounters an anti-sunward (sunward) directed exhaust, and both anti-sunward and sunward directed exhausts are commonly observed.

- Alfvén waves propagating parallel (anti-parallel) to the magnetic field at exhaust boundaries produce anti-correlated (correlated) variations in the magnetic field, $B$, and plasma velocity, $V$, at the leading and trailing edges of the exhaust region.

- When exhausts are bounded by slow-mode-like shocks, then associated increases in density and temperature and a decrease in magnetic field strength are expected.

- The observed change in velocity, $|V|$, across the exhaust boundaries is comparable to, but usually less than, the external Alfvén speed (see \S 1.3.6 for an explanation of Alfvén speed), and is dependent upon the shear angle of the reconnecting field lines. For shear of $180^\circ$, $\Delta V$ is expected to be comparable
to the Alfvén speed. As shear angle decreases, $\Delta V$ decreases relative to the Alfvén speed.

Local field shear angles and proton $\beta$ values do not depend on heliocentric distance, but as heliocentric distance increases, $\Delta V$ gets smaller due to weaker magnetic fields and lower Alfvén speeds.

- Magnetic field strength decreases within the exhausts are also roughly correlated with the magnitude of the local shears.
- The Alfvén speed within the exhaust is typically very high, ranging from 50 to 200 km s$^{-1}$.
- Electron temperatures within an exhaust region are often intermediate between those observed either side of the exhaust boundaries, indicating that although the transitions from outside to inside an exhaust are often slow-mode-like for protons, this is not the case for electrons.
- Counterstreaming ion beams are sometimes observed resulting from solar wind plasma entering the exhaust region from opposite directions along the reconnected magnetic field lines.

### 5.1.1.2 ICME-ICME interaction

Remote observations of the Sun have shown that CMEs can occur in close spatial and temporal proximity (Svestka, 2001). It is possible for an active region to produce more than one CME over the course of its lifetime, sometimes in relatively quick succession. The variable velocities and large angular extent of CMEs makes it inevitable that ICMEs will sometimes interact, and this is most probable at times of high solar activity. There is evidence to suggest that the resultant complex ICME structures may result in strong heliospheric and geomagnetic disturbances (Burlaga et al., 1987; Bothmer and Schwenn, 1995).

Some of the consequences of interactions between ICMEs have been explored through simulations, and include shocks propagating through ejecta (Odstrcil et al., 2003) and, in cases where the two flux ropes exhibit the same sign of helicity, the merging and reconnection of ICMEs (Schmidt and Cargill, 2004).

There are several instances of the detection of multiple flux rope events reported in the literature. Kahler et al. (1999) used bidirectional electron fluxes to argue that some magnetic clouds are multiple events, while the reconstruction technique of Hu and Sonnerup (2002) was employed by Hu et al. (2003) to infer a magnetic cloud at 1 AU was comprised of two flux ropes. Similarly, Osherovich et al. (1999) discuss
a magnetic cloud observed by Ulysses, which may be modelled as two intertwined helical flux tubes separated by a region of enhanced plasma pressure. In a process referred to as “CME cannibalism”, a fast CME can overtake a slow CME from the same solar source or a neighbouring solar source resulting in single CME, which may be detected by enhanced radio emission (Gopalswamy et al., 2001a). Burlaga et al. (2002) also attempted to understand complex ejecta from several interacting halo CME events, focusing on the substructure evident in the composition and density signatures and emphasising the challenges in quantitatively describing such events.

There is currently no consensus on the expected in situ signatures of interacting ICMEs, most likely due to both the complexity and individual nature of these events. However, the presence of boundaries within the ejecta often provides a first indication that an event might be comprised of multiple flux ropes. That said, caution must be exercised as discontinuities contained within the internal structure of ICMEs are not unusual, and further analysis may not lead to the conclusion that the event is the result of ICME-ICME interaction.

5.1.1.3 Solar wind-ICME interaction

The effects of the ambient solar wind on the structure and evolution of ICMEs in interplanetary space is still not well understood, and is currently a very active field of research.

ICMEs observed near 1 AU are most often embedded in slow wind streams, indicative of their solar origins in complex magnetic regions. In cases where ICMEs propagate through high speed streams increased travel speeds can occur, since ICMEs tend to converge to the ambient solar wind speed. In some instances, a fast solar wind stream might travel behind a slower-travelling ICME and plasma at the trailing edge of the ICME may be compressed. If the embedded magnetic field is directed southward, these ICMEs can become more geoeffective as compression results in enhancement of the southward field (e.g. Zhao 1992, Cane and Richardson 1997, Fenrich and Luhmann 1998, Crooker 2000).

The topology of a magnetic cloud may also be altered by interaction with the preceding solar wind. Magnetic reconnection can occur at the leading edge of magnetic clouds as they overtake the slower solar wind, often containing differently oriented magnetic field, ahead of them. This results in a flux rope that is peeled away at the front, but with an extended trailing region; a region of low but coherent field that exhibits different behaviour to both the magnetic cloud and the ambient solar wind and is comprised of reconnected flux that has been swept behind the flux rope.
Evidence of this configuration was found by Dasso et al. (2006) in the 9 November 2004 magnetic cloud, and a schematic interpretation of the observed MC is shown in Figure 5.1. The reconnected magnetic flux in this event was estimated to be \( \sim 60\% \) of the total magnetic flux contained in the flux rope. However, in other magnetic clouds this value is typically lower (Dasso et al., 2007; Mandrini et al., 2007).

![Diagram of magnetic cloud substructure](image)

**Figure 5.1:** Evidence of partial magnetic reconnection of a flux rope during its transit from the Sun to the spacecraft. The \( B_{y,\text{cloud}} \) component of the magnetic field for the 9 November 2004 magnetic cloud (Dasso et al., 2007) is shown in the top panel. This flux rope partially reconnects with the preceding solar wind as it propagates from the Sun to the Earth and the flux rope is peeled away at the front. In the back of the flux rope an extended region of low but coherent field is present that exhibits different behaviour to both the magnetic cloud and the ambient solar wind. This “back” region comprises reconnected flux that has been swept behind the flux rope. Figure adapted from Démoulin (2008). Permission to reproduce this figure has been granted by the European Geosciences Union.

Spatial oscillation of the magnetic field was suggested by Dasso et al. (2007) as the simplest interpretation of substructure within a magnetic cloud. They proposed that close to the minimum approach of the spacecraft to the flux rope axis, the spacecraft trajectory would be nearly tangential to the magnetic flux surfaces of the flux rope, where the azimuthal magnetic field component, \( B_{y,\text{cloud}} \), \( \sim 0 \). Any warping in the flux surfaces would give a clear signal in the \( B_{y,\text{cloud}} \) component. For
geometrical reasons, warping is difficult to detect away from the cloud centre since the $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$ component becomes important, and any fluctuations due to warping can no longer be so easily identified. Dasso et al. (2007) propose that the reason the flux rope structure is undulated is probably due to its fast evolution and interaction with the surrounding medium.

5.1.1.4 Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

A wide variety of instabilities can occur in plasma systems and consequently the solar-terrestrial environment is typically not in a state of equilibrium. Instabilities in space plasmas are driven by a range of sources of free energy, such as velocity shear, gravity, temperature anisotropy, electron and ion beams, and currents (Uberoi, 2007).

Plasma instabilities that occur on scales comparable to the bulk scales of the plasma are termed macroinstabilities and can be studied using fluid and magnetohydrodynamic equations. The remaining class of instabilities are microinstabilities and these are kinetic in nature. The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability falls into the former category and is produced by velocity shear flows in fluids and plasmas. Current sheets with tangential discontinuity are prone to such instabilities. The uniform magnetic field either side of a current sheet acts to stabilise it, but it can become unstable when the kinetic energy of the tangential velocity difference exceeds the total magnetic energy density, resulting in the distortion of magnetic field lines.

One of the most well-known instances of the onset of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is at the boundary between the Earth’s magnetosheath and magnetosphere. Here, the coupling between the relative magnetosheath and magnetospheric flows causes ripples to grow at the interface between these two plasma regimes and facilitates the transport of plasma and momentum from the magnetosheath across the magnetopause to the magnetosphere by mixing the two regions. The conditions for the onset of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability may also be satisfied in other regions where velocity shear occurs, like the boundaries between an ICME and the ambient solar wind. A critical velocity shear is required to produce the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, but the shear between the velocity and magnetic field across the boundaries of a magnetic cloud also plays a part in determining if wave growth will occur. The tension in the magnetic field will resist any force acting on it to stretch it, therefore the instability is not likely to be invoked if the shear angle between the velocity and magnetic field across the leading or trailing boundaries of a magnetic cloud is small.
5.2 Investigating the Causes of Substructure in the 13 April 2006 Magnetic Cloud

5.2.1 Magnetic Reconnection Within the Magnetic Cloud?

In Chapter 4 we described the in situ magnetic field and plasma observations of the internal structure of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud. Within the substructure region of the cloud two clear discontinuities are observed at 20:23 UT and 21:02 UT in the 3 s resolution magnetic field observations from the WIND spacecraft (see Figure 4.4).

These discontinuities are likely the locations of thin current sheets, separating different plasma regimes within the cloud. It is within such regions that it is possible for magnetic reconnection to proceed in, and around, the cloud. The detection of reconnection exhaust jets in in situ magnetic field and plasma observations is commonly used to provide evidence of magnetic reconnection in the solar wind and interplanetary space. As discussed in § 5.1.1.1 there are a number of signatures of reconnection exhausts that may be found in in situ observations. Key signatures include accelerated or decelerated plasma flow within a current sheet and changes in magnetic field orientation occurring in two distinct steps (one at the leading edge and one at the trailing edge of the exhaust). We investigate the characteristics of the current sheets observed within the substructure region of the cloud to ascertain if such signatures are present, and thus if magnetic reconnection is proceeding in these regions.

The first of the current sheets analysed is observed in the magnetic field observations from the WIND spacecraft between 20:23:01 UT and 20:23:38 UT, and is herein referred to as Current Sheet 1 (CS1) (this notation is consistent with Chapter 4). The short duration over which this feature is observed (37 s) implies that this structure is very thin, and from the concurrent speed of the local plasma, we estimate its width along the WIND spacecraft trajectory is $\sim 2 \times 10^4$ km.

To better understand the geometry of the current sheet, the magnetic field and velocity observations are transformed to the local frame of the structure, determined by calculating the normal to the plane of the current sheet by considering the magnetic field either side of the current sheet. The results of this transformation are shown in Figure 5.2, in which the boundaries of the current sheet are highlighted by vertical, dashed lines. This shows that the majority of the solar wind flow is contained in the x-direction, and there is little variation in the flow and field in this direction. The variations in plasma flow and the magnetic field structure are mostly
perpendicular to the solar wind flow direction. Two-step changes in the orientation of the $B_y$ magnetic field component are observed at the two boundaries of the current sheet, indicating that it is bifurcated, and accelerated plasma flow is observed within this region. Between the boundaries, the magnetic field has a roughly constant orientation, intermediate between that prevailing before and after the current sheet. The combination of these signatures implies that the event observed may be the result of quasi-stationary magnetic reconnection.

An exhaust region is expected to be bounded on either side by kinks in the magnetic field that propagate as Alfvén waves in opposite directions along the reconnected field lines. Plasma enters the exhaust region from both sides and is accelerated away from the reconnection site as it encounters the field line kinks. Figure 5.3 shows a two-dimensional schematic of the geometry of CS1 in the local $y$-$z$ plane, illustrating that a kinked magnetic field line is observed across CS1. The shear in the magnetic field across this region is $31^\circ$, which is small compared to the ideal geometry for the onset of magnetic reconnection, in which the shear angle approaches $180^\circ$.

We now make the assumption that the net outflow of plasma in the reconnection exhaust is perpendicular to the magnetic field within the current sheet. Therefore, we assume that the field-aligned component of the plasma flow velocity in this region is associated with $y-z$ translation of the current sheet in the solar wind. Figure 5.4 shows the plasma flow velocities in the rest frame of CS1, approximated by considering only the plasma velocity flowing perpendicular to the magnetic field within the current sheet. At the boundaries of a reconnection exhaust, inflowing plasma is expected, but this is not observed in the case of CS1. The velocity of the outflowing plasma in the current sheet ($\sim 235$ km s$^{-1}$) is comparable with the Alfvén velocity ($\sim 200$ km s$^{-1}$) in this region.

The Alfvén Mach number, $M_A$, of the surrounding flow was 2.3, meaning that the reconnection site and the field and plasma in both exhausts were carried away from the Sun by the super-Alfvénic solar wind flow. The orientation of the magnetic field and direction of the outflowing plasma implies that the reconnection site was located south (-$z$) and east (+$y$) of the observed current sheet when it traversed the WIND spacecraft.

The Walén relation relates the changes in flow velocity to density-weighted changes in the magnetic field vector and can be used to determine if the difference between the velocity of the field line, $V_f$ and the velocity of the plasma, $V_p$ is Alfvénic (see §2.4.4.1 for further details).

Prior to conducting the Walén test, the in situ data must be transformed to
Figure 5.2: Plasma and magnetic field observations in the local frame of CS1 from the WIND spacecraft. The leading and trailing boundaries of the current sheet lie at 20:23:01 UT and 20:23:38 UT, respectively and are highlighted by vertical, dashed lines. Accelerated plasma flow within a bifurcated current sheet and a magnetic field orientation, intermediate between that prevailing before and after the current sheet imply that this event may be the result of magnetic reconnection. No notable changes are observed in the magnetic field strength, proton temperature or proton density with the current sheet.
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By zooming in on the region of interest, we can observe the following details:

- **Reconnection Site**
  - Magnetic field strength: 20 nT
  - Plasma velocity: 218 km/s

- **Reconnection Exhaust**
  - Magnetic field strength: 21 nT
  - Plasma velocity: 288 km/s

- **Plasma Flow**
  - Magnetic field strength: 21 nT
  - Plasma velocity: 290 km/s

Figure 5.3: A two-dimensional schematic representation of the approximate geometry of Current Sheet 1 when magnetic field and velocity are transformed to the local frame of the current sheet. A kinked magnetic field line is observed. However, the plasma inflows expected at the boundaries of the current sheet are not observed. The speed of the outflowing plasma observed within the current sheet is comparable with the local Alfvén speed in the outflow region.

A comparison of the deHoffmann-Teller velocity in CS1 ($V_{HT} = (-488, -222, 80)$ km s$^{-1}$) with the plasma velocity in the current sheet rest frame ($V = (-488, -220, 80)$ km s$^{-1}$), shown in Figure 5.4, reveals that they are very similar. The best approximation for the deHoffmann-Teller frame is obtained when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the solar wind flow. This is the case for CS1.

In reconnection events, the velocity of the plasma relative to the deHoffmann-Teller velocity ($V - V_{HT}$) is typically proportional to the Alfvén velocity, $V_A$. In
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Figure 5.4: A two-dimensional schematic of the approximate geometry of Current Sheet 1 when velocity is transformed again, this time to the rest frame of the current sheet. The expected plasma inflows at the current sheet boundaries are not observed in this frame, either.

magnetopause reconnection events, the coefficient of proportionality is often in the range ±(0.8 - 1.0). Such proportionality is interpreted as an indication that the magnetopause has the structure of a large-amplitude Alfvén wave or rotational discontinuity. Figure 5.5 shows some evidence of correlation between $V - V_{HT}$ and $V_A$ in the y-direction, with a coefficient of proportionality of $(1.25 \pm 0.2)$ calculated between these two variables.

A second discontinuity is observed between 21:02:10 UT and 21:03:15 UT, and is herein referred to as Current Sheet 2 (CS2). The magnetic field and velocity data have been transformed to the frame of the current sheet determined from the normal to the plane of the current sheet, as before. Figure 5.6 shows evidence that the current sheet is bifurcated in $B_z$. However, clear changes in the bulk flow
speed are not evident. From the duration of the observations and the speed of the structure, we estimate its width along the spacecraft trajectory is $\sim 3 \times 10^4$ km.

Figure 5.7 shows a two-dimensional schematic of the geometry of CS2 in the local frame of the structure in the local $y$-$z$ plane, illustrating that a kinked magnetic field line is observed across CS2. The shear in the magnetic field across this region is $47^\circ$. We make the same assumptions as for CS1 and Figure 5.8 shows the plasma flow velocities in the rest frame of CS2, approximated by considering only the plasma velocity flowing perpendicular to the magnetic field within the current sheet. The plasma flows within CS2 are not consistent with the expected direction of flows with respect to the magnetic field within a reconnection exhaust; there is neither convincing observations of plasma inflows at the boundaries of the current sheet or plasma outflows within the current sheet. As in the case of CS1, the Current Sheet 2 velocities are also transformed to the deHoffmann-Teller frame. We find that the deHoffmann-Teller velocity ($\mathbf{V}_{HT} = (504, -262, -79)$ km s$^{-1}$) differs significantly in direction from to the plasma velocity in the approximate rest frame of the current sheet ($\mathbf{V} = (501, -28, 59)$ km s$^{-1}$). The magnitude is also significantly larger (274...
Figure 5.6: Plasma and magnetic field observations in the local frame of CS2 from the WIND spacecraft. The leading and trailing boundaries of the current sheet lie at 21:02:10 UT and 21:03:15 UT, respectively and are highlighted by vertical, dashed lines. There is some evidence in $B_z$ that the current sheet is bifurcated. Both proton temperature and density are elevated within the current sheet.

km s$^{-1}$) than the outflow speed in the rest frame (65 km s$^{-1}$), and is comparable with the Alfvén speed in this region (225 km s$^{-1}$). This analysis of CS2 suggest
that magnetic reconnection is not proceeding in this region when it is observed by the WIND spacecraft.

We infer from observations of the magnetic field and velocity that quasi-stationary reconnection may occur in the region of Current Sheet 1. In the case of current sheet 2, the directions of plasma flows relative to the magnetic field in this region indicate that reconnection is unlikely to be proceeding in this region when it is observed by the Wind spacecraft.

5.2.2 Multiple Flux Ropes Within the Magnetic Cloud?

The research undertaken in this section and §5.2.3 on solar wind interaction with ICMEs has been undertaken as part of a collaborative effort with Pascal Démoulin of Observatoire de Paris, France. Here, we employ the use of theoretical modelling to better understand the causes of magnetic cloud substructure.

There are two kinds of theoretical simulations of CMEs. The first are analytical time-dependent MHD models, which provide insights into the physical mechanisms, but cannot reproduce the detailed morphology of the observations. The second are numerical time-dependent MHD simulations, which should be able to reproduce the
observations if sufficiently accurate initial conditions and boundary conditions are known (Aschwanden, 2009).

We investigate whether the observed substructure signatures in the magnetic field can be reproduced using numerical simulations by considering a scenario in which the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is composed of two consecutive flux ropes with the same sign of helicity, contained within a flux bundle.

The superposition of the magnetic fields of the flux ropes in this way is purely a numerical process. In this type of model, the physics of the interaction, such as the compression of the field or magnetic reconnection, is not considered.

A Gold & Hoyle flux rope is described by the following set of equations:
For a flux rope centred at (0, 0):

\[ A(x, y) = \frac{-\text{Log}(1 + r^2)}{2} \]  

(5.1)

where \( A \) is the axial component of the vector potential of the magnetic field.

\[ B_r = -\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial A}{\partial \theta} = 0; \quad B_\theta = \frac{\partial A}{\partial r}; \quad B_z = e^{2A} \]  

(5.2)

In cartesian coordinates:

\[ B_x(x, y) = \frac{+r \sin \theta}{(1 + r^2)} \]  

(5.3)

\[ B_y(x, y) = \frac{-r \cos \theta}{(1 + r^2)} \]  

(5.4)

\[ B_z(x, y) = \frac{+1}{(1 + r^2)} \]  

(5.5)

where \( \theta = \text{ArcTan}(x, y) \) and \( r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \).

A simple numerical model of two consecutive flux ropes is simulated by bringing together two Gold & Hoyle force-free fields. We show that the modified fields are both no longer force-free:

Consider two force-free flux ropes 1 and 2, in which \( J_1 \times B_1 = 0 \) and \( J_2 \times B_2 = 0 \). Therefore, \( J_1 = \alpha_1 B_1 \) and \( J_2 = \alpha_2 B_2 \) with \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) being constant along each field line of the respective fields, 1 and 2.

If \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) are combined to give \( B \) (i.e. \( B = B_1 + B_2 \)), then:

\[(J_1 + J_2) \times (B_1 + B_2) = J_1 \times B_2 + J_2 \times B_1 = (\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)B_1 \times B_2 \]  

(5.6)

This is equal to zero if \( B_1 \) is parallel to \( B_2 \) everywhere or if \( \alpha_1 = \alpha_2 \), but in general the superposition of two force-free flux ropes results in a single non-force-free flux rope.

Figure 5.9 shows that when \( d_x = 0 \), where \( d_x \) describes the separation between the centres of the two flux ropes, a single flux rope is described and the model yields the typical bipolar signature expected of a magnetic cloud (blue trace). When \( d_x = 4 \), the flux ropes are well separated and a reversal of the gradient of the \( B_y \)
component is produced (black trace). However, with this model the interval of the $B_y$ gradient reversal is comparable to the size of the entire flux rope and the multiple reversals present in the observations of $B_y$ are not reproduced. Here, $y$ describes the distance between the observing spacecraft and the flux rope axis during its trajectory through the flux rope. As $y$ increases, the distance between the spacecraft and the flux rope axis increases. Figure 5.10 shows that the value of $y$ does not significantly influence the results for $B_y$ and $B_z$ obtained with the model. Although, as expected $B_x$ becomes more significant further from the flux rope axis.

![Figure 5.9](image)

**Figure 5.9:** A simple numerical model of two consecutive flux ropes is simulated by bringing together two Gold & Hoyle force-free fields. When $d_x = 0$, where $d_x$ describes the separation between the centres of the two flux ropes, a single flux rope is described and the model yields the typical bipolar signature expected of a magnetic cloud (blue trace). When $d_x = 4$, the flux ropes are well separated and a reversal of the gradient of the $B_y$ component is produced within the larger-scale bipolar signature (black trace). The distance between the spacecraft and the flux rope axis during its trajectory through the flux rope is described by $y$.

Figure 5.11 shows the $B_x$, $B_y$, and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field obtained by the model when the field strength of the right-hand flux rope is decreased by half, i.e. $B_1 = 1.0$ and $B_2 = 0.5$. We find that this model is also unable to sufficiently
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Figure 5.10: The $B_x$, $B_y$ and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field obtained from the numerical simulations of two consecutive Gold & Hoyle flux ropes when $y = 0$ and $y = 0.5$, for varying degrees of separation between the flux ropes, described by $d_x$. The value of $y$ does not significantly influence the results of $B_y$ and $B_z$ obtained by the model. As expected, $B_x$ becomes more significant as the distance from the flux rope axis increases (i.e. $y$ increases).

reproduce the observed magnetic field signatures in the substructure region.

Figure 5.11: The $B_x$, $B_y$ and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field obtained from the numerical simulations of two consecutive Gold & Hoyle flux ropes when $y = 0$ and the strength of the right-hand flux rope is decreased by half, i.e. $B_1 = 1.0$ and $B_2 = 0.5$, and for varying degrees of separation between the flux ropes, described by $d_x$. The model is unable to reproduce the magnetic field signatures observed in the substructure region.

Alternatively, this scenario can also be modelled using two Lundquist force-
free fields. A linear force-free Lundquist field is described by the following set of equations:

For a flux rope centred at \((0, 0)\):

\[
A(x, y) = \frac{J_0(\alpha r)}{\alpha} \quad (5.7)
\]

\[
B_r = -\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial A}{\partial \theta} = 0; \quad B_y = \frac{\partial A}{\partial r}; \quad B_z = \alpha A \quad (5.8)
\]

In cartesian coordinates:

\[
B_x(x, y) = +J_1(\alpha r)\sin \theta \quad (5.9)
\]

\[
B_y(x, y) = -J_1(\alpha r)\cos \theta \quad (5.10)
\]

\[
B_z(x, y) = +J_0(\alpha r) \quad (5.11)
\]

where \(\theta = \text{ArcTan}(x, y)\) and \(r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}\). When \(J_0(\alpha) = 0, \alpha = 2.405\).

In this case, the superposition of two linear Lundquist force-free flux ropes results in a flux rope which remains force-free. Here, we are combining two solutions for which the value of \(\alpha\) is the same, therefore the resulting flux rope can also be described by a linear force-free field.

Here, we consider only the case of the superposition of two Lundquist force-free flux ropes in which the resulting flux rope remains force-free.

Figure 5.12 shows that the linear force-free field exhibits significant oscillations evident in the \(B_y\) and \(B_z\) components of the magnetic field when the two flux ropes are both close together \((d_x = 0)\) and well-separated \((d_x = 3)\). Here, \(y = 0\) and there is no signal in the \(B_x\) component, as expected. We find that this model is also unable to reproduce the \(B_{y,\text{cloud}}\) reversals observed in the substructure region.

### 5.2.3 A Perturbed Magnetic Cloud? Spatial Oscillations of the Magnetic Field

We now investigate whether the observed substructure signatures in the magnetic field can be reproduced by considering a scenario in which the 13 April 2006 magnetic
Figure 5.12: The $B_x$, $B_y$ and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field obtained from the numerical simulations of two consecutive Lundquist flux ropes when $y = 0$, for varying separation between the flux ropes, described by $d_x$. Oscillations are evident in the $B_y$ and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field, but this model is unable to reproduce the magnetic field signatures observed in the substructure region.

cloud is perturbed by spatial oscillations.

By assuming that $\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0$ and $B_z$ is a function of $A$, when spatial oscillations are introduced in a Gold & Hoyle field, the flux rope can be described by the following set of equations:

$$A(r, \theta) = \frac{-(1 + e\sin[n\theta + \phi]) \log[1 + r^2]}{2} \quad (5.12)$$

In cartesian coordinates:

$$B_x(x, y) = \frac{+(1 + e\sin[n\theta + \phi])r\sin[\theta]}{(1 + r^2)} + \frac{en\cos[n\theta + \phi]\cos[\theta]\log[1 + r^2]}{2r} \quad (5.13)$$
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By \((x, y) = -(1 + e \sin(n \theta + \phi)) r \cos[\theta] + \frac{en \cos[n \theta + \phi] \sin[\theta] \log[1 + r^2]}{2r} \) \(5.14\)

\(B_z(x, y) = e^{2A} = (1 + r^2)^{-(1 + e \sin(n \theta + \phi))} + \frac{en \cos[n \theta + \phi] \sin[\theta] \log[1 + r^2]}{2r} \) \(5.15\)

where \(\theta = \text{ArcTan}(x, y)\) and \(r = \sqrt{(x^2 + y^2)}\).

The oscillating perturbation is described by amplitude, \(e\), spatial frequency, \(n\), and phase, \(\phi\). As before, \(y\) corresponds to the distance between the spacecraft and the flux rope axis. The value selected affects the spatial extent of the perturbations, which broaden as \(y\) increases (i.e. the impact parameter becomes larger).

When \(e = 0\), a classical Gold & Hoyle field is described. When a perturbation is introduced into the Gold & Hoyle field \((e > 0)\), then the magnetic field of the structure is no longer force-free.

Figure 5.13 shows the effect of the perturbation when \(n = 7\), \(e = 0.2\) and \(y = 0.2\). The phase, \(\phi\) determines the location of the oscillations along the x-axis. This scenario produces multiple reversals of the gradient of the \(B_y\) component of the magnetic field towards the centre of the flux rope and most closely reproduces the \(B_{y, \text{cloud}}\) observations of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud.

However, Figure 5.14 shows that this model is unable to reproduce the observed signatures of the substructure in the \(B_x\) and \(B_z\) components of the magnetic field.

In the linear force-free case, spatial oscillations are introduced in a Lundquist field by adding a higher mode solution, in which a “wavy” pattern in \(\theta\) is expected. The flux rope can be described by the following set of equations:

\[ A(r, \theta) = A(x, y) = \frac{(J_0[\alpha r] + eJ_n[\alpha r] \sin[n \theta + \phi])}{\alpha} \] \(5.16\)

\[ B_x(x, y) = +J_1[\alpha r] - eJ_{n-1}[\alpha r] \sin[n \theta + \phi] \sin[\theta] - \frac{en}{\alpha r} J_n[\alpha r] \cos[(n+1) \theta + \phi] \] \(5.17\)

\[ B_y(x, y) = +J_1[\alpha r] - eJ_{n-1}[\alpha r] \sin[n \theta + \phi] \cos[\theta] - \frac{en}{\alpha r} J_n[\alpha r] \sin[(n+1) \theta + \phi] \] \(5.18\)

\[ B_z(x, y) = J_0[\alpha r] + eJ_n[\alpha r] \sin[n \theta + \phi] \] \(5.19\)

where \(\theta = \text{ArcTan}(x, y)\) and \(r = \sqrt{(x^2 + y^2)}\).
Figure 5.13: Numerical simulations of when a Gold & Hoyle flux rope is perturbed by spatial oscillations show that a similar signature to that observed in $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$ can be reproduced when $n = 7$, $e = 0.2$ and $y = 0.2$. The phase, $\phi$ determines the location of the oscillations along the $x$-axis.

Figure 5.14: The $B_x$, $B_y$ and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field obtained from the numerical simulations of a perturbed Gold & Hoyle flux rope when $n = 7$ and $y = 0.2$, for $\phi = 1.5$ (left) and $\phi = 2.5$ (right). This model is unable to reproduce the $B_x$ and $B_z$ magnetic field signatures observed in the substructure region.

As before, the oscillating perturbation is described by amplitude, $e$, spatial frequency, $n$, and phase, $\phi$. When $e = 0$, a classical Lundquist field is described, and the field remains force-free for all values of $e$. 
Figure 5.15 shows that forcing spatial oscillations in the Lundquist model results in perturbations that are mostly present at the exterior of the flux rope, whilst the core remains undisturbed. Figure 5.16 illustrates that this model is unable to reproduce the observed reversals in the gradient of $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$, or the observed substructure signatures in the remaining magnetic field components. Instead, the magnetic field deviates little from the signatures expected in an unperturbed linear force-free field.

![Numerical simulations of spatial oscillations in a Lundquist flux rope](image)

**Figure 5.15:** Numerical simulations of spatial oscillations in a Lundquist flux rope show that the perturbation is mostly present at the exterior of the flux rope, whilst the core remains undisturbed.

We show that neither the Gold & Hoyle or Lundquist models of perturbed flux ropes is able to sufficiently reproduce the observed substructure signatures in the $B_z$ component of the magnetic field, which represents the axial magnetic field of the flux rope. Large-scale, cylindrical flux rope models indicate that a peak in the axial magnetic field component is expected towards the centre of a flux rope, and this is also what we find in the Gold & Hoyle and Lundquist models of a perturbed flux rope. However, a sudden and significant decrease in $B_{z,\text{cloud}}$ is observed towards the centre of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud, and neither model is able to reproduce this signature.
Figure 5.16: The $B_x$, $B_y$ and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field obtained from the numerical simulations of a perturbed Lundquist flux rope when $n = 7$ and $y = 0.2$ and $\phi = 0$, for $e = 0$, 10 and 200. This model is unable to reproduce the observed reverse in the gradient of $B_{y, \text{cloud}}$, or the observed substructure signatures in the remaining magnetic field components. Instead, the magnetic field deviates little from the signatures expected in an unperturbed linear force-free field.

5.2.4 MHD Waves and the Magnetic Cloud

We now investigate whether MHD waves propagating at the boundaries of a flux rope can produce the magnetic field signatures observed in the substructure region of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud.

The condition for onset of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and wave growth at a boundary is given by:

$$\left[k \cdot (V_1 - V_2)\right]^2 > \frac{n_1 + n_2}{\mu_0 m_p n_1 n_2} \left[ (k \cdot B_1)^2 + (k \cdot B_2)^2 \right]$$

(5.20)

where $v$ is plasma flow velocity, $n$ is plasma number density, $B$ is the magnetic field vector, $m_p$ is proton mass, $k$ is the wave vector and the subscripts refer to the two regions either side of the boundary.

The 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud drives a weak fast forward shock ahead of it, behind which is a region of shocked, compressed solar wind plasma and magnetic field that precedes the arrival of the magnetic cloud. In observations of the magnetic field from the WIND spacecraft, the boundary between the sheath and the magnetic cloud is observed at 15:46 UT on 13 April 2006. A time interval of several minutes is selected within both the preceding solar wind sheath region (Region 1: 15:34 - 15:44 UT) and in the magnetic cloud (Region 2: 15:48 - 15:58 UT) over which average
values for the magnetic field, plasma velocity and proton density are found. Using these values we consider whether the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is likely to be invoked at this boundary, using the conditions described above, and find that the conditions for wave growth are not satisfied in any direction at the leading boundary of the magnetic cloud.

We also consider if the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is invoked at the rear boundary between the magnetic cloud and the solar wind. Identification of the rear boundary is more complex than for the leading boundary of the cloud, as previously discussed in §3.1.3 and §3.2.2.2. However, we select the boundary at 02:05 UT on 14 April 2006, determined during the analysis of the cloud undertaken in §3.2.2.2. A time interval of several minutes is selected within both the magnetic cloud (Region 1: 01:52 - 02:02 UT) and in the ambient solar wind following the ejecta (Region 2: 02:06 - 02:16 UT), over which average values for the magnetic field, plasma velocity and proton density are found. Using these values we consider whether the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is likely to be invoked at this boundary, and find that the conditions for wave growth are not satisfied in any direction at the rear boundary of the magnetic cloud either.

Magnetic tension forces act to stabilise the boundary to the growth of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. In the case examined here, the flow shears at both the leading and trailing boundaries of the magnetic cloud are very small ($\approx 1^\circ$), and are insufficient to overcome the stabilising effect of these magnetic tension forces.

5.3 Discussion

Within the substructure region of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud two discontinuities, CS1 and CS2, were identified (see Chapter 4). The geometry of CS1, approximated from in situ magnetic field and velocity observations, implies the presence of a reconnection exhaust region resulting from quasi-stationary reconnection occurring south-east of the observing spacecraft. This is unlikely to also be the case in CS2, in which plasma flow velocity relative to the magnetic field does not imply the presence of a reconnection exhaust in this region.

The estimated width of the reconnection exhaust in CS1 is $2 \times 10^4$ km, and while this is smaller than the average width ($\sim 2.5 \times 10^5$ km) discussed in the literature (Gosling et al., 2005a), it is consistent with later studies (Gosling et al., 2007a) that show that many exhausts in the solar wind have local widths $< 4 \times 10^4$ km (corresponding to exhaust crossing times of $< 100$ s). Some correlation between
small exhaust widths and small shear angles has also been shown by Gosling et al. (2007a). This is consistent with observations of CS1, in which the shear angle of the magnetic field across the current sheet is only 31°. It is possible that the kinked field line has “opened out” by the time it is observed by the WIND spacecraft, resulting in the small magnetic field shear angle observed. However, in a study of magnetic reconnection in the solar wind at small shear angles, Gosling et al. (2007a) found that 70% of the exhausts observed in March 2006 were associated with field shear angles < 90°, and it may simply be the case that the field lines in CS1 reconnect despite the small shear angle between them.

Plasma inflows are typically observed at the boundaries of a reconnection exhaust, but these are not observed in the case of CS1. One possible explanation for the lack of observed inflows is errors in the determination of the velocity introduced during transformation of the reference frame of the structure. To better understand the geometry of the current sheet, we made several field transformations. However, the large component of velocity in the solar wind flow direction means that minor errors in the determination of each frame of reference can potentially result in significant errors in the determination of the velocity in the current sheet.

Although we have found some evidence consistent with magnetic reconnection taking place within the substructure region of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud, it is improbable that this is the cause of the substructure within the cloud. The magnetic configuration of a force-free magnetic flux rope is not favourable for the onset of magnetic reconnection, and so some process must distort the magnetic cloud from this ideal configuration before the conditions for the onset of magnetic reconnection are satisfied. Therefore, we propose that the magnetic reconnection proceeding within the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is a consequence, rather than the cause, of its unusual magnetic topology.

We have employed the use of numerical simulations to investigate the possibility that the substructure observed in the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is the result of the interaction between two consecutive flux ropes. In the case of two similar Gold & Hoyle flux ropes, the superposition of which results in a non-force-free field, we show that $B_y$ undergoes a reversal on the scale of the entire flux rope and that multiple reversals of this magnetic field component are not produced. Similarly, in the case of two similar Lundquist flux ropes, which remain force-free, significant oscillations of the $B_y$ and $B_z$ components of the magnetic field are observed. Neither model is able to sufficiently reproduce the magnetic field signatures observed within the substructure region of the cloud.

If the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud was comprised of more than one flux rope,
then the observed substructure signatures in $B_{y,\text{cloud}}$ imply that these two flux ropes are similar and have the same sign of helicity. This means that the currents flowing in each flux rope will be similarly directed, resulting in a force of repulsion between them. In order to maintain this configuration, there must be a significant amount of surrounding field and this has not been incorporated in either of the multiple flux rope models presented here. However, it seems unlikely that the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is comprised of more than one flux rope, since the observations suggest they would have to be remarkably similar. If the observed substructure does arise from multiple flux ropes, it is perhaps more likely that they will resemble a single flux rope with a bifurcated core, as a result of their interaction as they propagate into interplanetary space. Further investigation of this scenario involves studying the physics of the interaction between two flux ropes, for which MHD simulations are required (Lugaz et al., 2005; Xiong et al., 2007; Xiong, 2009).

Numerical simulations have also been utilised to model a scenario in which a magnetic cloud becomes perturbed, not unlike the “warping” scenario proposed by (Dasso et al., 2006), in which they suggested that a flux rope may become distorted as a result of interactions with the ambient solar wind. In the case of the Gold & Hoyle flux rope, the model is able to adequately reproduce the multiple reversals of the $B_y$ gradient observed towards the centre of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud. However, we show that neither the Gold & Hoyle or Lundquist models of perturbed flux ropes are able to sufficiently reproduce the observed substructure signatures in the $B_z$ component of the magnetic field, which represents the axial magnetic field of the flux rope. A sudden and significant decrease in $B_{z,\text{cloud}}$ is observed towards the centre of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud, but $B_z$ produced by both perturbed flux rope models resembles the peak predicted by large-scale, cylindrical flux rope models.

A comparison of the isocontours of these two models reveals that in the Gold & Hoyle case, in which the resulting flux rope becomes non-force-free, the perturbations are important at both the core and boundaries of the flux rope, while in the Lundquist case in which the resulting flux rope remains force-free, the perturbations are only significant at the flux rope boundaries and the core remains intact. It is the non-force-free nature of the modified Gold & Hoyle field that permits the perturbation to become so important in the core of the flux rope, since in the force-free case the magnetic tension is very efficient at damping inside the magnetic cloud core any perturbation set at the flux rope boundary. Here, we have derived the non-force-free perturbation for only the Gold & Hoyle field, but this should also be possible for the Lundquist case. Our results suggest that the substructure observed towards the centre of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud, and other similar events, is a strongly non-force-free perturbation.
Ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves in the inner magnetosphere are known to occur as a result of surface waves (Southwood, 1974; Chen, 1974; Kivelson and Southwood, 1986). Similarly, although the observed substructure in the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud arises towards the centre of the flux rope, we suggest that it might be possible for MHD waves propagating on the flanks of the flux rope to also distort the topology of the flux rope core. In this study, we investigate whether the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability could provide an explanation for the observed substructure, but conclude that the instability is not invoked at either the leading or trailing edges of the cloud.

There have been several observed instances of ICMEs interacting with the ionised plasma and dust tails of comets, evident in both observations of the comet tail and the magnetic field and plasma observations of the ICME (Jones and Brandt, 2004; Russell et al., 2009). Russell et al. (2009) reported the presence of a strong current sheet within the much-studied 15 December 2006 ICME, and suggested a possible link between its formation and the passage of the ICME through the extended dust trail of comet C/2006 P1 (McNaught). If this assumption is correct, they suggest that charged dust can produce twists in the interplanetary magnetic field that can persist over large distances of an AU, or more. A brief study of the trajectories of comets in and around the time that the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud was propagating from the Sun to the Earth has revealed no candidate dust trails with which this ICME was likely to interact. This, together with the fact that the plasma and magnetic field observations of substructure within the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud do not appear similar to the observations of other known comet dust interaction events leads us to conclude that a comet interaction is not the cause of the substructure in the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud.

5.4 Summary and Conclusions

We discuss and evaluate several possible causes of the magnetic cloud substructure discussed in Chapter [4]. The in situ plasma and magnetic field observations of these structures suggest that reconnection may have occurred on field lines threading structures within the substructure region at some time in the past. We cannot be sure, however, that reconnection was ongoing at the time the exhaust was encountered; nor can we tell how long ago the exhaust occurred or how long reconnection persisted at the reconnection site. While magnetic reconnection proceeds within the magnetic cloud, it is improbable that this is the cause of its unusual topology.

We suggest also that it is unlikely that the observed substructure occurs as a result of the interaction of multiple flux ropes, since the observations suggest that
the flux ropes would have to be very similar and it is improbable for this to be the case. Numerical simulations have shown that “warping” of the magnetic cloud is able to reproduce the observed multiple reversals in the azimuthal magnetic field gradient, but does not sufficiently reproduce the axial magnetic field observations. However, these results strongly imply that the magnetic structure of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud must be non-force-free.

In addition, we show that the substructure does not appear to be caused by Kelvin-Helmholtz waves propagating at the boundaries of the flux rope and it is unlikely that the formation of current sheets within the substructure region is a result of the interaction of the ICME with a cometary dust trail.

We conclude that the specific cause of the substructure observed within the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud, and other similar events, still remains somewhat of a mystery.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis has discussed work on the relationship between coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and their associated interplanetary counterparts, with particular emphasis on the structure and evolution of a subset of interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs), termed magnetic clouds, as they expand into the heliosphere. This work has demonstrated the importance of combining remote sensing observations of the Sun and \textit{in situ} observations in interplanetary space, in order to construct the “bigger picture” and improve our understanding of all aspects of these large-scale phenomena. In particular, the magnetic topology of magnetic clouds has been studied, with a view to better understanding the internal structure observed in a subset of these ejecta.

A comprehensive review of the current understanding of CMEs, from what triggers their initiation, to their eruption on the Sun and subsequent expansion into the heliosphere is described. Included is a detailed review of all of the known observational signatures of CMEs and ICMEs reported in the literature to date, from both remote sensing and \textit{in situ} instrumentation.

In Chapter 3, we discussed the process of associating magnetic clouds with their solar origins. Detailed study of the \textit{in situ} observations of a magnetic cloud observed near Earth on 13 April 2006, and corresponding remote sensing observations of the Sun, revealed that the ejecta originated from an unusually small solar source. The link between the eruption of the associated CME in a small, spotless, northern hemisphere active region and this magnetic cloud is supported by a number of pieces of evidence. The location of the CME eruption slightly north-east of disk centre means that it is likely to be a halo, or partial halo, CME and is in approximate
agreement with the spacecraft trajectory through the western “leg” of the cloud. This study was the first of its kind to associate a magnetic cloud with its solar source by considering the surrounding solar wind conditions. We also found unique agreement between the helicity signs of the active region and the cloud, while a comparison of the magnetic fluxes within the magnetic cloud and the active region is favourable. Combining observations of a magnetic cloud from both interplanetary space and on the Sun can tell us more about how and why a CME erupted. We conclude that in the case of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud, it is most likely that either a flux rope is formed during the eruption, or reconnection proceeds underneath a pre-existing flux rope as it erupts.

In Chapter 4 the internal substructure observed towards the centre of a sub-set of magnetic clouds was investigated. While substructure is primarily identified by multiple reversals of the azimuthal magnetic gradient towards the centre of a magnetic cloud, associated changes in the behaviour of the plasma in this region are also observed. The 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is one such event in which substructure is clearly observed. Within this particular event, we noted that two thin current sheets were present within the substructure region and showed that they bounded the region in which the observations deviated most significantly from those typically expected in magnetic clouds. We conclude from a comparison of the properties of several magnetic clouds that exhibit this unusual magnetic topology that these clouds have lower non-dimensional expansion rates than non-overtaken clouds, and that the majority of these clouds are followed by high-speed solar wind streams.

Chapter 5 focuses on the possible causes of magnetic cloud substructure. We both discussed and evaluated several possible explanations for the unusual topology observed in the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud including, magnetic reconnection, the presence of multiple flux ropes, perturbation of a flux rope by an external influence and the propagation of MHD waves on the magnetic cloud boundaries. We showed that whilst it is possible that magnetic reconnection is proceeding within the cloud, it is improbable that this is the cause, rather than just an effect, of its unusual topology. Similarly, we found that interaction between multiple ICMEs, the onset of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and interaction with an extended cometary dust trail were unable to fully explain the observed substructure signatures. We conclude that while numerical simulations of a perturbed flux rope were not able to sufficiently reproduce all of the observed magnetic field signatures in the substructure region, this scenario yields the most promising results and implies that the magnetic structure of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud is strongly non-force-free.
6.2 Future Work

The next steps for the work on CMEs and their associated interplanetary counterparts is to more closely investigate CME initiation in unusual solar sources, like small active regions and X-ray bright points, from which well-established magnetic clouds are observed in interplanetary space. Observations of these regions have previously been limited by the spatial and temporal resolution of the solar instrumentation onboard the SOHO and TRACE spacecraft. However, the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), launched in 2010, provides full disk observations of the Sun in 10 different wavelengths, 6 of which are in EUV, at a vastly improved spatial resolution and with a cadence of only 10 seconds. These observations, together with additional measurements from the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI), which measures the photospheric magnetic field with a spatial resolution of 1”, will no doubt revolutionise the study of CMEs from small solar sources, allowing the pre-cursors of CMEs in these regions and the morphological changes in the corona during the eruptions themselves to be examined in unprecedented detail.

Our understanding of the causes of the unusual magnetic topology observed in a subset of magnetic clouds can be improved by determining when, during the evolution of a magnetic cloud, substructure becomes established. From the remote sensing and \textit{in situ} observations of the 13 April 2006 magnetic cloud, it is not clear when substructure develops - in the low corona during CME initiation or eruption, or during the CMEs propagation in interplanetary space? Identifying similar events in more recent \textit{in situ} magnetic field and plasma data would enable us to take advantage of the advanced capabilities of the solar instruments onboard SDO to more closely investigate the solar origins of such events. Similarly, a comparison of the solar source regions of such events may prove fruitful, since we will be able to identify any notable similarities in the morphology of the these regions, pre-, during and/or post-eruption.

Solar Orbiter represents the next generation of inner heliospheric spacecraft, with the ability to undertake both remote sensing of the Sun and \textit{in situ} measurement of the inner heliospheric plasma and magnetic field environment. A significant contribution to the understanding of the evolution of ICMEs in the heliosphere is anticipated from this mission, which is set to revolutionise current ideas on solar-heliospheric connections.

In conclusion, this thesis contributes new scientific research on interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) and solar-heliospheric connections. The complexities of linking an ICME with its associated CME and solar source region are demon-
strated, while a better understanding of the intricacies of the internal structure of magnetic clouds and the external influences on their large-scale evolution has been developed as a result of these studies. The work contained in this thesis has implications for developing our understanding of the evolution of ICMEs as they propagate into the heliosphere.
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